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Abstract 
This thesis examines two major novels and n o v e l l a s - i n Love (1920), 
"England, My England" (1916)，Death in Venice (1912), and The Magic Mountain 
(1924)—by D. H. Lawrence and Thomas Mann. The present work argues that these 
narratives articulate a sense of crisis and rereads them as both writers' similar responses to 
the pre-First World war political crisis and to the Great War, thus acknowledging the 
absent presence of the outer crises in these texts. This enables us, perhaps for the first 
time, not just to discern the similarities traced in both writers' works, but to associate the 
embedded pessimism in these texts with the outer events. 
The introduction provides an overview to this dissertation. It defines "crisis" in 
relation to these four narratives and deals with the methodology of the present work. The 
brief biographical information on both writers foregrounds the close relation between 
"outer" and "inner" crises. Even though the degree of each writer projecting their feelings 
and experiences into their works can hardly be ascertained, the idea that their writings are 
essentially autobiographical suggests these tendencies of both writers. 
Chapters I and II compare and explore these four narratives, testifying to a crisis in 
human relationships. Chapter I discusses human disconnection and relational failures in 
Lawrence's Women in Love and "England, My England". It focuses on people's waning 
capacity to maintain relationships as well as on emotional cruelty and polarization 
between couples. Chapter II assesses Mann's Death in Venice and The Magic Mountain 
as records of further human disassociation, when human interactions are displaced by and 
subsumed into the solitary experiences of an individual. The psychological approach in 
these two chapters helps explicate the paradoxical and frequently defeating actions 
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between the lovers. On the other hand, it reflects the problematic psychic structuring of 
these characters—ultimately it is the problems within their selfhood that frustrate them in 
their efforts to relate or connect to the others. Both authors, in other words, have 
presented a world of deteriorating human relationships where disconnection and 
fragmentation abound. 
Chapters III and IV reanalyze these narratives, reflecting the realities and shedding 
light on another aspect of crisis in human consciousness. Chapter EI traces Lawrence's 
presentation of the negative mental climate and its source in his novels. Lawrence implies 
that individuals can only transcend this perpetual sense of meaninglessness by rejecting 
the present society, which Lawrence has increasingly found fault with. Chapter IV 
reexamines Mann's portrayals of the similar crisis in people's mentality. In Mann's 
construction, life in general is neither affirmative nor meaningful, and individuals cannot 
but perpetuate this sense of 'un-fulfillment' and dissatisfaction. My thesis thus 
reconsiders these works as reflections of the general mood of the time, and issues like 
alienation, adaptation and meaninglessness in life are dealt with. The non-conclusive 
endings (without proffering any satisfying resolutions to the plights of the characters) 
bespeak pessimism and profound uncertainty. 
In conclusion the present study revisits the scene of crisis, recapitulating the Great 
War and its repercussions on both writers and on European consciousness. 
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摘 要 
本篇論文，是透過重讀四本書：《戀愛中的女人》（W o m e n in Love)�《英倫， 
我的英倫》（England, My England)�《威尼斯之死》（Death in Venice)及《魔山》（The 
Magic Mountain)，探討兩位作者 D. H .勞 斯(D. H. Lawrence)及湯馬士 •受(Thomas 
M a n n )如何回應大戰之前社會出現的一些政治危機。從歷史角度而言，第二次世界大 
戰遠比第一次世界大戰牽連更廣，戰況更為激烈，人命犧牲更多，造成的社會問題 





第一章以心理分析解讀勞偷斯所寫的兩篇小說《戀愛中的女人》 ( W o m e n in Love) 
及《英儉，我的英i^ �（England, My England)，從而分析自我(self)出現之問題如何引 
致人際關係(特別指出男女關係)的危機。 
� 





道出人的生活是亳無意義和沒有方向感。《戀愛中的女人》（Women in Love)帶出的 
情境是，無論人們怎樣尋找人生的意義，最终也是徒勞。而《英偷，我的英儉》(England, 
M y England)則著重刻劃人們適應社會的要求時，也同時自我摧毀。 
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Introduction 
Crisis Unveiled: "All that is Positive Melts Away" 
To link the names ofD. H. Lawrence and Thomas Mann together may, according 
to received formulations, appear as both unusual and erratic. After all, despite their 
contemporaneity, their marginality within the modernist movement, and their similar 
indebtedness to Friedrich Nietzsche, to most readers their works no doubt display 
more 'dis-affinities' rather than similarities. Obvious intertextuality seems equally 
impossible when both writers hold relatively 'uncongenial' views toward each other 
and neither is particularly deferential to the other's achievements. While Thomas 
Mann seems to show little interest in Lawrence's explicitness with sexuality, Lawrence 
not only assesses Death in Venice as presenting "[ a] sick vision" but he also criticizes 
Mann's work as being "lifeless" (qtd. in TCLC 14: 324). As Lawrence describes 
Mann and his work in his review of Death in Venice: 
... with real suicidal intention, like Flaubert's, [Mann] sits, a last too-sick 
disciple, reducing himself grain by grain to the statement of his own disgust, 
patiently, self-destructively, so that his statement at least may be perfect in a 
world of corruption ... 
And even while he has a rhythm in style, yet his work has none of the 
rhythm of a living thing (qtd. in TCLC 14: 324). 
Nevertheless, literary critics from time to time continue to juxtapose both authors. 
One of the more extensive discussions on both authors is T. E. Apter's study on 
Thomas Mann. Apter notes the basic resemblance between Lawrence's Women in 
Love and Thomas Mann's Death in Venice and The Magic Mountain. Selecting a 
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handful of examples from these texts, Apter determines that these affinities一the 
‘‘similar mingling of destructivity and attraction, foul and beautiful", etc. (89)-
originate from both writers' shared interests in the “demonic and ambivalent’，（78). As 
Apter describes it, within those texts both Lawrence and Mann equally display “a 
fascination for that which corrupts and destroys..., and the view that passion destroys 
the self，(78). Indeed, to explain the similarities within these texts merely in terms of 
both authors' common preoccupations with the diabolic appears to be an 
oversimplification. Acceding to Apter so far as similarities can be traced, this thesis 
has arisen from a felt need to reexamine and redress Apter's position, which I find is 
sketchy and to some extent misleading. By including “England，My England", this 
research can be regarded as an elaboration and a reinterpretation of Apter's analysis 
and in so doing, it strives to propound a more pertinent and fitting explanation to 
Apter's findings. In the end, it is hoped that the present study can lend more 
understanding to both Lawrence's and Mann's works. 
It seems that the similarities traced in these texts-Women in Love (1920)， 
"England, My England" (1922), Death in Venice (1912) and The Magic Mountain 
(1924)^-oblige us to reread and reconsider them as corresponding articulations to a 
particular period in Western history. Written and published between 1911 and 1924， 
these works either directly touch on or implicitly hint at the events surrounding the 
First World War or the Great War. Put differently, each text epitomizes a response to 
the outer, political or historical pressures. Though neither text fits the categorization 
of war literature, each is a fictional reconstruction of individuals' tumultuous 
experiences in the pre-war or wartime Europe. Among these narratives, Death in 
Venice brings in the least reference to the outer situation-the Second Moroccan crisis. 
Commenting on Death in Venice in both his personal letters and his biographical essay 
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A Sketch of My Life, Mann's allusion to the outer political crisis is almost null. 
Readers may thus question the relevancy and validity of reading Death in Venice as a 
reaction to the historical pressures. Mann may appear not to be very sensitive to the 
outer events when he writes Death in Venice. However, as a member of his society， 
Mann cannot in practice create everything by his own sweet will alone and his work is 
bound to be evidence for what has been happening in Wilhelminian Germany. As 
such, Death in Venice can be discerned as more an oblique response to the disordered 
pre-war Europe, whereas the other three texts are undoubtedly fabricated under the 
shadows of the Great War. My choice of these texts, rather than being haphazard and 
random, is intended to underscore the kindred reactions of these two authors-their 
negative portrayals of the pre-war and wartime Europe-as captured in these texts. 
Though these texts have been evaluated either independently or in conjunction with 
other works, such a blend of genres in my study (two novels and two novellas) 
represents an alternative approach to these works. This combination of the texts is 
simultaneously meant to reflect that both Lawrence and Mann are superb novelists and 
short story writers. 
“Crisis，，： Delineation and Manifestations 
In a way, the writings by Lawrence and Mann that I have put together articulate a 
sense of crisis. Apparently, the term "crisis" is crucial to my study. But what exactly 
do I mean by "crisis"? How far can these texts be comprehended in terms of "crisis"? 
Where does the sense of crisis manifest itself? This section will briefly define/ delimit 
the term and its relevancy to the selected texts. 
According to The Oxford English Dictionary, the term “crisis，，has five slightly 
different meanings. Among these diverse senses, one is particularly apt to the present 
3 
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analysis. Accordingly, "crisis" can be characterized as: 
A vitally important or decisive stage in the progress of anything; a turning-
point; also, a state of affairs in which a decisive change for a better or worse 
is imminent; now applied esp. to times of difficulty, insecurity, and suspense 
in politics or commerce (my emphasis 27). 
In other words, “crisis，，does not merely refer to the idea of change or alterity, but it 
also hints at a deteriorating quality of living at the time of great difficulty or instability 
in life, or history, etc. With regards to the chosen texts, this sense of “crisis，’ can best 
be perceived in terms of the ruptures or the cessation of human relationships, and the 
negative mental climate demonstrated by various characters in these narratives. 
Although the magnitude of crisis in these texts differs, the prevailing feeling within 
these works is one of going-down and finally being extinguished-this is substantiated 
by the fact that many people die instead of surviving in these narratives. Characters 
are invariably unhappy about their lives, yet they are in no position to improve their 
situations. Worse, individuals are full of destructive impulses, and their destructive 
tendencies turn both outwardly and inwardly. The general mood of the times as 
demonstrated in these narratives is an admixture of febrile restlessness and 
meaninglessness, an abhorrence of entrapment and 'un-fulfillment' as well as a keen 
awareness of one's vulnerability. In other words, both Lawrence and Mann have 
presented the modem life in highly unsavory manners. As I reiterate my point, both 
authors, negative portrayals of human relationships and individuals in societies are 
fictional responses to the outer political crises that each has perceived and experienced 
during the war. Of course, each author's personal crises-as I would relate in brief 
subsequent ly -seem to further darken their visions. Indeed, the fact that both writers' 
works are usually autobiographical in nature hints at this possibility. 
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In the first part of my study, I will examine the kind of crisis happening in the 
interpersonal and intrapsychic levels. Put simply, within all these narratives both 
writers dramatize the breakdowns of interconnections and the frustrations of the 
fulfillment of desires between individuals in the pre-war and wartime societies. 
Eventually, the relational failures among the characters' reflect the problematic and 
complicated psyches of these protagonists. 
As it appears, one of the major themes in these works is concerned with love/ 
infatuation or marriage. Both writers present neither the quixotic nor the quotidian 
aspects of love. Love and desire, instead of consolidating and empowering people, not 
merely fracture one's integrity but frequently conduce to cataclysmic endings. 
Jonathan Dollimore notes, in Desire, Death and Loss in Western Culture, that 
“[though] desire is on the side of life" and "desire, [as the logic goes], must be 
opposed to death", desire is frequently linked with death (xii). All these narratives 
thus evince Dollimore's position when desire and love cannot go unmixed with death. 
Furthermore, all these works signify not the individuals' basic incapacity for love or 
their failures to feel. Instead, the texts either stress the characters' failures to maintain 
relationships or their inability to relate to others. Desire and love are so problematized 
that they often pertain to perversity. 
Chapter I will explore and discuss the relational failures in both Women in Love 
and "England, My England". Borrowing ideas from recent psychoanalytic studies, I 
attempt to explain the characters' failures to maintain their relationships in two major 
ways: first, it has to do with their brittle selfhood. Nearly all characters, such as 
Gerald, Gudrun and Birkin, etc., in Women in Love experience difficulties in defining 
their self or psychic boundaries. Because being in love frequently involves the process 
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of fusion or commingling, Gudrun and Birkin, as the narrative shows, similarly abhor 
that their relationships will totally 'unself them, that is, to lose their identities 
completely. Their implicit dread of ‘unselfmg’ in return makes them behave wryly. 
While Birkin desperately desires to accomplish the ‘‘star equilibrium" so as to retain 
his integrity, Gudmn's love for Gerald is mingled with constructive and destructive 
actions, enhancing and frustrating acts. Gerald's fragile self, however, leads him not to 
preserve or maintain a distance with his lover but to constantly seek recognition from 
the other. Characters' different interests thus generate conflicts between them. 
Second, the breakdown of connections is due to the protagonists' inability to respect 
both the subjectivity and the demands of the beloved. Put differently, it has to do with 
the characters' insensitivity to the ‘otherness，of the lover. If Gerald-Gudmn's 
relation is informed by Gerald's utter unconcern for Gudrun's feelings, the kind of 
willful negligence and estrangement becomes even more explicit between Egbert and 
Winifred in "England, My England". Under the influence of the Great War, it is as if 
Lawrence has transmuted the violence of the trench warfare into the violence in human 
relationships. In both texts love becomes so denatured that any proper relations are 
negated and soon given way to sadomasochism. Love and violence are intertwined. 
Alongside verbal fights among lovers and spouses, emotional cruelty and physical 
violence-including physical assaults, intellectual attacks and strangulation-prevail. 
Whereas the images of the beloved alternate with loving and devouring qualities, the 
beloved's bodies are reduced to the sites of possession and violation. 
Chapter II will shed light on desire (or love) and its perversions in Death in 
Venice and The Magic Mountain. As compared with the Lawrentian world of love, 
Thomas Maim dramatizes the further diminution of individuals' ability to relate to 
others; one's desire for the other may never lead to any relationship at all. Death in 
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Venice bespeaks the fundamental di伍culty of an individual to connect to the other, 
despite to the fact that human beings are by nature relational. The hindrance to a 
proper relationship has more to do with one's unconsolidated selfhood than to do with 
the obstacles posed by the established mores. Put another way, it is not the implied 
pederasty and homosexuality but Aschenbach's failure to maintain his integrity that 
eventually impedes Aschenbach to develop a relationship with Tadzio. Aschenbach's 
perversions-his eroticized seeing and his dogging Tadzio-reflect Aschenbach's 
attempt to put a safe distance between Tadzio and himself. The Magic Mountain 
similarly indicates the complexities in relating to others and sustaining relationships. 
Like Aschenbach, Hans Castorp equally experiences problems within his self and he 
dares not love Mme. Chauchat unrestrainedly. Castorp's voyeurism and fetishism 
articulate his tacit endeavor to put a distance between himself and his beloved. As I 
will argue later, this mode of love is basically ‘counterobject，，that is, to lessen the 
significance of the beloved other. Both narratives indicate that to fall in love 
unrestrainedly is a Faustian project. Similar to Lawrence, Mann foregrounds the 
problems in preserving connections as well as the destructiveness of passion in this 
disintegrating world. 
Yet, the sense of crisis in these narratives is not merely confined to the relational 
aspects. In the second section of my study, I will analyze another kind of crisis 
appearing in people's mentality. The relational failures depicted by both writers can 
be read as the symptoms of this larger, social crisis. By social crisis, I do not mean 
that there exist any actual disruptions and disharmony in social institutions in these 
texts, though discords and conflicts among different nations in the pre World War One 
Europe are implicitly alluded to in Thomas Mann's texts. The social crisis manifests 
itself in the negative spiritual climate haunting various characters in these narratives. 
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Individuals invariably feel their lives to be unlived, unfulfilled, and meaningless; 
characters find themselves in the midst of a great absence that they are powerless to 
transcend. 
Chapter III focuses on Lawrence's portrayal of the sense of meaninglessness in 
life in Women in Love and "England, My England，： Lawrence's representation of the 
wartime society is so unpromising that inhabitants there, like Birkin, either envision 
the "end-of-the-world" fantasy or they yearn for or may even contribute to their own 
death. Even though the sources of the characters' ennui and unhappiness are never 
overtly spelt out, I maintain that the characters' dejection originates from their being 
indifferent to their inner desires, that is, in adapting to the transforming society 
individuals often have to sacrifice their natural disposition and spontaneity for 
servility. Women in Love demonstrates that successM adaptation may not generate 
fulfillment. The whole narrative records the protagonists' (failed) efforts to regain 
meaning in their lives. “England，My England" traces the painM experiences of 
adaptation. Ironically, in listening and adjusting himself to the outer demands, Egbert 
breaks the core of his life as well. Lawrence seems to imply that fulfillment is 
inconceivable unless one renounces the society. Renunciation of the society, however, 
is not necessarily tantamount to salvation. Characters' attitudes toward the modem 
life usually bifurcate into tacit acceptance or withdrawal. 
If the society, in Lawrence's descriptions, seems to be at odds with the 
individuals' desires, the subtexts oi Death in Venice and The Magic Mountain equally 
foreground the individuals' difficulties in adapting to the pre-war fast-changing 
society. Chapter IV therefore analyzes Thomas Mann's fictional reconstruction of 
modem lives in the chosen texts. Resembling Lawrence's depictions, lives are no 
more appealing and meaningful to the Mannian characters. Death in Venice 
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emphasizes Aschenbach's alienation to human interactions, to his work and to society 
at large. The Magic Mountain articulates people's rejection of the society, either 
because they cannot adapt to it or they can find no meaning in their lives in the 
flatland. Worse, there is frequently a sense that meaning cannot be retrieved either 
through one's participation in or escaping the society. Individuals are no more 
affirmative-or perhaps even more destructive-than the Lawrentian characters, because 
the Mannian characters are frequently morbid and obsessed with the idea of death. 
My examination will initially begin with my probing into the psychic interiority 
and relational aspects of the characters in these narratives. It will then take me to 
analyze the conflicts between the societies and individuals. As I will show, problems 
are not solely to be traced in individuals. Societies at large are disappointing and 
frustrating. I close my narrative with a brief discussion on D. H. Lawrence's and 
Thomas Mann's similar modes in representing the Great War. 
Toward the Logic of a “Psycho-Textual” Approach 
In this thesis I have blended some psychoanalysis with my detailed readings of 
these four texts, largely because my analysis is 'texts-oriented'. Instead of reading 
these texts from a particular perspective or having a unified theoretical framework, my 
application of psychoanalytic ideas is intended to have a more thorough understanding 
of these pieces. This purpose explains why I avoid tracing the histories of the 
relational school of psychoanalysis and confine my study, mostly if not too narrowly, 
to two contemporary relational theorists. A detailed psychoanalytic approach to both 
Lawrence's and Mann's works, owing to the immensity of the task, can only be 
actualized in other research. Besides, blending psychoanalysis with textual criticisms 
is particularly apt to the present study largely because only The Magic Mountain does 
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not directly deal with the characters' inner world, while the rest more or less touches 
on humans' psychology and human relationships. 
Since my concerns in Chapters I and II are concerned with human relationships, 
from time to time I will borrow ideas from some contemporary psychoanalysts, like 
Jessica Benjamin and Stephen A. Mitchell, so as to clarify and explicate some of the 
enigmatic behavior of the characters. On the one hand, my choice of the relational 
school of psychoanalysis is due to its relatively "contemporariness". In other words, it 
leaves enough room for me to explore its relation to literature. On the other hand, both 
Benjamin's and Mitchell's ideas are appropriate because both emphasize the 
significance of inter-relatedness between human beings and have equally dealt with 
the issues of perversions in their studies. Their ideas thus help me to uncover some of 
the psychic blocks within the protagonists that ultimately disrupt their relationships 
with the others. 
Chapters III and IV deal with the negative mentality experienced by various 
characters as well as the issue of adaptation in all these texts. This part will be more a 
close reading of these texts, because my focus is on a relatively abstract aspect. While 
the socio-historical contexts of pre-war or wartime Europe will be referred to, in 
Lawrence's case I will also bring in some of his lifelong beliefs, such as, Lawrence's 
antipathy to industrialism and mechanization and his idea of the “false fate，，. The 
situation is slightly different for Thomas Mann. Sometimes, I deliberately omit some 
of his authorial intentions since what Thomas Mann intended his readers to read or 
perceive frequently runs counter to the textual evidence. An obvious example is 
Mann's reading The Magic Mountain as a Bildungsroman. As I will show later, Hans 
Castorp's process of education is indeed highly questionable. 
In handling all these issues at once I may "jeopardize" myself for being over-
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generalized. To a certain extent, this is nothing but truth. Yet, this is not meant to be 
an apology as I still maintain the exigency of paying equal attentions to the texts and 
the contexts, especially when all these works are produced amid this historically 
traumatic era. 
D. H. Lawrence and His Wartime Nightmare 
As mentioned above, all the chosen works gravitate toward a kind of "crisis 
thinking" due to the fact that they are formulated under the shadows of the Great War 
or are implicitly affected by the turmoil in the antebellum society. The upheavals in 
the political realms thus generate an acrid flavor to these pieces. For D. H. Lawrence, 
any hopeful vision is further blighted by his internal crisis that he had undergone 
during the period of the Great War. This part attempts to sketch Lawrence's 
nightmarish experiences amid the wa—. 
The significance of the war for Lawrence's future development can hardly be 
underestimated. Before Lawrence returned to England in June 1914，for two years 
preceding the war Lawrence had experienced a period of immense freedom and hope. 
This euphoria was partly the consequence of his success as a budding writer, the 
termination of his oedipal tie to his mother after her demise, as well as his relationship 
with Frieda which, though she was still tied to Weekley, "was solidly founded at last, 
after one year and a half of struggle" (Delany 3). Trapped in England for the duration 
of the conflicts, Lawrence's euphoria, however, gradually seeped away. The rejection 
of The Rainbow by Methuen further depressed him. Nevertheless, the whole scenario 
was not the trigger of Lawrence's immediate plunge into depression after the outbreak 
of the First World War. Indeed, it was the prospect of a prolonged war and 
conscription-in other words, the possibility of being involved in the impersonality of 
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the modem warfare-that upset Lawrence profoundly. In January 1915 Lawrence 
wrote to Lady Cynthia Asquith, saying how he was wounded spiritually by the 
outbreak of the war in 1914: "The War finished me.. .it was the spear through the sides 
of all sorrows and hopes...my soul...lay in the tomb-not dead, but with a flat stone 
over it, a corpse, become corpse-cold" (qtd. in Delany 28). 
Despite his depression, Lawrence seemed to regain some hope at the beginning of 
1915. As Frank Field points out, in Lawrence's writing on Thomas Hardy, Lawrence 
explained that “the war was due to the sickness of modem society, to the decadence of 
a civilization that in a final act of desperation was attempting to find some kind of 
renewal" (215). The origin of the war, as Lawrence contended in elsewhere, was 
indeed rooted in the society: "This universal love of destruction existed because men 
had chosen to be ‘sex-degraded and. • .money degraded" (qtd. in Delany 34). 
With a renewed state of optimism, not only did Lawrence rewrite The Rainbow， 
but he also dreamed of founding an ideal community, Rananim, where the redemption 
of England could be begun. Meanwhile, Lawrence also got acquainted with Lady 
Ottoline Morrell and Bertrand Russell, who like Lawrence himself were opponents to 
the war. Their friendships however lasted only for a relatively short period of time and 
were 'infamously' breached. As Field explains in retrospect, the breakdown of 
relations among the three was hardly surprising, for "it seems unlikely that there could 
be real meeting of the minds" between them (216). 
Psychologically disturbed by his breach with Russell and the protraction of the 
war, Lawrence planned to leave England for America, as he related to Cynthia Asquith 
in his correspondence. Lawrence's preconceived departure was deferred when on 2 
November 1915 the magistrates at Bow Street condemned The Rainbow as obscene 
and the novel was banned. Lawrence attempted to seek the help of prominent literary 
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personalities in the hope that the ban could be lifted and he could derive money from 
the publication of the book. Subsequently, when all the ways to lift the ban were 
exhausted, Lawrence's hope to depart England was also frustrated simply because he 
was refused a passport. 
From now on Lawrence was compelled to remain in England. Of course, this 
enforced captivity only further alienated him from England. The feeling of entrapment 
led Lawrence, in one of his letters to Catherine Carswell in 1917，to curse England 
severely: “I curse my country with my soul and body, it is a country accursed 
physically and spiritually. Let it be accursed forever, accursed and blasted. Let the sea 
swallow it, let the waters cover it, so that it is no more...I curse the English, man, 
woman, and child, in their nationality let them be accursed and hated and never 
forgiven" (qtd. in Delany 284). Yet, the worst was still to come. In October 1917， 
being victimized by the mood of war hysteria, Lawrence and Frieda-especially as 
Frieda was a German-were expelled from Cornwall on suspicion of engaging in 
espionage. In other words, amid the war years, Lawrence, from an aspiring young 
writer, was transformed and reduced to a near broken man. He was made homeless, 
friendless-his ruptures with the Murrys-and became near penniless. Lawrence bore 
witness to the gradual deterioration and shattering of all his hopes for England. It was 
not until 1919 that the Lawrences were finally granted permission to leave England. 
His later escapist or anti-social tendency-to track around the world in the pursuit of an 
alternative utopia-was no doubt fermented during this period. 
Since Lawrence composed both Women in Love-the first version was in 1916-
and "England, My England，，—the original version was in 1915-in the midst of the war, 
it is not surprising that both pieces are full of spite and malice. While Women in Love 
was once named by Lawrence as Dies Irae (Day of Wrath), in the final version of 
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"England, My England，，，Lawrence strengthens the passivity and the vulnerability of 
his hero, Egbert, whose death was partly the result of his death-wish and partly the 
outcome of his wife's and father-in-law's wishes�. 
Thomas Mann and his Wartime Crisis: 
"Anti-Heinrich" & “Anti-Democracy，， 
Like Lawrence, Thomas Mann experienced an inner crisis during the war, though 
the scope and magnitude of this crisis in fact differed greatly from Lawrence's. Mann, 
however, did not directly pour or project his negative feelings into The Magic 
Mountain •，instead he wrote The Reflections of a Nonpolitical Man, through which he 
hoped to relieve the novel of the “worst part of its brooding encumbrance" (qtd. in 
Wysling 24). 
Thomas Mann's wartime experiences were actually informed by two events. 
First, the Great War summoned up Mann's most violent support for his country, and 
Mann's abrupt patriotism shocked both himself and his contemporaries. As T. J. Reed 
points out in Thomas Mann: The Uses of Tradition, Mann's allegiance to Germany 
stood for his return to the community, an act that was not so surprising if one takes 
into account Mann's growing uneasiness toward his outsider position (as an artist 
Mann often felt his marginal position). Mann's agitation toward his outsider's 
position, as Reed notes, could be perceived from his fictional portraits of Aschenbach 
and Tonio Kroger; both are outsiders who "had never been at ease outside" (181). 
Another reason to explain Mann's sudden seizure by his patriotism was probably due 
to his enticement to the popular "Ideas of 1914" (Reed 181). As Reed defines it, the 
so-called “Ideas of 1914” was a kind of “idealism，，that was transformed into a 
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systematic mystique (181): 
The war] was seen as a higher conflict between the German mind, with its 
cultural and social forms, and the alien, essentially inferior mind and forms 
of her enemies. Britain was a non-culture based on commercialism, France 
a superficially rational civilization, Russia was barbarism. Germany alone 
had a profound culture.. .which justified her claim to the world-power status 
(181-2). 
Because Thomas Mann was gripped by his sudden passion of loyalty, his political 
attitudes intensified the differences-as Wysling tells us that their differences were 
actually brewing underneath ever since 1901 (14)-between himself and his brother 
Heimich, who had increasingly identified himself with France and democracy. 
Mann's position was not only greeted with outrage by some of his European 
colleagues, but he had to explain his political attitudes first, finally resulting in The 
Reflections before he could continue The Magic Mountain. In a way, Reflections was 
an adverse response to, a rejection ofHeinrich's ideas. Ever since Heinrich's "Zola", 
Thomas Mann not only came to discern Heinrich as "a liberal", but he also regarded 
his brother's ideas, in their "purity and clarity", as politically simplistic. As Stock 
suggests, Mann came to perceive that his own complexity, as opposed to Heinrich's 
simple-mindedness, actually came closer to reality, to "the world's complexity" (12). 
Although Heinrich in 1917 made an attempt at a reconciliation, Thomas promptly 
rejected it, seeing Heinrich's act, as "a patronizing gesture，，whose “course seemed to 
be winning for the time being” (Stock 13). Nevertheless, as Thomas Mann was more 
involved in The Reflections, his self-exploration led him to an awareness that his 
brother's ideas were as necessary as his own. In other words, Thomas seemed to be 
able to transcend his own one-sidedness and came to perceive the picture in a more 
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encompassing way. In a way, Thomas Mann's ability to discern the validity of his 
brother's ideas makes him become lenient in his portrayal ofHerr Settembrini by the 
end of the novel, who is originally meant to be a caricature of his brother Heinrich. 
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Chapter I 
Crisis in Interpersonal and Intrapsychic Realms: 
From Non-Recognition to Interdestruction in Women in 
Love and "England，My England，， 
"Men live by love, or cause death, if they love too much" (331). 
D. H. Lawrence "Edgar Allan Poe" 
Seeing the problems and ills generated by the severely stratified English society, 
E. M. Forster in Howards End earnestly exhorts people to "only connect". To Forster, 
people's willingness to relate to others, their desires to transcend the social boundaries, 
can no doubt help mitigate woes and pathos in the community. Written almost 
contemporaneously with Howards End, Lawrence's Women in Love and "England, My 
England" present a rather different picture of the English wartime society. The desire 
to connect, as Lawrence demonstrates it, is apparently inadequate to felicity and bliss 
as within these two texts Lawrence dramatizes not people's shunning relations but 
their failures to maintain their love. Put simply, each narrative records characters' 
ventures into love and their subsequent undoing by their relations-one's desire for the 
other cannot be disentangled from destruction and death (desire=death). As Lawrence 
highlights it, the disharmony in the interpersonal domain is largely constituted by 
deficiencies within the characters: their brittle selfhood and their failures to recognize 
or to conceive others as subjects. In Women in Love, most lovers cannot come 
through; amid Ursula-Birkin's phyrric success, even their relation articulates a sense of 
"death-liness" and infecundity. The closure of the text with Gerald's death is a covert 
denunciation of any possible solution to their plights. Though written earlier than 
Women in Love, "England, My England" not only testifies that intimacy cannot be 
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sustained, but the values of the family and motherhood are also seriously subverted 
and problematized. Haunted by the horrors of the war and suffering from undue 
isolation, it is as if Lawrence also contends that in this hideous age love cannot but be 
denatured; connection inevitably amounts to disconnection. 
In The Forked Flame, H. M. Daleski notes that Lawrence's expository writings 
are "signposts" to his "art" (19). In other words, Lawrence's ‘pseudo-philosophy，not 
merely summarizes his ideas but it simultaneously helps steer his imaginative writings. 
To explore the ideas of love and desire and their links to death in Women in Love and 
"England, My England", both “Love，，and “ Love Was Once a Little Boy" may 
lend understanding to us about the Lawrentian love. In "Love", Lawrence depicts love 
as a "coming together" and a "going asunder" (7). As Lawrence mentions it, there is 
no love unbroken and universal since "the triumph of love is also the end of love，，（9). 
As such, ending is always recognized to inhabit any love relationships; differences and 
variations found in people's love experiences may be due to individuals' capabilities in 
moderating the process of separation, since Lawrence maintains that going apart is a 
must. Besides, in both “Love，，and “ Love Was Once a Little Boy”，Lawrence 
reiterates his apprehension of merging or ‘one-ness，in love and his emphasis on 
divisiveness. Admitting that love often means the shrinkage of one's individuality 
since love frequently involves personal sacrifices, Lawrence claims that "one has to 
balance love and individuality, and actually sacrifice a portion of each" (332). While 
one should conserve one's individuality, one should desist from nullifying the 
beloved's selfhood^ Love is neither a relation of spreading influence and being 
influenced. Nor should love be reduced to a mere relation of possession and being 
possessed. Devoid of love, we become "empty vessels" (340). Overwhelmed by love, 
we wreck our integrity and thus become "a squalid mess，，(340). The ideal relation, as 
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Lawrence maintains it, is no less than neither man nor woman should sacrifice 
individuality to love, nor love to individuality (340). Love and individuality should 
therefore be in equipoise; each participant should recognize the otherness or the 
subjectivity of the beloved. 
Indeed, Lawrence's focus on the coexistence of connection and separation in a 
relationship, losing one's self without self-abnegation, seems to coincide with recent 
psychoanalytic studies^, which have shifted to formulate theories from the relational 
basis. Amid diverse psychoanalytic schools, Jessica Benjamin observes, in The Bonds 
of Love, that the sense of self, can be "affected by the other's denial or fulfillment" 
(19). As Benjamin elucidates it, the other's response or recognition is fundamental to 
the coherence of our self. It is only through our confirmations of "[another person's] 
act, her feelings, her intentions, her existence, her independence”，that our agencies in 
return are affirmed (my emphasis 21). Therefore, if our assertions of wills are 
unfavorably received by others-in retaliation or evasion, it will create tensions in our 
subjectivities. Benjamin shows that individuals' failures of mutual recognition may 
spark off characterological sadism or masochism. Reverting to the texts, the unhappy 
or even tragic endings of various lovers in both narratives indubitably have to do with 
their inability to recognize others. In Lawrentian terms, their nonsuccess has to do 
with their denials of others' subjectivities, their inability to notice and identify others' 
'special-ness'. As I will show, apart from their non-recognition, each character's 
dread of "unselfmg" equally frustrates his or her love. In the following I will first shed 
light on the failure of Hermione-Birkin's relation, whose sadomasochistic tendencies 
will be magnified in Gerald-Gudnm's "eternal see-saw" relation (445). Transcending 
the sadomasochism of Gerald and Gudrun, I will illustrate that Ursula-Birkin's 
relation, for all its hopefulness and sanguinity, is still invaded by a sense of death and 
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futility. Ultimately, I will come to deal with the impasse-the complete fracture of 
communication or interconnection-between Winifred and Egbert as shown in 
"England, My England，，. 
I 
While Ursula and Gudmn still ponder over marriage as a possibility to their 
impeded lives-as Gudmn complains, "nothing materialises” (8), the introduction of 
Hermione and Birkin swiftly deconstructs this resolution since their loving relation is 
nothing but unhappiness and un-fulfillment. In Lawrence's unsympathetic 
construction, Hermione often becomes an object of ridicule, and readers are easily 
tempted to reproach Hermione for conducing to their failed love. In his recent 
rereading of vampirism in Women in Love，Sung Ryol Kim similarly argues that 
Hermione is portrayed as a vampire in the novel whose lust for knowledge—“she must 
know" (89)-successfully impels Birkin to ward her off. Guided by Lawrence, Kim 
claims that Birkin's "perverse" fight against Hermione (17)，despite the bad effects on 
himself, is Birkin's positive defense of "[his] individual autonomy" (Kim 439). Kim's 
tracing of the vampire motif, however novel, at the same time reflects a too simplistic 
view toward the relation between Hermione and Birkin. 
Rather than merely condemning Hermione, my contention is that both parties are 
equally responsible for catching disaster in their relation. Both characters' identity 
crisis-the boundary problems existing between the self and the other, and their 
inability to conceive the other as a subject, to respect the other's individuality-make it 
ultimately impossible for them to love. Inhabiting in a world that frequently debars 
women from self-expression and achievement, Hermione is determined to make 
herself insurmountable-"she had sought to make herself invulnerable, unassailable, 
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beyond reach of the world's judgement，，(16). Hertnione's endeavor for 
"intellectuality", her dedication to "the public cause" and her interests in "reform" 
(16) can therefore be interpreted as her need to win recognition from others, her 
attempt to surpass the established roles, thus recompensing her injured female psyche 
in a patriarchy. Nevertheless, despite Hermione's outward success and plenitude, 
Hermione's self is still chaotic and precariously defined. As Lawrence puts it, "it was 
a lack of robust self, [Hermione] had no natural sufficiency, there was a void, a lack, a 
deficiency of being within her，，(16). Merciless to Hermione, Lawrence goes on 
caricaturing Hermione as the female Achilles who has always "felt vulnerable, 
vulnerable" since "there [is] always a secret chink in her armour" (16). Inwardly, even 
Hermione feels skeptical about the effectiveness of her armour-that is, the world of 
consciousness-in releasing her true self or her personality. In "Class-room", 
Hermione castigates knowledge because it has "destroy[ed] all our spontaneity, all our 
instincts?，，(41). Indeed, rather than perceiving Hermione's denigration of "the mind" 
^‘[knowledge] means nothing" (41)-as her parroting Birkin's words, her criticisms 
implicitly reveal her mistrust of knowledge. That is, her true self remains 'im-
liberated’ or concealed, even while she tries to be "a man's woman" (16). Feeling her 
interiority is still in a cleft, Hermione thus hopes to replenish herself through her love 
relationship with Birkin. Nevertheless, her failure to respect Birkin's individuality 
makes her love go awry. 
Hermione's erotic relationship with Birkin is characterized by her simultaneous 
impulses of domination and dependence. On the one hand, Hermione wants to assert 
her will and prevail over Birkin; their relationship is constituted through the logic and 
metaphors of hierarchies. For example, Birkin is the "sulky boy，，(88) or an 
“obstinate，’ child (17) that Hermione the mother will "have him safe at Breadalby" 
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(88). Even though Hermione knows that Birkin will "[try] to break away from her", 
she believes eventually her "strength" will keep him (17). Besides, Hermione，s love 
for Birkin is manifested in her obstinacy in knowing Birkin. As Lawrence describes it: 
Hermione] was at once roused, she laid as it were violent hands on him, to 
extract his secrets from him. She must know. It was a dreadful tyranny, an 
obsession in her, to know all he knew (89). 
In Body work: Objects of Desire in Modern Narratives, Peter Brooks remarks that 
desiring and knowing are often intertwined—“the desire to know—the epistemophilic 
urge-is ultimately linked to sexuality" (9). Lawrence, however, repudiates any simple 
equation of loving and knowing as in elsewhere Lawrence points out that "to know any 
living thing is to try to suck the life out of that being” ("Edgar Allen Poe" 335). 
Hermione's loving/ knowing is therefore a death-process, a perversity. Hermione's 
prying into Birkin's being is her effort to objectify Birkin and her love for Birkin is 
almost functional-Hermione will appropriate Birkin as an object so as to make her 
"sufficient, [and] whole，，(17). On the other hand, Hermione's clinging to Birkin 
implicitly announces Hermione's need to be recognized, to establish a meaningful 
connection with Birkin. If human beings, according to some psychologists, are 
innately relational, it is no wonder that Hermione's reaction will be so drastic when 
Birkin harshly denies her wish. After Birkin's rebuttal, Hermione "[is] gone like a 
corpse, that has no presence, no connection" (my italics 89). 
If Hermione is to be blamed for being possessive and domineering, Birkin is no 
more constructive in their relationship. At its best, Birkin invites Hermione's 
antagonism and domination. At its worst, it seems that Birkin cannot commit to any 
love relationship when his self is still left unconsolidated. Unlike Hermione's vacuity, 
Birkin's fragile selfhood is disclosed when he is perennially haunted by his fear of ‘re-
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engulfment'^. Birkin's paranoiac fear of "unselfmg" in his love relationship is easily 
perceived when he desperately attempts to distance himself from Hermione, fending 
off her dependence and clinging. The beloved other, to Birkin, is extremely annoying 
since she will subjugate him finally. In this way, Birkin must "[fight Hermione] o f f 
and ‘‘[t]he more she str[ives] to bring him, the more he battle[s] her back，，(17). In 
fact, in response to Hermione's aggression/ domination, Birkin is never affirmative-he 
can only retaliate or run off. In other words, Birkin is never there to recognize 
Hermione; by declining to affirm Hermione, Birkin's self is similarly left unconfirmed. 
Lawrence aptly captures the breakdown of mutual recognition between Birkin and 
Hermione in the following passage: 
Feeling [Birkin] looking, she lifted her face and sought his eyes, her 
own beautiful grey eyes flaring him a great signal. But he avoided her look, 
she sank her head in torment and shame, the gnawing at her heart going on. 
And he too was tortured with shame, and ultimate dislike, and with acute 
pity for her, because he did not want to meet her eyes, he did not want to 
receive her flare of recognition (21-2). 
Entrapped in this incessant interplay of domination and retaliation (rejection), 
Hermione's unfulfilled love for Birkin degenerates into sheer hatred. Her love or 
desire for Birkin is now conceived as a kind of enclosure, rather than liberation; her 
destructive tendency goes unbound: "Unless she could break out, she must die most 
fearfully, walled up in horror" (104). In Lawrence's portrayal, Hermione almost 
reaches an orgasmic pleasure- "a perfect, unutterable consummation" (105)-in her 
sadistic attack on Birkin by means of the beautiful ball of lapis lazuli. Eventually, 
although Hermione's warped passion for Birkin does not lead to Birkin's death, they 
are impeded to commit themselves to love again after their relational failure. Whereas 
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Hermione remains single till the end, Birkin's immediate response after his disastrous 
affair with Hermione is the enlargement of his misanthropic and misogynist 
tendencies: "Really, what a mistake he had made, thinking he wanted people, thinking 
he wanted a woman. He did not want a woman- not in the least. • .he wanted nobody 
and nothing but the lovely, subtle, responsive vegetation, and himself, his own living 
self (107). Unsuccessful love fosters solipsism. 
II 
If desire becomes deadly since it is degraded to the mutual fights between Birkin 
and Hermione, desire and love between Gudrun and Gerald epitomize no less than a 
further deterioration, a backsliding, as compared to Birkin and Hermione. As the 
narrative indicates it, to love or not to love is equally unattainable in Gerald and 
Gudrun's liaison; love is never a shared pleasure and happiness is tantamount to the 
nullification of one partner. In the end, while Gerald is blasted by his love, Gudrun's 
ability to love is negated in her relation with Gerald when the sophisticated artist 
finally realizes that "the lover" is nothing more than "fuel for transport" to the next 
destination (449). Again, the desire to connect ironically conduces to the desire to go 
apart. 
In analyzing Gerald and Gudrun's sadomasochism, many critics have already put 
forth some convincing arguments. One example is the recent study of Women in Love 
by Barbara A. Schapiro. In her psychoanalytic reading, Schapiro actually proffers a 
very detailed explanation of Gerald's sadism. Schapiro contends that Gerald's 
"characterological destructiveness or sadism" is indeed the result of Gerald's "failure 
to discover the real other" (106). Gerald's failure, as Schapiro suggests it, has to do 
with the incompetence of Gerald's parents, whose willful negligence and 
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"unreliability" in turn leave Gerald's inner state unstable (106). Without the 
recognition and confirmation of the other, normal assertion of the self in Gerald has 
deteriorated to domination, since Gerald can never discern others as an integral 
subject. Not unlike Schapiro, Eric P. Levy, in his discussion of Women in Love, also 
states that Gerald's inclination or propensity to control is bom of the environment. 
Levy claims that "Gerald is compelled to make himself the sole authority" since "he 
would have no other way of asserting his own distinct identity in an environment that 
took no notice of him，，(6). Despite Schapiro's thorough analysis of Gerald, her 
examination of Gudrun remains comparatively sketchy. In the following, my focus 
will largely be on Gudrun. 
The two formidable obstacles-the crisis within the individuals' identities and the 
characters' failures to conserve or recognize others' individualities-obstructing Birkin 
and Hermione's love are in fact re-enacted and even exacerbated in the relation 
between Gerald and Gudrun. Despite Gudrun's "social success” (16)，her identity is 
still poorly structured. According to Lawrence, Gudrun possesses "the look of 
confidence and diffidence，，(8); her inner emptiness, however, is something that cannot 
be masked by her striking apparel and her lustrous stockings. Along with Ursula, 
Gudnin's fragility is further exposed. In "Water-Party", Lawrence juxtaposes the two 
sisters' diverse psychology after they bathe clandestinely. Lawrence depicts them as 
follows: 
Ursula seemed so peaceful and sufficient unto herself, sitting there 
unconsciously crooning her song, strong and unquestioned at the center of 
her universe. And Gudrun felt herself outside.. .that she was outside of life, 
an onlooker, whilst Ursula was a partaker, caused Gudrun to suffer from a 
sense of her own negation, and made her, that she must always demand the 
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other to be aware of her，to be in connection with her (my emphasis 165). 
Apparently, because Gudrun's inner world does not center at all, she desperately 
craves for recognition and approval from others, so that others' affirmation can help 
solidify and set a boundary to her self. In a way, Gudrun's subsequent relation with 
Loerke is founded on their mutual recognition of each other-they recognize each other 
through their "invariable topic—their art，，(448). Within Women in Love, Gudrun in 
various occasions displays her masochistic tendencies; one of the most frequently 
quoted examples is her fascination and attraction to Gerald in "Coal-Dust", in which 
the whole scene of Gerald's subjugation and violation of his mare is highly eroticized. 
In contrast to Ursula's repulsion and disgust, Gudrun is mesmerized and through her 
identification with the horse, she can almost feel "the indomitable soft weight of 
[Gerald]...the soft white magnetic domination from the loins and thighs and calves, 
enclosing and encompassing" her (113). Gudrun's experience is a near orgasm that 
she is not only "numbed" but also feels "the world reels and passes into nothingness" 
when "the spurs (phallus) [comes] down pressing relentlessly on the very wound 
(orifice/ vagina)，，(112). In fact, Gudrun's masochism finally displays her unconscious 
desire to be known, reached and found by the other. As Benjamin proposes, in 
rephrasing Emmanuel Ghent's idea, "the desire to be discovered underlies masochism" 
{Bond 72). 
Perhaps one of the paradoxes within Gudrun's disposition is that while she 
desires to be known by others, she correspondingly abhors to be really known. Her 
trepidation eventually not only betrays her faulty self-she is afraid that she will lose 
herself in her love-but it also verifies how she regulates or mediates her relation with 
others. Put another way, Gudrun, like Gerald and Hermione, can only comprehend 
human relationships in terms of ‘complementarity' rather than 'simultaneity'. Jessica 
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Benjamin, in Recognition and Destruction, has defined the complementary structure of 
relation as follows: 
The complementary structure organizes the relationship of giver and taker, 
doer and done to, powerful and powerless. It allows one to reverse roles, but 
not to alter them. In the reversible relationship, each person can play only 
one role at a time: one person is recognized, the other is negated; one 
subject, the other object (my italics 54). 
As Lawrence aptly puts it, Gudmn ultimately sees "[her men] are from the opposite 
camp"; Gudmn "fear[s] them and despise[s] them, and respect[s] their activities even 
overmuch'' (my italics 262). As such, it is no wonder that Gudrun's vision toward her 
lovers alternates with idealization and denigration. 
Once clarified, many of Gudrun's enigmatic actions are naturally unraveled. 
Within the narrative, even though Gudrun's masochistic impulse abounds, the 
audiences are also informed of Gudrun's need to control. Her desire to subdue others, 
particularly Gerald, is largely triggered by her fear of losing her individuality and 
integrity. Bewitched by Gerald's prowess as he manipulates his mare in "Coal-Dust", 
Gudrun's immediate response to Gerald is her verbal challenge: “I should think you're 
proud" (112). Just as Gudmn becomes more enthralled by Gerald, so does her 
violence to him accelerate. In "Water-Party", when Gerald thwarts Gudmn from 
touching his cattle out of his concern for Gudmn, Gudrun's reaction is wry: 
[Gudmn] looked at [Gerald] inscrutably. 
"You think I'm afraid of you and your cattle, don't you?’，she asked. 
His eyes narrowed dangerously. There was a faint domineering smile on 
his face. 
"Why should I think that?，，he said. 
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...She leaned forward and swung round her arm, catching him a light blow 
on the face with the back of her hand. 
"That's why，，，she said, mocking. 
And she felt in her soul an unconquerable desire for deep violence against 
him. (170). 
As Birkin denotes in "Man to Man", Gudnm's assault on Gerald has actually "given 
herself away" that she is deeply affected by Gerald; her inclination to control, to 
define, to master is thus her defense of her fragile self lest she be destroyed in love 
(203). 
Indeed, had Gerald left enough room for Gudrun and let her subjectivity remain 
unscathed, their relation would not have ended in such a cataclysmic way. Yet, half 
way through Women in Love, even Gerald is preoccupied with his own crisis when 
Thomas Crich gradually fades away. In "The Industrial Magnate", Gerald's identity 
crisis is vividly portrayed. It is not just Gerald who experiences the boundary problem 
that he cannot clearly demarcate or separate the self and the other. Rather, Gerald's 
identity is on the verge of a complete dissolution that he cannot even recognize himself 
in the mirror: "he looked at his own face. There it was, shapely and healthy and the 
same as ever, yet somehow, it was not real, it was a mask，，(232). Ultimately, it is this 
sense of utter nullity that terrifies Gerald most as he contemplates the situation: "he 
was afraid that one day he would break down and be a purely meaningless babble 
lapping round a darkness" (232). 
Gerald's crisis in return further propels him to cleave to Gudrun, as he relates to 
Gudrun in “Death and Love”： "I only want sympathy, do you see: I want somebody I 
can talk to sympathetically.. .And there is nobody to talk to sympathetically.. .There is 
nobody” (my italics 326). Gerald thus seriously wants someone there to recognize and 
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acknowledge him; finally he also wants someone to refuel his psychic vacuum. 
Failing to transcend the logic of ‘complementarity，，Gerald's use of Gudrun is entirely 
heedless of Gudrun's feelings. In depicting Gerald's near rape of Gudrun as he forces 
his way into her room at night, Lawrence places side by side the different reactions of 
Gerald and Gudrun. On the one hand, Lawrence underscores how Gerald merges with 
Gudrun and the regenerative aspect of Gudrun as "the bath of life，，(344). Gerald is 
likened to "a child" who has regressed to the womb of Gudrun/ mother and is once 
more given life: “[Gerald] ’s body was almost killed. But the miraculous, soft effluence 
of her breast suffused over him, over his seared, damaged brain, like a healing lymph, 
like a soft, soothing flow of life itself, perfect as if he were bathed in the womb again，， 
(344). On the other hand, Gudrun's fear and reluctance are amplified—“she knew there 
was something fatal in the situation, and she must accept it" (my emphasis 342). Their 
consummation makes Gudrun be “destroyed into perfect consciousness" (345). From 
now onward, Gudrun and Gerald are entrapped—they can neither dissociate themselves 
from nor unit with the other. This is articulated in Gudrun's reminiscences of her 
dead-end relationship: "and the most fatal of all, she had the reminiscent compassion 
for herself in connection with him. Because of what had been, he felt herself held to 
him by immoral, invisible threads- because of what had been, because of his coming 
to her that first night, in her house, in his extremity. • •” (454). 
Gerald Doherty notices, in "Art of Leaping", that Gudnm-Gerald's relation is 
fabricated by a set of tropes that emphasizes "their need to enclose, complete and 
possess their object-relations" (91). Alongside this "metatrope" of enclosure is 
Lawrence's frequent employment of the container metaphor and oral imagery to 
characterize their love. In "Death and Love", while Gerald is compared to a "strong 
cup that [will] receiv[e] the wine of [Gudrun's] life，，，the container metaphor is swiftly 
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supplanted by the oral imagery, that Gudnm/ Eve will devour or engulf the "forbidden 
apple" of Gerald (332). All these tropes finally denote not just containment but they 
simultaneously communicate a power structure, that one metaphor will outweigh, or 
override its counterpart. As Lawrence indicates it, the desire to circumscribe will 
eventually amount to bouts of claustrophobic fear. In "Snowed Up", when the 
characters all flit to the secluded Alps-"the navel of the earth"; the "white-folded 
wall" (401)，Gudrun's fear of 'engulfment' or losing her identity mounts the apex. 
Gudrun, in a half-pleading and half-criticizing maimer, demands Gerald to "love [her； 
a little more as [a lover], and to want [her] a little less [as a mother]，，(443). Gudrun's 
reverie also shows her fear of destruction turning to downright hatred: 
What then! Was she (Gudrun) his mother? Had she asked for a child. • .She 
despised him (Gerald). • .an infant crying in the night, this Don Juan. 
Yes, but how she hated the infant crying in the night. She would murder it 
gladly. She would stifle it and bury it... (466). 
Gerald, being insensitive to Gudrun's apprehension, merely clings to the withdrawing 
Gudrun more: "he scarcely ever left her alone, but followed her like a shadow, he was 
like a doom upon her, a continual 'thou shalt，，‘thou shalt not’，，(445). Gerald's 
attachment to Gudnm is emanated from his need to be recognized. When recognition 
and love are refuted, his love for her also culminates in his attempted strangulation-
his last effort of a complete enclosure-of Gudrun lest he be abandoned. Schapiro 
claims that it is Gerald's masochism, instead of his sadism, that eventually blasts him. 
In Gerald-Gudrun's relation, Lawrence again restructures and reenacts how desire 
will amount to death. Through the sadomasochistic relations of these couples, it is as 
if Lawrence also feels dubious about the efficacy of love and desire. Acutely 
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dissatisfied with this kind of love, Lawrence describes another type of relationship 
through his portrayal of Birkin and Ursula. Yet, even their relationship is precariously 
maintained. 
Ill 
Considering Ursula-Birkin's relation, most critics are in the habit of reckoning 
that their love epitomizes a success. Gerald Doherty, rereading Women in Love from a 
linguistic perspective, argues that the Birkins，innovation and radicalization of 
languages-their new perceptions of sexuality and their final displacement of language 
with silence- no doubt connote a sense of hope since “‘new species' must undertake 
the leap of transcendence" in order to bring forth “new forms of consciousness" (98). 
Schapiro similarly believes that Birkin and Ursula's turbulent relation survives when 
the ‘otherness，of each person is finally recognized and observed. Anne Wright, 
however, rejects any simple categorization or equation of one relationship as "purely 
positive and the other as purely negative" (129), as Wright believes that such rendering 
is apparently a misreading, a falsification. Agreeing with Wright's idea, I attempt to 
illustrate that even the Birkin-Ursula love is tinged with a sense of deathliness. 
Even though Birkin and Ursula may be able to maintain the so-called "star-
equilibrium" precariously, their liaison ironically denotes death, not life. Their "death-
liness" is by and large manifested in their infecundity and their preference of anality 
over genital intercourse. Throughout the text, Birkin is constantly in search of a way 
that can excel the existing mode of love—“the hot narrow intimacy between man and 
woman，’ (199). Musing in the midst of his illness, Birkin comes to see that human 
sexuality delimits us since "sex tum[s] a man into a broken half of a couple, the 
woman into the other broken half (199). His aversion to intimacy and his insistence 
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on sexual abstinence in time cause friction between himself and Ursula, who is by 
nature passionate. The fact that their relation survives has much to do with their 
ability to rediscover a new way of intimacy. This other kind of sexuality—anality_is 
celebrated in “Excurse，，，in which Ursula, through her tactile contact of Birkin's “back 
of the thighs", seems almost to recover her paradise: "she was overwhelmed with a 
sense of a heavenful of riches，，(313). Despite this, the ring of optimism and 
hopefulness is immediately subverted as in elsewhere, Birkin muses that this kind of 
sexuality conduces to the death of the entire race. Again, desire does not necessarily 
bring forth life and new generations; love, from the functionalist perspective, is 
entirely futile. 
As the text progresses, there is a subterranean danger that Ursula's desire for 
Birkin gradually corrodes away Ursula's entire individuality. In other words, the 
balance between love and individuality is often on the brink of collapse; their relation 
of "simultaneity" may relapse back to "complementarity". In fact, textual evidence 
does suggest this trend; to most feminists Ursula no doubt deteriorates to a worse 
condition. More and more Ursula gives way to or assimilates to Birkin's ideas. In 
"Snow", for example, just before the Birkins，depart, Ursula has her "last talk，，with 
Gudrun (437). Talking about love, while Gudmn still conceives that "love is the 
supreme thing’，, Ursula's rejoinder is exactly Birkin-like: 
"No," said Ursula, "it isn't. Love is too human and little. I believe in 
something inhuman, of which love is only a little part. I believe what we 
must fulfill comes out of the Unknown to us, and it is something infinitely 
more than love. It isn't so merely human (438). 
As such, there is only a flimsy difference between assimilation and submission; 
'simultaneity' and 'complementarity'. By the end, Birkin's need to recognize Ursula's 
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differences subsides when Ursula increasingly becomes the mere projection or the 
mirror of Birkin's ideas. In Gerald-Gudrun's relationship Lawrence highlights the 
destructive aspects of love-how desire leads to actual death; in Ursula-Birkin's 
relation Lawrence articulates the difficulty of preserving the balance of love and 
individuality. In fact, the more I read the text, the more I come to believe that even 
Lawrence himself has reservations toward Ursula-Birkin's relation, especially when he 
intentionally kills Gerald off. The demise of Gerald is no less than a perpetual denial 
to Birkin's resolution to his plights. By foreclosing the text and providing a non-
conclusive title to the narrative, Lawrence's attitudes toward human relation are 
excessively bleak. 
IV 
In Women in Love Lawrence depicts a world in crisis in which interpersonal 
relations rupture and love and death, whether it is actual death or the death of one's 
individuality, cannot go unmixed. "England, My England" presents a more extreme 
vision. The need to connect, to relate to others, is easily supplanted or 'adulterated' by 
individuals' concerns for money. Not unlike Women in Love, the entire narrative is 
regulated by a monologic (either/or), instead of a dialogic (both/and) structure. 
Eventually, it is not just that love is deadly, but the whole idea of family is also 
seriously interrogated. 
Indeed, "England, My England" similarly explores the idea that human 
relations cannot be sustained, and desire ironically impels one to seek death as a 
release. The failure of love between Winifred and Egbert does not relate to the 
characters' boundary problems. Instead, it is their insistence on their individualities 
and their refusal to recognize or accept the other's differences that become the dead 
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blow to their love. Accordingly, the natural disposition of Egbert is almost the exact 
antithesis of Winifred's, for the former is always "amateurish" (235), hinting at a 
hedonistic existence-"he had the stoic and epicurean quality of his old, fine breeding，，， 
whereas Winifred maintains almost a freakish deference to duty and seniority: “she 
had an almost barbaric sense of duty and of family. Till she married, her first human 
duty had been towards her father...Now another link was added to the chain of duty: 
her father, herself, and her child" (237). Within the text, the insufficiency of money 
often widens the chasm between Egbert and Winifred; money becomes the ‘casus 
belli, of their incessant fights: "Money became, alas, a word like a firebrand between 
them, setting them both aflame with anger，，(238). 
In a way, desire in "England, My England" becomes askew or it runs counter to the 
natural course for to desire somebody only makes one adhere more to his or her 
values, and both Winifred and Egbert are almost callous to the other's needs. Egbert's 
nonchalance of Winifred's demands assumes the form of utter irresponsibility to his 
family. Not only does he refiise to be perturbed by money matters—“if Winifred liked 
to live beyond their small income-well, it was her look-out", but Egbert also makes 
his children turn against their mother—“he stole them (the children) from [Winifred], 
and left her only to command their behaviour" (my emphasis 238，243). In retaliation, 
Winifred excludes or isolates Egbert from the family. Winifred's non-recognition of 
Egbert's disposition can indirectly be inferred from her mother's advice to Winifred, 
discerning that her daughter is displeased with her life: 
"Well, dear, if it is your fate to consider the lilies, that toil not, neither do 
they spin, that is one destiny among many others,...Why do you take it 
amiss, my child?” (238) 
Winifred's non-recognition of Egbert is complete when she successfully reduces 
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Egbert to a nullity; Egbert is only perfect to be "an adjunct, as an accessory" (238). 
Their deliberate non-recognition serves only to polarization; in return each suffers 
disproportionately since each, in an ‘un-admitted，maimer, continues to desire the 
other. Their unfulfilled passion for each other becomes utterly destructive to 
themselves as well as to their family. In rejecting Egbert, Winifred comes to disclaim 
what Egbert stands for，in other words, sensual passion. As Winifred prays: "...Let 
my woman's heart of flesh die!.. .Let my heart die from the world and from the flesh" 
(248). For Egbert, when he is denied completely by Winifred, his identity tarnishes; 
he is killed even before his corporeal body dies in the war. As Lawrence shows, "the 
sense of frustration and futility, like some slow, torpid snake...went through his veins 
and killed him" (249). In other words, family not only fails to provide shelter to an 
individual, but it also becomes the place where it damages someone—Egbert and 
Winifred are psychologically wounded and their daughter Joyce is physically maimed 
in the garden. 
In Women in Love, it is not difficult to trace that the void characters are somehow 
likened to animals. For example, Gudrun is usually associated with the harpy-like sea 
gull, while Gerald is "the wolf’ (14). Even Hermione is depicted to possess a "horse-
face" (292). Similar reasoning can be detected in "England, My England" where 
'faulty' characters are depicted as less-than-human. To cite an example, Egbert is 
finally compared to a "harmless" snake that "swerves and swerves and swerves away" 
(250). By reducing them to animals, Lawrence underscores the characters' inability to 
maintain relationships. Without going as deeply into the psychology of the characters 
as in Women in Love, "England, My England" still powerfully summarizes the crisis 
occurring in the interpersonal realm. 
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V 
In both Women in Love and "England, My England", Lawrence illustrates a crisis 
evoked in the interpersonal and intrapsychic domains when human desire becomes 
death and interconnections turn into ruptures. The failure to retain relations has much 
to do with characters' failures to recognize others' subjectivities and the characters' 
disrupted selfhood. In other words, their failures have to do with their deviations from 
Lawrence's ideal, that is, to have love and individuality in equipoise. Not dissimilar to 
Lawrence, Thomas Mann in both Death in Venice and The Magic Mountain likewise 
explores the breakdown of connections among people-how desire finally amounts to 
death; connection leads to disconnection. Undoubtedly, the crisis within the 
interpersonal realm ultimately refers back to the larger crisis-the war-that has erupted 
in actuality, even though Lawemce's allusions to the Great War are scant. If 
characters' in both Women in Love and "England, My England" experience a kind of 
split perception, they implicitly bespeak that Lawrence's vision is similarly cleft in 
twain amid the Great War. I will now discuss the two fictions by Thomas Mann. 
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Chapter II 
Crisis in Interpersonal and Intrapsychic Realms: 
Desire and its Perversions in Death in Venice 
and The Magic Mountain 
"Le corps, l，amour，la mort, ces trois ne font qu'un" (342). 
Thomas Mann The Magic Mountain 
“•. .for we are not capable of self-exaltation, we are merely capable of self-
debauchery" (265). 
Thomas Mann Death in Venice 
In the previous chapter I have analyzed how desire and love between various 
couples are distorted into sadomasochism in Lawrence's fictions. As I have indicated, 
the characters' basic needs of relationships and their simultaneous demands for 
individualities reflect their chaotic inner worlds in which even love cannot remedy or 
mend the individuals' character failings. Experiencing the traumatic war years both in 
terms of the larger, outer crisis of the First World War and his severe sibling strife with 
Heinrich, Thomas Maim concludes The Magic Mountain with a solemn wish, as Mann 
states it: 
Out of this universal feast of death, out of this extremity of fever, kindling 
the rain-washed evening sky to a fiery glow, may it be that Love one day 
shall mount? (716). 
This pronouncement, at first glance, may seem to testify to Mann's belief in the 
efficacy of love. Yet, as Thomas Mann is wont to use irony, even his seemingly 
genuine wish should not go unquestioned. As in Lawrence's works, the perversions of 
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desire and love and their admixture with death in both Death in Venice and The Magic 
Mountain likewise bespeak a kind of crisis happening in the interpersonal and 
intrapsychic levels. Indeed, the visions presented by Mann are perhaps more extreme 
than Lawrence's, for sensual pleasures will at least derive temporary happiness for 
Lawrence's characters^ while self-debauchery, even surviving only in the imaginary 
level, is executed at an exorbitant price for the Maimian characters-either in death or 
in sheer isolation. Death in Venice therefore not merely suggests that relationships 
cannot be maintained, but even the simple desire for another person becomes as 
detrimental to the self as it is injurious to others. The Magic Mountain illustrates that 
desire is 'un-harmfUr in so far as it remains at bay. In the end, if Lawrence's 
characters are unable to maintain their relationships despite their intentions to relate to 
others, there is no doubt further diminution of people's capabilities to connect or to 
relate to others in Mann's fictions. 
In his recent biography of Thomas Mann, Anthony Heilbut has explained Mann's 
“[drop] from the canon" (ix). According to Heilbut, partly it has to do with Mann 
"belong[ing] to no school，，(ix). Besides, owing to opposing political reasons in the 
early 50s, even the Americans were quite willing to abandon this “left-wing patsy" 
(ix). "A left-wing patsy’，perhaps, undeniably many contemporary readers dislike him 
as "the symbol of a blasted tradition", at the same time feeling smothered by Mann's 
impenetrable prose (x). The idea of tradition has so often been associated with 
Thomas Mann that it is almost impossible to conceive Mann as a great erotic writer. 
However, ever since the publications of Thomas Mann's private diaries in the last two 
decades, the image of this all-too-reserved, pedantic and aloof writer seems to give 
birth to new meanings. Beyond the fa料de of calmness and tranquility, Mann is often 
perturbed by his 'problematic' sexuality-his homosexuality-and his language is 
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saturated with eroticism. A glance in an entry of his diaries can reflect how 
‘homoerotic，he actually is, in spite of his successful marriage with Katia and his 
having six gifted children. As Mann expressed in his 20 December, 1918 entry: 
I was absorbed in admiring an elegant young man with a gracefully foolish, 
boyish face, blond, refined, rather frail German type...Seeing him 
unquestionably affected me in a way I have not noticed in myself for a long 
time. (Diaries 26) 
Robert Tobin once remarks that for generations critics have tended to "downplay the 
issue of (homo)sexuality in Mann's works’，(226). Similar to Tobin, in the following I 
want to foreground how sexuality and eroticism function in both Death in Venice and 
The Magic Mountain, even though the former is often interpreted as the consequences 
of the de-sublimation of a Teutonic artist while the latter is frequently regarded as a 
Bildungsroman. 
I 
As many biographers and critics of Thomas Mann have already pointed out, 
Death in Venice emanated from Mann's endeavor to portray a doomed affair—an absurd 
passion for a young woman-of Goethe's at 74. A more direct source or background of 
the text had to do with Mann's actual journey to Venice, which, accompanied by 
Heinrich, the Manns undertook for the sake of Katia's health. The authenticity of 
Death was reconfirmed when two decades afterwards Maim averred in A Sketch of My 
Life that "nothing is invented in Death in Venice” (46). Analyzing his own work, 
Thomas Mann in one of his 1905 diary entries asserted that "[he] want[s] to show the 
painful aberration of an artist who has enough talent to attain his ambitions, but lacks 
the maturity to master his success, which finally destroys him，，(9). Euphemistically 
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relating his work to the issue of art, Maim has thus successfully cloaked the question 
of sexuality in his text. 
Not dissimilar to Lawrence, in emphasizing the destructive nature of passion and 
blending desire into death, Death in Venice puts to the forefront a "schizoid" world in 
which dissociation rather than association, and passivity instead of activity thrive; 
desire petrifies even without its efflorescence into any relationships. 
Influenced by Freudian psychoanalysis, previous critics tend to perceive Death in 
Venice exemplifying the danger of severe repression and the repercussion of the de-
sublimation of desire. Underlying this interpretation is the assumption that an 
individual is a single entity whose desire is at odds with the societal needs. The 
unbridled desire of Aschenbach thus finally wrecks the aged writer. Instead of 
perceiving an individual merely as a conglomeration of physical urges, different post-
Freudian psychoanalytic schools agree that individuals are shaped by and inevitably 
embedded in a matrix of relationships with other people, struggling both to maintain 
our ties to others and to differentiate ourselves from them. As Stephen A. Mitchell 
claims, “desire is experienced always in the context of relatedness'" (his emphasis 3). 
Another renowned psychoanalyst, D. W. Winnicott, once also notes that “it could be 
said that with human beings there can be no separation, only a threat of separation" 
(qtd. in Mitchell 17). If humans are fundamentally relational by nature. Death in 
Venice can be reconceived as Aschenbach's defeated effort to establish connections 
with others. His failure, as I perceive, mainly has to do with his incorrect means and 
his problematic psyche. Ultimately, Aschenbach's perversions demonstrate a self that 
cannot really hold relationships or participate in any actual emotional exchanges. 
At the outset, Aschenbach's image is presented as vulnerable. Negative 
adjectives like Hired' or ‘overstimulated，are associated with this diligent artist (197). 
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As the narrator unfurls his history, Aschenbach's success is not bom of his prodigy; his 
fame is the fruit of his unrelenting restraint or calculated "self-control" (205). "His 
work had now reached a difficult and dangerous point which demanded the utmost 
care and circumspection, the most insistent and precise effort of will, and the 
productive mechanism in his mind，，（197). Care and circumspection are not singly 
referred to the time and energy that Aschenbach surrenders to his writings, as every 
morning he acts like a sacrificial priest-"dashing cold water over his chest and back，，-
yielding himself to the altar of art (204). For the pursuit of "perfectionism" and 
"beauty of form", Aschenbach simultaneously "ha[s] curbed and cooled his feelings" 
(201). As if to emphasize Aschenbach's underdevelopment in his relational aspect, the 
narrator relates that Aschenbach, owing to the frailty of his physique, "ha[s] grown up 
by himself, without companions" (203). And ever since his wife's death and his 
daughter's marriage, Aschenbach's aloneness is complete. Indeed, it is just difficult to 
imagine how Aschenbach can withstand this kind of near complete isolation. 
Aschenbach's willed segregation therefore displays his perilous one-sidedness-the 
inhibition of his own innate disposition of connecting to others. As with the characters 
in Lawrence's fictions, the deformation of Aschenbach's personality is in part due to 
his family background. The narrator briefly summarizes how Aschenbach's parents 
help foster their son's false self-a self that is devoid of emotional involvement. As it 
is said, “ever since his boyhood the duty to achieve—and to achieve exceptional things-
had been imposed on him from all sides, and thus he had never known youth's 
idleness, its carefree negligent ways" (my emphasis 203). Owing to this imbalance, 
Aschenbach's selfhood becomes so fragile that work and emotions just cannot 
comfortably coexist together. Aschenbach's worldview is one that is regulated by the 
monologic of "either/ or"; the dialogic of "both/ and" becomes an impossibility for 
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Aschenbach. 
Death in Venice is thus concerned with the artist's irrepressible desire for 
companionship or human contact. However, even before Aschenbach sees the 
handsome Tadzio and craves for a relationship with him, Aschenbach's desire is 
precipitated or rekindled soon after he comes upon the first loner near the cemetery-
the queer and "exotic" looking man with a "beardless and remarkably snub-nosed" 
face (198). Robert Tobin, in his rendition of Death in Venice，emphasizes the 
significance of this encounter. Tobin observes that the visual exchanges between these 
two men- Aschenbach's "half absent-minded" scrutiny and the stranger's "aggressive" 
gaze (199)-mply some sexual undercurrents. The aggressive stare of the stranger, 
according to Tobin, can be taken as a form of "cruising", a visual invitation or a 
challenge to a sexual meeting (230). Tobin's comment is highly plausible especially 
when we know that eroticism is frequently transmitted or is invested in the visual 
realm. The stranger's attempt to outstare Aschenbach is thus inherently 'phallic'. 
Even though the visual contact seems to effeminate Aschenbach-because Aschenbach 
is in a powerless position as compared to the viewer's aggressive stare, the actual 
consequence is a resurgence of Aschenbach's desire. Aschenbach 'camouflages' his 
erotic desire as the sudden seizure of his wanderlust—Aschenbach experiences "a kind 
of roving restlessness, a youthful craving of a far-off place，，(199). The idea that the 
stranger helps renew Aschenbach's homoeroticism is repeated, particularly when 
Aschenbach, in his almost ‘orientalist’ vision, fantasizes not the exotic women, 
envisioning in their stead "hairy palm-trunks thrusting upwards" and "misshapen" tree 
roots "arched through the air，，（199-200). These various phallic symbols are enough to 
make Aschenbach's heart throb with "terror" and "mysterious longing" (200). The 
resurrection of Aschenbach's desire implicitly refers to his craving for human contact. 
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Once Aschenbach's desire is invoked, even the narrative is charged thoroughly 
with sexual innuendoes. For example, when Aschenbach is on board to Venice, his 
attention is attracted yet simultaneously repelled by a senile ‘queen，，who is shouting 
glibly and bantering joyfully with his boisterous young companions. Feeling 
nauseated at the false old man whose painted face, however disgusting, is still 
scrutinized by Aschenbach, the artist feels the impropriety of the whole scene, when 
Aschenbach questions: "How was this possible?" (211). Aschenbach's disgust is not 
so much related to the falsified appearance of the old man than to the 'insinuated' 
homosexual relations between the old man and his young companions. Maim writes: 
"They (the young companions) seemed to be tolerating his (the old man's) 
presence.. .reciprocated without embarrassment when he teasingly poked them in the 
ribs" (211). Till now, Aschenbach still maintains his respect for social norms, 
rejecting any social transgressions. Further evidence of the implied eroticism in the 
text is perceived in Aschenbach's short ride on the Venetian gondola, which he 
describes as "voluptuous" and "enervating" (214). Some psychoanalytic critics have 
in fact gone so far as to stress the sexual implications of Aschenbach sitting in front 
with the gondolier "rows [him] well" from behind (217). Whether Mann has this 
conception or not in his mind remains obscured, but Aschenbach's trip on the gondola 
is no doubt an accentuation of his sensory feelings, leaving him more susceptible to 
the handsome Tadzio. 
When Aschenbach meets Tadzio the first time, Aschenbach's attraction to Tadzio 
is nothing but homoerotic, even though Aschenbach pretends to assume a 
dispassionate stance, as if a connoisseur is analyzing a piece of art work. The narrator 
depicts the enamoured Aschenbach's thoughts: "Good, good! thought Aschenbach, 
with that cool professional approval in which artists confronted by a masterpiece 
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sometimes cloak their ecstasy, their rapture" (223). In order to highlight the beauty of 
Tadzio, Aschenbach not merely compares the handsome boy with his "disfigure[d]" 
sisters (219). Through his objectification of Tadzio, Aschenbach first depersonalizes 
Tadzio as the "Greek sculpture" (219). Subsequently, he also contextualizes the boy 
with myths. To name a few examples, Aschenbach has named Tadzio as "my little 
Phaeacian" (222), "Eros" (223) and "Hyacinthus" (242) etc. Seeing Tadzio running 
through the waves, Aschenbach actually recalls the scene of the birth of Venus. The 
mesmerized Aschenbach notes that "this sight filled the mind with mythical 
images,. • .a tale of the origins of form and of the birth of the gods" (227). 
The apotheosis of Tadzio, to the less careful readers, may mean nothing more 
than Aschenbach's complements to the handsome boy. Yet, beyond the artist's plastic 
languages they reflect both Aschenbach's incessant fantasies and his voyeuristic 
impulses. The narrator describes Aschenbach's familiarity with the boy's body: "the 
contemplative beholder knew every line and prose of that noble, so freely displayed 
body" (236). Just as a voyeur is obsessed with what is hidden and under wraps, 
Aschenbach is concerned with both the outer anatomy of Tadzio and the inner 
physiology of the boy. Seeing Tadzio，s rather unattractive teeth and 'anemic' skin, 
Aschenbach concludes that Tadzio will "probably not live to grow old” (228). When 
finally Aschenbach decides to track behind the boy through the lanes of Venice, 
Aschenbach roaming about the city is almost a metaphorical exploration of, a prying 
into, Tadzio's private body. Resorting to myths, Aschenbach is able to reframe and 
reconstruct Tadzio's body, inscribing meanings and histories on it. Death in Venice 
therefore highlights that Aschenbach's eroticism goes unbounded. 
Aschenbach's eroticism, or in Lawrentian's term ‘sex-in-the-head，，no doubt 
hints at some kinds of perversity. M. Khan, in Alienation in Perversions, depicts how 
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a pervert relates to others. Instead of discerning other people as subjects, others are 
objects for the pervert to manipulate and exploit. The mechanism of perversion 
operates in this way: 
Perversion is "a technique of intimacy which is profoundly solitary in 
nature".even though two persons are involved in a heightened instinctual 
modality essentially it is all the invention of one person.. .There is no object 
relatedness; hence no nourishment (my emphasis 23). 
Aschenbach's behavior precisely works in this way. Even though Aschenbach 
describes or loves Tadzio to such an intensity that he becomes reluctant to leave 
Venice- "[Aschenbach] realized that it was because of Tadzio that it had been so hard 
for him to leave" (233)，Aschenbach refuses to approach Tadzio. Aschenbach's desire 
does not further any interconnections between them. As Thomas Mann explains to us, 
Aschenbach's inaction has less to do with the issue of morality-Aschenbach's absurd 
passion actually implies pederasty-than to the fact that the "aging lover no longer 
wished to be disenchanted" (240). 
Through Aschenabach, one can indeed see the power relation implicit in any 
ordinary love relationships. Stephen A. Mitchell, in mentioning the complexity of 
human sexuality, speaks of search, surrender, and escape as the basic relational 
patterns in human relationships (107). Though talking about sexuality, Mitchell 
provides a plausible account of one's vulnerability in a relationship, as he stresses the 
lover's dependence on the beloved's physical and emotional availability and 
accessibility. As he describes it: 
Because sexual excitement entails such a powerful physiological response, 
and because the full emotional responsiveness of the other, in contrast to the 
physical presence of that other, can never be taken for granted, sexual 
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encounters always contain elements of risk.. .When sexuality approaches 
true intimacy, an unritualized search for open emotional exchange, one 
places oneself in the other's hand (my emphasis 107). 
In other words, to fall in love with another person always contains an element of 
uncertainty. Mitchell continues to highlight the meanings or significance that we 
usually confer on our beloved: 
In the capacity to provide or withhold sexual availability and satisfaction, 
the other is experienced as very powerful, and thus very dangerous (my 
emphasis 108). 
Our relationships with our beloved actually resemble the first bonds that we ever have 
in our lives, that is, our relationships with our mothers. Just as the images of the 
mother often alternate between good and bad, nourishing and terrifying, lovers are no 
less different with mothers in this very aspect. 
Despite Aschenbach seeming to be the one in a controlling position whose 'all-
encompassing' gaze penetrates into and impinges on the secrecy of Tadzio's body-
"the contemplative beholder knew every line and pose of that noble.. .body" (236), it 
is Tadzio who ultimately prevails, since Tadzio can manipulate Aschenbach's desire by 
means of the (un)guaranteed access to his body. What I mean is that Tadzio can easily 
provoke Aschenbach's desire merely by his presence; simultaneously, Tadzio can 
swiftly upset Aschenbach by his absence. Aschenbach's relationship with Tadzio 
reenacts the three basic relational patterns of human relationships-search, surrender 
and escape, though for Aschenbach it is an inverse of this sequence. Aschenbach's 
initial though failed attempt to leave Venice is his endeavor to negate or to be 
impervious to his heart desire, so as to avoid the fate of placing himself entirely at the 
mercy of Tadzio. Having failed to escape, Aschenbach welcomes his destiny and 
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surrenders himself to his infatuation. Aschenbach's bodily gesture, after his return 
from his failed attempt to leave Venice, notes his resignation: "the palms of his hands 
turning forward, as if to sketch an opening and outspreading of the arms. It was a 
gesture that gladly bade welcome, a gesture of calm acceptance" (234). As the 
narrator tells us, it is only after Tadzio smiles-"it was the smile of Narcissus，，一at 
Aschenbach that the aging writer loses his rationality in entirety (244). If characters' 
inability to recognize the others as subjects finally spells destruction upon their 
relationships in Lawrence's fictions, being recognized by the other is equally 
destructive to one who experiences problems within his self, as Aschenbach is 
indisputably wrecked by his desire. After Aschenbach receives the "fateful" smile, 
Mann depicts Aschenbach's (over)reactions in this way: 
He was so deeply shaken that he was forced to flee...into the 
darkness...Words struggled from his lips, strangely indignant and tender 
reproaches: "...You mustn't smile like that at any one!，，He sank 
down...deliriously breathing... And leaning back, his arms hanging down, 
overwhelmed, trembling, shuddering all over (244). 
Symbolically, Aschenbach within this episode may or may not experience his orgasm 
but is emotionally exhausted. After this interlude, Aschenabach begins to search 
through the city, shadowing Tadzio wherever he goes. On the one hand, Aschenbach's 
pursuit of Tadzio represents his desperate need of Tadzio，s recognition. On the other 
hand, it signifies Aschenbach's increasingly debilitated power; he can no longer 
control himself rationally. Mann describes the excited Aschenbach's state of mind: 
"So it was that in his state of distraction he could no longer think anything or want 
anything except this ceaseless pursuit of the object that so inflamed him: nothing but 
to follow him (Tadzio), to dream of him when he was not there, and after this fashion 
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of lovers to address tender words to his mere shadow" (248). 
In fact, desire in Death in Venice not only destroys Aschenbach's sobriety, but it 
also encourages him to a criminal act. Intoxicated by the drunken ecstasy of desire, 
Aschenbach's near criminal behavior manifests itself in his complicity in concealing 
the outbreak of cholera in Venice. As Aschenbach whispers to himself, “I shall say 
nothing!" (259). The disease in the city is therefore a symbolic reflection of 
Aschenbach's perverted mind, as the disorders within the city echo the disorders 
occurring in the old man's psychic interiority. If Freud maintains that we can really 
gain access to our repressed feeling by decoding one's dream, Aschenbach's orgiastic 
dream announces the utter destruction of selfhood within his inner world. In 
Aschenbach's schizophrenic dream, the dreamer first splits himself into multiple 
selves-there are both males and females, each paying homage to the stranger-god/ 
Tadzio. The narrator depicts Aschenbach's dream as follows: 
And in fragmented light from wooded heights, between tree trucks and 
mossy boulders, it came tumbling and whirling down: a human and animal 
swarm, a raging rout, flooding the slope with bodies, with flames, with 
tumult and frenzied dancing. Women.. .held up tambourines and moaned 
as they shook them above their thrown-back heads. • .Men with horns over 
their brows, hairy-skinned and girdled with pelts, bowed their necks and 
threw up their arms and thighs, clanging brazen cymbals and beating a 
furious tattoo on drums, while smooth-skinned boys prodded goats with 
leafy staves, clinging with horns and yelling with delight as the leaping 
beasts dragged them along. And the god's enthusiasts howled out the cry 
with the soft consonants and long-drawn-out final u，sweet and wild both at 
once, like no cry that was ever heard (260). 
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The dream also represents the complete disruption of order in which “odours，，， 
"pungent reek", "scent of panting bodies" and "smell of blood" all blend with one 
another (260). Aschenbach's ecstatic dream recalls what Julia Kristeva terms ‘abject’. 
Employing Mary Douglas's seminal analysis of purity and pollution in her formulation 
of "abjection", Julia Kristeva defines abjection in terms of ambiguity and uncertainty: 
[It is] not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs 
identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. 
The inbetween, the ambiguous, the composite (4). 
When all societal boundaries are eventually transgressed or uplifted after this 
disarranging nap, Aschenbach is "unnerved" and "shattered" and simultaneously he 
"no longer fear[s] the observant eyes of other people，，(261). The "observant eyes，，of 
the others are certainly the final parameters of social mores and conventions. The 
finishing touch of the entire picture of Aschenbach's moral degeneration is when 
Aschenbach willingly lets himself be painted by the hotel barber. Richard White 
notes, in "Love, Beauty and Death in Venice", that the scene of Aschenbach's 
rejuvenation may actually come from Euripides's The Bacchae, in which the ruler 
Pentheus is similarly persuaded to Hransvest'-to cross dress-so as to visit the scene of 
the Dionysian orgy (57). White mentions that the dressing scene denotes Pentheus's 
final humiliation. Aschenbach's transvestism in the end not just suggests his 
humiliation, but it also reflects his emasculation and his ‘in-between’ identity: he is 
neither young nor old, nor a male, nor a female. In Kristeva's terminology, 
Aschenbach transforms into the abject, the sight of horror, whose presence upsets or 
befuddles order. When Aschenbach dies of dehydration on the beach, his cadaver can 
be seen as an actualization of the invisible horror that Aschenbach poses to the society. 
Rather than merely being a fiction of the de-sublimation of desire and its drastic 
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consequence, Death in Venice can be reread as Aschenbach's unsuccessful attempt to 
construct relations with others. Due to the problems within his selfhood, love cannot 
but be perverted; desire inevitably conduces to death. Like Women in Love and 
"England, My England", Death in Venice ultimately testifies to a world in which 
connections cannot be maintained. 
II 
In "The Making of Magic Mountain", Thomas Mann asserts that The Magic 
Mountain is meant to be a "humorous companion-piece to Death in Venice (722). 
Despite Mann's professed light-heartedness, the idea that relationships cannot be 
maintained in this disintegrating world is reasserted. Originating from Mann's three 
weeks' stay in a sanatorium in Davos, The Magic Mountain is again a re-fabrication of 
one of the real life experiences of Mann, though Hans Castorp's intended three weeks' 
stay expands into seven years. Perceived by the author himself as a Bidungsroman, 
the novel maintains that “all the macabre adventures [the] hero passes through" are 
"pedagogic instrument" used to enhance Hans Castorp to a point far beyond his 
original competence" (726). Though authorial intention is such, readers are often 
troubled by queries like 'What actually does Hans Castorp learn?，or 'Hans Castorp's 
protracted stay is more like a process of ‘un-leaming’，since his sojourn in the 
sanatorium finally makes him utterly unfit for life in flatland'. And ever since Mann's 
homosexuality has been disclosed, critics' focuses are shifted to unearth the sexual 
politics underneath 'this magic mountain'. 
In Eros and Literature, Anthony Heilbut remarks that The Magic Mountain is 
"fundamentally a narrative of desires’，(401). As Heilbut elaborates it, "[it] is a novel 
about forbidden love, proudly 'unclassified', variously represented as homosexuality, 
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fetishism and necrophilia" (401). To supplement Heilbut's comments, I would suggest 
that The Magic Mountain is ultimately concerned with the impossibility of fulfilling 
desires. Though verbal communication is allowed between lovers, The Magic 
Mountain is no different from Death in Venice when lovers' discourses are frequently 
the discourses of denial and silence. Amid the social promiscuity and sexual anarchy 
of its milieu-Dr. Hofrat，once in a towering rage, compares the international 
sanatorium to a "bawdy-house" and himself to a "pimp" (419)，desire is treated with 
triviality or the solemnity of love is eventually made absurd. Through Hans Castorp's 
explicit love for Clavdia Chauchat and his uttered/ unutterable homoerotic bond with 
Joachim, The Magic Mountain destabilizes and challenges the accepted conventions of 
human relationships, as it similarly confronts its readers with a disintegrating world 
that relationships cannot hold. 
Although the leitmotif of seeking human interconnection is less prominent in The 
Magic Mountain as it is in other texts, all the narratives indicate that human 
relationships fail partly because of the problems within the characters' selfhood. 
Within The Magic Mountain, the protagonist, Hans Castorp, similarly experiences 
problems within his fragile self. In contrast to Aschenbach's extreme one-sidedness, 
Castorp's problem of the self is suggested by his delicate constitution. Like Hanno in 
Buddenbrooks, Hans Castorp is "a little anemic" and has a propensity for “dozing，，一a 
tendency to let his thoughts stray without fixing on anything (29). If Hanno's 
ineptitude in life makes him succumb to typhus, Hans Castorp's innate sickness 
encourages him to “good living" (30). As Mann puts it, "his thin-bloodedness and 
look of over-refinement clung to the grosser pleasures of life as a greedy suckling to 
its mother's breast" (30). In fact, it is quite amazing that Mann dwells on Hans 
Castorp's unsuitability to life—the narrator first names him as a "well-cared-for" baby 
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(31) and later Herr Settembrini calls him as "life's delicate child", since after all 
almost all Mannian protagonists are sick either physically or psychologically. It may 
mean to highlight Hans Castorp's inner vacuum, since Castorp, as the text shows, is 
emotionally impoverished by the premature death of his parents and later the demise 
of his grandfather. As frequently stressed by psychoanalysts, our first bonds-our 
relations with our parents, particularly our mothers-are vitally significant to our 
subsequent emotional lives. Being deprived of both parents at the tender age, we can 
deduce that Hans Castorp's relational aspect is left highly undeveloped, especially 
when Hans Castorp is to be supervised by his emotionally detached grandfather, whom 
Hans Castorp relates mainly through idealization. According to Castorp, the image of 
his grandfather bifurcates into two and “the deviations and idiosyncrasies presented by 
his (grandfather's) everyday appearance [are] due to incomplete, perhaps even 
unsuccessfiil adaptation，，(25). This kind of idealization (splitting) implies that Hans 
Castorp's perceptions remain un-integrated; his tendency to split things into opposites 
is to inform his relation with Mme. Chauchat. 
Hans Castorp's insufficiency in his emotional aspect is further revealed when he 
can almost assume an air of detachment when his grandfather dies. Analyzing his 
grandfather's corpse with "a feeling and expression of connoisseurship", little Hans 
Castorp "seems no longer to think of tears...as a natural reaction" (27). The process 
of analysis, as we know, is to segregate knowledge of the facts from affect, to examine 
critically, irrespective of one's preference. Hans Castorp's emotional aloofiiess 
probably has to do with the fact that he has already been twice orphaned in his early 
age. In other words, it is as if Hans Castorp is dimly aware that it would be unwise to 
bestow unrestrained feelings on the others since ultimately all others are unreliable and 
will fail-or leave-him sooner or later. Hans Castorp's detachment therefore makes 
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him adapt to new circumstances easily-“the change was no loss to him", but it 
simultaneously precludes him from possessing a more balanced personality. 
Throughout the narrative, Hans Castorp's civilian status is frequently reiterated. 
For example, Dr. Hofrat recognizes Hans Castorp's nonmilitant status immediately at 
their first encounter. As Hofrat addresses Hans Castorp, "God forbid, eh? I could tell 
you as soon as I saw you".that you were a layman; there's something civilian and 
comfortable about you, not like our sabre-rattling corporal here!，，(my emphasis 46) 
To remain as a civilian perhaps implies nothing to other countrymen; yet to the 
Germans to be unmilitary surely insinuates a lack within one's personality. H. J. Hahn 
mentions, in German Thought and Culture, that within the second Reich "life assumed 
a military tone，，(156). It is not only that the elite within the Reich was dominated by 
the Prussian Junker (country gentlemen) who were closely related to the military, but 
the lower orders of society also perceived their military service as an exercise in 
‘character building' (156). As Hahn points out, there was a popular cartoon depicting 
the military life bearing the following caption: "and then you should bear in mind, that 
you came here as civilians, you are leaving as human beings" (156). Underscoring 
Hans's non-military existence, Mann in turn stresses Castorp's lack. Hans Castorp is 
lesser than a fully-fledged human being. 
Though comparatively Hans Castorp is less enthusiastic in seeking human 
relationship than Aschenbach (as after all Hans Castorp still has his cousin Joachim), 
his desire is re-animated once he sees Madame Chauchat, whose oriental/ exotic 
features help Castorp recall his homoerotic love for his friend Pribislav Hippe. 
Castorp comprehends his obsession with Madame in terms of her resemblance to 
Hippe: "How remarkably like her he (Hippe) looked—like this girl (Mme. Chauchat) up 
here! Is that why I feel interested in her? Or was that why I felt so interested in him?，， 
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(123). Elsewhere Hans also highlights the similarities between his two charmers: 
"they were the same eyes. The breadth, too, of the upper part of the face, the flattened 
nose, everything.. .everything was precisely Pribislav" (146). In other words, Hans 
Castorp's passion for Mme. Chauchat can be deemed as a reenactment, a continuation, 
of Hans's unfulfilled passion for Hippe. 
Indeed, it is perhaps Mme. Chauchat's tomboyish features that attract Hans 
Castorp; her unfeminine behavior is reflected by her unconventionality. To be 
unconventional often means to be heedless to the received codes, assuming a new 
interpretation or rendering to the established ideas. Madame is no conservative, for 
she is first identified as a "transgressor" whose door-slamming has once irritated Hans 
Castorp so much that he is determined to track the culprit (45). In the narrator's 
words, Mme. Chauchat is the "door-slamming, finger-gnawing, bread-pill-making" 
foreigner (143). Though Mme. Chauchat assumes her husband's name, neither is she 
an ordinary middle-class housewife who is bound by a bourgeois matrimony, for she 
possesses neither a wedding ring nor does she live with her husband in Daghestan. 
Madame is thus more a mocker than an adherent to patriarchy; even her later affair to 
the lordly Mynheer Peeperkom does not take away her much coveted freedom. In her 
"extra-social" involvement with Hans Castorp, the traditional male-female roles 
become defunct; sensing Castorp's passion for her, Mme. Chauchat's reaction is 
confrontation instead of shunning (143). For example, in lieu of Hans Castorp's 
ingenuity to see her, Mme. Chauchat "measure[s] him with her eyes from a distance, 
swept him from head to foot, quite bold and unblushing" (145). At the worst, Mme. 
Chauchat is Hans Castorp's equal. Yet on most occasions, Madame prevails over 
Castorp, for Madame is a woman with a phallus-like Hippe she once lends Hans 
Castorp a pencil�—whose power/ superiority derives not from her having vagina 
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dentata^ (to castrate) but from her ability to vouchsafe Hans a penis. Perhaps the most 
appropriate description of Mme. Chauacht comes from Heir Settembrini, whose 
grudging perceptions are undoubtedly more perceptive than Hans Castorp's 
mesmerized gaze. In 'Walpurgis-Night', Settembrini depicts Madame as "Lilith" 
(327). In Settembrini's delineation, "Lilith became a night-tripping fairy, a ‘belle 
dame sans merci，，dangerous to young men especially, on account of her beautiful 
tresses" (327). However, to associate Lilith-Adam's first wife-merely with the "belle 
dame sans merci" legend is to overlook one of her defining aspect: her defiance and 
her disobedience. According to "the rabbinical tradition", Lilith gets expelled from 
Eden just because she refuses to assume a subjugated role before Adam. More 
interestingly, "in Mohammedan legend, Lilith [is] condemned to lose her offspring 
forever，，simply because of her insubordination (Vol.2 2463-3); Madame is similarly 
sterile. Settembrini's (mis)instmction on Castorp therefore inadvertently lends more 
understanding to us about Mme. Chauchat" .^ 
Inhabiting in a sickly milieu which Settembrini names "the kingdom of shades" 
(57), even the eruption and manifestation of desires assume an unnatural course. As 
suggested by some critics, desire, disease and death are so intertwined in the narrative 
that the presence of one naturally implicates the others. In Castorp's case, desire is 
literally disease since his love for the others has twice made him ill. While his 
transient love for Hippe has left "scars" in his lungs where "fibrosis has supervened" 
(181), his renewed passion for ‘Chauchat-Hippe，again makes him infirm and 
consumptive. In "Mortal Illness on the Magic Mountain", Meredith has explained 
why tuberculosis is generally referred to as consumption. As Meredith puts it: 
Tuberculosis [is] called consumption because the flesh of the patient with 
tuberculosis appeared to consume itself. We understand this 
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phenomenon.. .as resulting from the elaboration of cytokines.. .Cytokines 
activate the cells that ingest and kill the bacteria that cause tuberculosis... it 
is nevertheless striking that an often fatal illness should have the aspect of 
life burning bright: the hectic flush and fever seeming to betoken the 
acceleration of the fire of life (112). 
In other words, Hans Castorp suffering from consumption implies the increase of his 
sexual desire, for tuberculosis is often observed to be accompanied by heightened 
sexual desire. On the other hand, it is an indirect way to link desire with death; 
Castorp is indeed consumed by his love. The diseased, whose presence frequently 
provokes anxiety and fear among the healthy, does not generate 'dis-ease ‘ in Castorp's 
heart. On the contrary, disease adds luster to its sufferers, whose bodies-they are all 
'lit up，within (178)-ironically look more healthy and more beautiful than ever. 
Disease thus beautifies the patients. To Castorp，s peculiar opinion, Joachim has 
metamorphosed into "Apollo Belvedere", a picture in the book during his sojourn in 
the sanatorium (178). Indeed, no flat-land girls can arouse such kind of desire in 
Hans's mind than Mme. Chauchat, whose ailing body-she is suffering from 
"bouchement tuberculeux des vases de lumphe，，（338)—is the site of desire. 
Just as the occurrence of desire is unnaturally linked with the eruption of disease, 
so does the fulfillment of it take an aberrant path. As I mention earlier, desire in the 
fictional world of Mann, unlike the Lawrentian world of love, seldom transforms into 
active action. Like Aschenbach, Hans Castorp's preoccupation with Madame largely 
takes the form of gazing at and visualizing her. Ever since Hans Castorp rediscovers 
his passion for Madame, every part of Mme. Chauchat's fatally ill body is subjected to 
Castorp's penetrating gaze and itemization. Castorp not only takes notice of 
Madame，s “maidenly” and relatively sharp profile-she is "narrow" or boyish in the 
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hip and has breasts that are not voluptuous, but he is also aware of her sloppy back and 
drooping shoulders. Among the different parts of Madame's body he likes her "high 
cheekbone", her "kirghiz/ slanting" eyes and her "husky voice，，the most-the features 
that she shares with Hippe. Through Castorp's dissecting and voyeuristic gaze, 
Madame is frequently reduced to a conglomeration of body parts and body fluids; the 
gestalt of Mme. Chauchat is hardly discernible. Hans Castorp's enthusiastic 
discussion with Dr. Hofrat-the painter-about his portrait of Mme. Chauchat can be 
seen as both men's supreme endeavors to objectify and to control Mme. Chauchat. 
Hearing Hans Castorp's (in)sincere compliments of the portrait, Dr. Hofrat's responses 
are as follows: 
"Oh, no," the Hofrat demurred. "It was a pretty clumsy piece of work, I 
don't flatter myself I hit her off very well. • .What can you do with a rum sort 
of face like that? You might think she would be easy to capture, with those 
hyperborean cheek-bones, and eyes like cracks in a loaf of bread. Yes, 
there's something about her-if you get the detail right. • .Riddle of the 
Sphinx (257). 
Lynda Nead, in Female Nude: Art, Obscenity and Sexuality, indicates that the female 
body has often been regarded as the "unformed, undifferentiated mater，，in the 
Western tradition (2). The procedure of high art is one way to control this unruly mass 
of flesh, to give form to it, placing it within the securing boundaries of aesthetic 
discourse (2). Failing both to give order to Mme. Chauchat's ‘disproportional，face 
and to contain Madame's obscene body within the frame of canvass, what Hofrat's 
portrait/kitsch successfully does is to arouse Castorp, instead of bringing stillness to 
the viewer. Again, the arousal of Castorp takes on a bizarre development, for 
Castorp's evoked desire is first transformed into his lengthened discourses with Dr. 
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Hofrat about human anatomy-both men finally concur that "living consists in dying，， 
(266). Castorp's desire then impels him to research in human biology and pathology. 
Castorp's desire for Mme. Chauchat finally matures into an enchanting fantasy, when 
Castorp sees Mme. Chauchat appearing as Life itself, where upon "his lips he felt the 
moist clinging of her kiss" (286). 
If Aschenbach's desire for Tadzio hints at criminality, Hans Castorp's love for 
Mme. Chauchat implies a fetishistic impulse. This is manifested in the way Hans 
Castorp handles Clavdia's X-ray film, a portrait that “[shows] not her face, but the 
delicate bony structure of the upper half of her body, and the organs of the thoracic 
cavity, surrounded by the pale, ghostlike envelope of the flesh" (348). As the narrator 
tells us, this X-ray film is Castorp's "keepsake" (348) and he will frequently take it out 
and look at it. It is as if the absent-presence of Mme. Chauchat (by means of the X-ray 
film) gives more satisfactions to Castorp than his direct parley with her. Within the 
first seven months of his stay, Castorp only talks to Mme. Chauchat once, when he 
simultaneously declares his love to her. Though Castorp in 'Walpurgis-Night' finally 
passes the Rubicon and declares his love to Clavdia, his profession of love is rendered 
in a distanced, if not entirely wry, way. Fabricated in French and embroiled in the 
technicality of anatomical terms, Hans Castorp's speech is insultingly dehumanized. 
As he says: 
Regarde la symetrie merveilleuse de I'edifice humain, les epaules et les 
hanches et les mamelons fleurissants de part et d，autre sur la poitrine, et les 
cotes arrangees par paires, et le nombril au milieu dans la mollesse du 
ventre, et le sexe obscur entre les cuisses!...Quelle fete immense de les 
caresser, ces endroits delicieux du corps humain! Fete a mourir sans plainte 
apres! Oui mon dieu, laisse-moi sentir l，odeur de la peau de ta rotule, sous 
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laquelle I'mgenieuse capsule articulaire secrete son buile glissante! Laisse-
moi toucher devotement de ma bouche 1’ Arteria femoralis qui bat au front de 
ta cuisse et qui se divise plus bas en les deux arteres du tibia! Laisse-moi 
ressentir 1’ exhalation de tes pores et tater ton duvet, image humaine d'eau et 
d'albumine, destinee pour l，anatomie du tombeau, et laisse-moi perir, mes 
levres aux tiennes! (342-3) 
Look at the marvelous symmetry of the human edifice, the shoulders and 
hips and nipples flowering on both sides of the chest, the ribs arranged in 
pairs, and the navel in the middle of the softness of the belly, and the obscure 
sex between the thighs!.. .What an immense feast to caress them, these 
delicious sites of the human body! A feast after which one dies with 
pleasure! Yes, my God, let me smell the odour of the skin of your kneecap, 
beneath which the ingenious articular capsule secretes its glistening oils! Let 
me touch devotedly with my mouth the Arteria femoralis which beats at the 
front of your thigh and which divides below into the two arteries of the tibia! 
Let me experience the exhalation of your pores, human image of water and 
albumin, destined for the anatomy of the tomb, and let me perish, my lips on 
yours! (Trans. Stephen Meredith 139) 
According to ordinary people' standards, Hans Castorp's pursuit of Mme. Chauchat 
seems to be more a detour, than facilitating the fulfillment of his desire. Though most 
critics assent to a sexual encounter between Chauchat and Castorp behind the scenes, 
whether it actually takes place or not is insignificant. The existence of a sexual 
encounter between them actually reconfirms that within this disintegrating world 
relationships cannot be held; human sexuality is perceived as something trivial. 
Examining Hans Castorp's relationship with Mme. Chauchat, it is not difficult to 
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perceive that the kind of love enacted by Castorp is basically "counterobject". As 
Stephen Mitchell points out, an element of relief is often experienced in 
"counterobject" sexuality or love, which is usually appeared as the individual's 
"manic" attempts to prevail over the object or lover (117). Mitchell explains that in 
this kind of sexuality ultimately represents their "flight from the inevitable anxieties 
and pressures of human relatedness，，(117). As aforementioned, sexual encounters and 
love between two individuals often comprise a component of risk, since the sustaining 
of a relationship depends on the emotional commitments of both parties. The 
unvoiced questions underlying every serious relationships are perhaps queries like: "If 
I need you, will you be there?，，； "Will you gratify or deplete and exploit me?"; "If I 
sustain my desire for you without diverting or depleting it, will the satisfactions 
outweigh the pain and disappointments?’，(Mitchell 108). Perceiving perhaps it is too 
dangerous to devote himself wholly to Mme. Chauchat, whose love can be both 
regenerative and crippling and whose availability can never be secured, Hans 
Castorp's obsession with fantasies, voyeurism, and fetishism betray his endeavors to 
escape from the kind of suffocating anxiety triggered by his love for Clavdia. As I 
mention earlier, what Hans Castorp has leamt from his orphaned experiences is to 
remain emotionally unattached to others, since eventually everyone will fail him or 
leave him alone. Yet, even his attempt to lessen the side effects of his desire succeeds 
merely in part. His desire for Chauchat makes him waste his precious seven years on 
the mountain. As Castorp subsequently relates to Mynheer Peeperkom: "For love of 
[Clavdia Chauchat], in defiance of Herr Settembrini, I declared myself for the 
principle of unreason, the spirituel of disease, under whose aegis I had already, in 
reality, stood for a long time back; and I remained up here, I no longer know precisely 
how long. I have forgotten, broken with, everything, my relatives, my calling, all my 
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ideas of life. When Chauchat went away, I waited here for her return, so that now I am 
wholly lost to life down below, and dead in the eyes of my friends. That is what I 
meant when I spoke of my destiny" (610-11). 
This kind of 'counterobject' relationship is indeed performed by almost all 
inmates in 'the magic mountain'. Another excellent example can be perceived in 
Peerperkom-Chauchat' s relation. Mynheer Peeperkom comes late in the narrative and 
is Mme. Chauchat，s new lover. In his exchanges with Hans Castorp, it is obvious that 
Mynheer Peeperkom is as extreme in opinions as Hans Castorp's two other mentors, 
Settembrini and Naphta. Rather than embracing the ideas of human enlightenment and 
religiosity, Peeperkom's convictions are that human lives should be the cultivation or 
a celebration of feelings, because Life, as Peeperkom describes it: 
is] a sprawling female, "she mocks us. She challenges us to expend our 
manhood to its uttermost span, to stand or fall before her. To stand or fall. 
To fall, young man...[is] the defeat of feelings, their overthrow when 
confronted by life - that is impotence.. .It is the end of everything, the 
hellish despair, the Judgement Day.. • (566). 
Since the celebration of feelings is of utmost importance to Mynheer, Mynheer's 
eventual suicide, after he discovers the folly between Mme. Chauchat and Castorp, not 
merely exemplifies that he is overwhelmed by his love for Chauchat. The act of self-
destruction can likewise be conceived as his greatest effort to negate or to defy the 
significance of the beloved other. His suicide stands for his final flight or escape from 
the powerful other lest he be betrayed in future. As Clavdia concludes Peerperkom's 
behavior: "C'est ime abdication" (624). 
Contrary to readers' expectation, after Peeperkom's self-immolation, Castorp's 
passion for Mme. Chauchat seems to dissolve immediately and their relations 
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terminate forever with another departure of Mme. Chauchat. James McWilliams 
explains, in his psychological study of The Magic Mountain, that Castorp refusing to 
“[take] the lady as the prize" is largely because of his guilt, the guilt that a son bears 
toward his father (my emphasis 227). Seeing the triangular relation between Hans 
Castorp, Mme. Chauchat and Mynheer Peeperkom as an oedipal triangle, the actual 
death of the father (Peeperkom) forbids the son (Castorp) from taking the mother 
(Chauchat). Instead of agreeing with McWilliams's comments, the fact that Castorp 
can turn on and off his affections toward Mme. Chauchat simply proves that Castorp 
never commits himself wholly to Mme. Chauchat. Peeperkom's tragic end appears as 
an unexpressed warning to Hans Castorp. The destructive nature of passion is again 
implicitly repeated when it is only after the departure of Mme. Chauchat that Castorp 
begins to recuperate from his protracted tuberculosis. Within the reign of the Magic 
Mountain, desire cannot go unmixed with death. 
Transcending the triangular relation between Peeperkom, Chauchat and Hans 
Castorp, the inmates' love relations within the sanatorium bifurcate into polarities. 
Inhabitants there are either sexually promiscuous or are sexually abstinent and 
emotionally independent, like the good Joachim whose homoerotic feelings for 
Castorp and his affection for Mamsja are never explicitly voiced. From the 
psychological point of view, both promiscuity and abstinence likewise signify the kind 
of "counterobject" impulse. By switching partners in an indiscriminate way, 
promiscuity bespeaks a dedifferentiation, repudiating the significance that we usually 
bestow upon our lovers, thus saving us from depending too much on others. The kind 
of emotional 'un-attachment' practiced by Joachim is similarly a means to prevent him 
from being too dependent on others. Ultimately, people's reluctance to commit 
wholeheartedly to others may also be due to the fact that all of them are mortally sick; 
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their sickness in a way encourages them to seize their day, that is, to enjoy their lives 
as much as they can. On the other hand, the patients' non-commitments to the others 
refer back to a world where the psychic interiority of the individuals is precariously 
infirm and unwholesome. Their infirmities frustrate their ability to connect, to relate 
to others. The Magic Mountain therefore demonstrates the similar crisis happening in 
human relationships as is illustrated in Death in Venice. 
Ill 
Within the present and the preceding chapters, I have examined both D. H. 
Lawrence's and Thomas Mann's fictional accounts of the pre-war disordered societies. 
The instability, as I have argued, is tacitly manifested in the characters' failures to 
maintain wholesome relationships with others, and the torturing and perverse love 
experiences reflect nothing but the extremely problematic psychic structuring of these 
individuals. To love or not to love is not just a matter of boldness and willingness, but 
is concerned with one's psychic wholesomeness. In the following chapters, I propose 
to analyze these texts from another perspective, that is, I reread these texts as written 
records testifying to the negative mental climates prevalent in the war years. Both 
authors touch on the issues of adaptation to societies. As I will show, neither 
successful nor unsuccessful adaptation can alter the mood of general disenchantment 
and meaningless which the characters feel toward their age. 
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Chapter III 
Crisis at the Societal Level: 
From the Corrosions of Meaning in Life to the Desire for 
Death in Women in Love and "England, My England" 
To be modem is to find ourselves in an environment that promises us 
adventure, power, joy, growth, transformation of ourselves and the world -
and, at the same time, that threatens to destroy everything we have, 
everything we know, everything we are (15). 
Marshall Berman All That is Solid Melts into the Air 
And there was no escape from it, no escape (464). 
D. H. Lawrence Women in Love 
In the course of my study I have examined that within the fictional worlds of 
D. H. Lawrence and Thomas Mann, the realms of interpersonal relationships have 
degenerated into a locus of crisis, where individuals' love relationships with others 
become the perpetual sites of violence and denial and desires frequently threaten to 
annihilate the protagonists. On a broader scale one may interpret that the relational 
failures among various characters are indeed the symptoms of a larger crisis. This 
chapter will attempt to reexamine and characterize both Women in Love and "England, 
My England" as records of the pre-war and wartime experiences and the negative 
mental climate actualizing as the sense of growing meaninglessness that is endemic in 
society. 
In his introduction to All That is Solid Melts into Air, Marshall Berman remarks 
that the basic fact of modem life is that this life is radically contradictory at its base 
(19). Individuals' experiences are so volatile and polyphonic that humankind often 
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oscillates between profound joy and intense despair. As Berman describes it, 
modernity is "a unity of disunity"; "it pours us into a maelstrom of perpetual 
disintegration and renewal，，(15). Berman's arguments have foregrounded the Janus-
nature of modernity: modem life is both good and bad; it generates excitements as it 
also brings forth giddiness to individuals. Tormented by his wartime experiences, 
together with his inured skepticism toward industrialization, Lawrence's perception of 
modem life is almost entirely negative. Not dissimilar to Mann, Lawrence emphasizes 
the kind of negative spiritual climate appearing as the mounting sense of 
meaninglessness, ‘direction-less，and 'un-fulfillment' that comes to qualify the 
individuals' lives in both Women in Love and "England, My England". Lawrence's 
vision is that while one's rejection of society does not necessarily guarantee one's 
salvation, an individual adjusting oneself to societal demands and being impervious to 
one's inner callings are undoubtedly a gradual process of self-immolation. Within the 
fictional world of D. H. Lawrence, the modem life is presented as both fevered and 
futile, and the pre-war European societies are depicted as hopeless, and individuals are 
full of self-destructive impulses. 
I 
Unlike The Rainbow where Ursula is still in search of her mode of life, Women in 
Love commences with a settled or finished vision, in which both sisters have already 
well established and adapted to their status and positions in life. As Lawrence defines 
the sisters' positions: both girls "had the remote, virgin look of modem girls”； while 
Gudrun "had spent several years, working at an art-school", Ursula had been for some 
years as a class mistress in Willey Green Grammar School’，(8-9). Despite the sisters， 
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achievements and financial security, the sisters' adaptations to modem life do not 
generate happiness and confidence. From the onset, we are told that Gudrun feels 
immensely bored, simultaneously perceiving her life with accelerating 
meaninglessness as nothing seems to come to fruition. As she complains to Ursula 
amid their parley: 
"Don't you find yourself getting bored?，，[Gudrun] asked of her sister. 
"Don't you find, that things fail to materialise? Nothing materialises:�. 
Everything withers in the bud.’， 
"What withers in the bud?，，asked Ursula. 
"Oh, everything-oneself-things in general，，(8). 
Gudrun's return to Beldover, as she explains the cause, is just “reculer pour miewc 
sauter"' (10). Because she desires so much to alter her present condition, it does not 
matter where she lands-"if one jumps over the edge, one is bound to land somewhere" 
(lO)-so long as some changes may come along. Her view toward love or marriage is 
almost functional when she sees that a man will help transport her to the next 
destination. To Gudrun her life is far from an infinite expansion of experiential 
possibilities. On the contrary, she is thoroughly aware of its delimitation and the 
worldly constraints. For example, seeing Gerald swimming freely in the lake in 
"Diver", Gudrun exclaims: "You're a man, you want to do a thing, you do it. You 
haven't the thousand obstacles a woman has in front of her" (48). The image of the 
modem life presented by Lawrence is by no means attractive. 
The idea that life in general is meaningless and unfulfilling is not singly felt by 
Gudrun, for the other three protagonists are likewise disappointed and dissatisfied with 
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their lives. Ursula is oppressed by the familiarity of her milieu: "[Ursula] was afraid at 
the depth of her feeling against the home, the milieu, the whole atmosphere and 
condition of this obsolete life. Her feeling frightened her" (11). Elsewhere the 
narrator also depicts Ursula's life as being arrested-"her active living was suspended" 
(9)； Ursula is "like an infant in the womb，，； she will either die entrapped in this 
wearisome uniformity or undergo a re-birth (9). Indeed, the image of Ursula presented 
in Women in Love differs tremendously from the one portrayed in The Rainbow, and 
Ursula's alacrity and vitality are almost (in-perceivable’ here. Ursula is an alienated 
school-teacher who is bored by her work: "Ursula often wondered what else she 
waited for, besides the beginning and end of the school-week, and the beginning and 
end of the holidays.. .Sometimes she had periods of tight horror, when it seemed to her 
that her life would pass away, and be gone, without having been more than this (52). 
Though Gerald refrains from articulating his disappointment, his discontents are 
voiced through others' mouths. For example, Gerald's mother in "Shortlands" has 
characterized her son as “the most wanting of them al’，(25). Birkin also senses his 
friend's unhappiness. As he tells Gerald: “.. .no wonder you are afraid of yourself and 
your own unhappiness" (33). Throughout the narrative, Gerald appears as the one who 
is most in thrall to conventions and society. As the head of the prospering mining 
company, Gerald is presumably well adapted to the modem society. Yet, before 
Gerald can come to terms with the society, we are reminded that Gerald, resembling 
Ursula in The Rainbow, has also experienced great difficulties in adjusting himself to 
the societal demands. "We're all of us curiously bad at living.’，Gerald tells Birkin in 
"Man to Man". "We can do things-but we can't get on with life at all. -It 's curious—a 
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family failing" (205). As Gerald imparts to Birkin, schooling is significant to him not 
because it offers him knowledge, rather education is necessary as it helps "bring [him] 
into line a bit，，： "-you can't live unless you do come into line somewhere，，(205). 
However, Gerald's involvement in society only leaves him inadequate, for Gerald 
epitomizes the hollow man who is almost ‘one-dimensional，This is reconfirmed by 
Gerald himself when he tells Birkin that he "live[s] to work, to produce something" 
(56). Later, Gerald again mentions that "[his] life doesn't center at all. It is artificially 
held together by the social mechanism" (58). Put another way, modem life is 
insufficient to proffer a center to individuals. 
Among the four protagonists, Birkin is the one who recoils against contemporary 
existence most. In "In the Train", not only does Birkin claim that "this life won't 
expand any more，，—in other words, it is meaningless to attempt any improvement (54), 
but he also rejects any positive values underlying the idea of humanity. As he tells 
Gerald: "we are such dreary liars. Our one idea is to lie to ourselves...we cover the 
earth with foulness, life is a blotch of labour" (55). On approaching London-the 
center of modernity, Birkin feels so depressed that his loathsomeness toward life 
magnifies into the "end-of-the-world" fantasy: "if mankind is destroyed, if our race is 
destroyed like Sodom, and there is this beautiful evening with the luminous land and 
trees, I am satisfied" (59). 
In a way, Women in Love is more an actualization, a description, of Lawrence's 
perception of wartime society than his attempt to explicate the sense of hopelessness 
that he believes to haunt individuals. Within the text Lawrence denies the readers any 
apparent reasons to account for the disenchantment experienced by the characters. 
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Nevertheless, one may deduce the source of the characters' frustrations and ennui from 
Lawrence's foreword to Women in Love. In Lawrence's 1919 foreword, Lawrence has 
initially characterized Women in Love as follows: 
• • .it is a novel which took its final shape in the midst of the period of war, 
though it does not concern the war itself. I should wish the time to remain 
unfixed, so that the bitterness of the war may be taken for granted in the 
characters (485). 
This gives a peculiar quality to the text，for the Great War is both present and absent in 
the narratives. Undeniably, the extremity of feelings and intense pessimism displayed 
by the characters are partly due to Lawrence's implicit allusion to the Great War. 
Besides, characters' dissatisfactions with their lives may probably be due to the fact 
that they attend to a fate imposed from outside-a fate that runs contrary to their inner 
desires. As Lawrence indicates in his foreword: 
The creative, spontaneous soul sends forth its promptings of desire and 
aspiration in us. These promptings are our true fate, which it is our business 
to fulfill. A fate dictated from outside, from theory or from circumstances, 
is a false fate (my emphasis 485). 
In other words, when one blindly follows the traditions or the received codes, one 
assumes a fate that springs from the exterior, and it naturally leaves one's inner desires 
unfulfilled. Women in Love is therefore as much about the tragedy of individuals' 
failures to maintain their love as it is concerned with individuals' inattention to one's 
interior callings. 
Indeed, everyone is deeply implicated in his or her false fate at the beginning of 
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the text; Lawrence pays particular attention in dramatizing how Birkin and Gerald are 
enmeshed in their false fates. While Ursula-if only grudgingly-accepts her fate as a 
teacher in the Grammar school, Birkin clings to his near worn-out relationship with 
Hermione, in spite of Birkin's chagrin and dissatisfactions toward Hermione and the 
world of Breadalby. As Lawrence describes their tedious relationships: "[Birkin] 
fought her off, he always fought her off...And they had been lovers now, for years. 
Oh, it was so wearing, so aching" (17). In "Class-room", Birkin again has a severe 
row with Hermione, which he condemns Hermione for lusting after the power to 
control and for being devoid of sensuality. Even though Birkin seems to know the 
way to alter his existing life-Birkin explains to Ursula how "[one] can come into 
being，，by "laps[ing] into unknowingness" and "giv[ing] up one's volition" (44)—he 
sticks to his old mode of living and yields to Hermione's control; Birkin "stop[s] 
short" his speech once Hermione interrupts him (45). Sarah Urang notes, in Kindled 
in the Flame, that Lawrence sees "Lady Ottoline's home as representative of a dying 
era, the accomplished past which must, like overripe fruit, fall from the tree at last" 
(40). Modeling Hermione on Lady Ottoline^, the world of Breadalby, for Birkin, thus 
stands for an outmoded tradition. As Urang rightly claims, "the [life] in Breadalby is 
an overplayed game, not authentic play，，(40). If life in Breadalby is not authentic 
enough, Birkin's relationship with Hermione is also tinged with a sense of 
‘inauthentic-ness，. 
In his presentation of the coal miners and Gerald in "The Industrial Magnate", 
Lawrence has particularly highlighted the seamy consequences on individuals who 
have wholeheartedly served the false fates-they adjust and devote themselves to the 
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mechanical worlds. Lawrence's critique of industrialism is well known to his readers. 
As Raymond Williams points out in Culture and Society 1780-1950, "mechanical, 
disintegrated, amorphous，，are the continuing key words that Lawrence uses to 
describe the negative effects of the industrial priorities on individuals and on the whole 
society (201). However, in "The Industrial Magnate", Lawrence not only traces the 
unpleasant effects of industrialism but he also highlights how the workers acquiesce 
and take pleasure in the process of their own destruction. Within this chapter 
Lawrence first tracks the transformation of the mining industry from a paternalistic 
pattern-represented by Thomas Crich and his charity—to the modem mechanized stage, 
in which the rules of inhumanity and ruthless logic thrive under the guidance of 
Gerald. Lawrence vividly describes the responses of the miners shifting from 
alienation to volitional servitude: 
The miners were reduced to mere mechanical instruments. They had to 
work hard, much harder than before, the work was terrible and heart-
breaking in its mechanicalness (230). 
But they submitted to it all. The joy went out of their lives. • .And yet they 
accepted the new conditions. • .But as time went on, they accepted everything 
with some fatal satisfaction (230). 
There was a new world, a new order, strict, terrible, inhuman, but satisfying 
in its very destructiveness. The men were satisfied to belong to the great 
and wonderful machine, even whilst it destroyed them. It was what they 
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wanted, it was the highest that man had produced, the most wonderful and 
superhuman. They were exalted by belonging to this great and superhuman 
system which was beyond feeling or reason, something really godlike. 
Their hearts died within them, but their souls were satisfied. It was what 
they wanted. Otherwise Gerald could never have done what he did (my 
emphasis 231). 
In Man in the Age of Technology，Arnold Gehlen asserts that in adapting to spiritually 
meaningless, morally vacuous, and yet overpowering situations, people frequently 
react in two ways. They either "surrender [themselves] to the changing 
circumstances" or they adopt "a low profile, decreasing [their] visibility" (51). 
Lawrence, however, perceives the workers' adaptation to society by complying with 
the exterior demands as particularly vile. Indeed, Lawrence comes to equate the 
workers' participation in the industrial world as gradual suicidal acts, and their 
satisfactions derived from the heart-rending work—“but their souls were satisfied，， 
(231)-as the kind of implicit death wish that Lawrence discovers in pre-war England. 
Therefore, although Women in Love makes no direct reference to the Great War, 
Lawrence tacitly spells out why the war becomes possible in this milieu, largely 
because the society is awash with individuals who are utterly self-destructive. 
Elsewhere Lawrence also attempts to rationalize the outbreak of World War I not in 
economic and political terms, but in terms of a psychological crisis of human will. As 
Lawrence depicts the situation in his letter: 
The war is dreadful. It is the business of the artist to follow it home to the 
heart of the individuals fighters—not to talk in armies and nations and 
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numbers—but to track it home—home—their war-and it's at the bottom of 
almost every Englishman's heart—the war—the desire of war—the will to 
war-and at the bottom of every German's. 
As the head of the firm or the ‘‘Deus ex Machina” (228), Gerald's espousal of his 
false fate—his "life-work" is to transform the earth into "a great and perfect 
mechanical] system，，(228)-becomes perhaps the most destructive of all. Gerald is 
not merely shattering to his workers when he dehumanizes them and conceives them 
as nothing more than "parts", “wheels，，，“axles，，and "cogs" in the great social machine 
(227). In simultaneity, Gerald destroys himself by his work. Lawrence describes how 
Gerald and his workers suffer from mutual alienation and each party almost conceives 
the other as androids: "They were not important to him, save as instruments, nor he to 
them, save as a supreme instrument of control. As miners they had their being, he had 
his being as director...But as men, personalities, they were just accidents, sporadic 
little unimportant phenomena" (231). By the end of "The Industrial Magnate", Gerald 
experiences a kind of crisis-“he was afraid, in mortal dry fear, but he knew not what 
of，(232)-when he perceives that he has almost finished his work. As I have 
mentioned in the last section, Gerald feels that "his centres of feeling were drying up" 
(232). While Gerald can still maintain his outward tranquility, he senses that his inner 
is becoming "a vacuum" (233). Gerald's plight here is of course related to the fact that 
at this stage he still has not transformed himself wholly into a machine; his heart thus 
rebels against him. It is as if Lawrence is implying that till now Gerald can still be 
salvaged if only he does not insist on clinging to the existing mode of living. 
As I have suggested, although the protagonists have constantly felt their lives as 
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meaningless and mundane, they are almost helpless and are completely embroiled in 
their false fates. In other words, each still has reverence to the societal demands and is 
impervious to his or her inner callings. Had it not been the crisis erupting in the lives 
of Gerald and Birkin, perhaps nothing spectacular would have taken place. 
Nevertheless, the death of Thomas Crich and Birkin's fracture with Heraiione 
similarly compel the two characters to initiate some active actions and they equally 
hope that they can find succor through love. As Birkin has mentioned earlier to 
Gerald in "In the Train": "Do you think love is the be-all and the end-all of life?" (57); 
“.• .it seems to me there remains only this perfect union with a woman-sort of ultimate 
marriage-and there isn't anything else" (58). Similarly, confronting the utter isolation 
after the death of Thomas Crich, Gerald feels that "[he] must seek reinforcements” 
(337), otherwise he will be done. Frequently, critics juxtapose and contrast the diverse 
movements of the two pairs of lovers. For example, Sarah Urang, in her recent 
reading of the apocalyptic scene in Women in Love, still uses the binary opposition of 
life and death to characterize Birkin's and Gerald's disparate reactions. Urang has 
described their different reactions as follows: 
[Their] relationship[s].. .depend on the nature of the reality each character 
finds to be central to his living. When Birkin asks Gerald about this, Gerald 
replies that he is unable to find any center intrinsic to himself. Life is 
"artificially held together by the social mechanism." Birkin for his part 
maintains that he needs as a base "one pure single activity"-and this he 
believes he will find in love, in the committedness to a woman that he calls 
"ultimate marriage".. .Upon the ground of action outlined here by the two 
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men the life and death judgement depends (my emphasis 39). 
Apart from perceiving Women in Love in terms of this binary opposition, we can 
discern the text as chronicling individuals' attempts to regain meaning in their lives 
through love. As it turns out, Women in Love testifies that meaning is not to be found 
if one still adheres to the conventions-conventions here refer not just to the ‘false fate' 
but all the received ideas and practices-in society. Lawrence implicitly imputes this 
message to his audience through his portrayal of the destructive relationships between 
Gudrun and Gerald. 
Within the narrative both Gudrun and Gerald stand for the supporters of the 
society; their upholding the established ideas or the received codes is most easily 
discernible in their approaches or attitudes toward the opposite sex. In the previous 
section, I have (from a psychoanalytic point of view) unfurled that the relational 
failure between Gerald and Gudrun is largely due to Gerald's inability to recognize 
Gudrun's individuality/ subjectivity and Gudrun's profound dread of ‘un-selfmg，by 
her love. In a way, Gerald's treatment of female is in fact only prevalent in a 
patriarchal culture, in which there is often an imbalance between the relationships of 
the sexes and the unspoken agenda is often to treat the females as the mere possessions 
of the males. Although the feminist movement in the pre-war or wartime England was 
pretty advanced as compared to other countries' and British women soon won their 
vote in the subsequent years, the fact is that social conventions and accepted ideas 
frequently take ages before any apparent transformation can be perceived. As the 
eldest son in the family, Gerald is the 'surrogate father’ who supervises and regulates 
the behavior of his younger sisters. In "Shortlands", Diana has to seek the mother's 
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permission to drink wine first so as to countervail Gerald's objection. As Diana says 
it: "Gerald shouldn't forbid me，，(27). As a matter of fact, the Crichs are all confirmed 
adherents to the conventions, especially when Women in Love initiates with a solemn 
marriage congregation and a large wedding banquet^ This explains why Gerald 
becomes displeased when the bridegroom and the best man arrive at the church late. 
In disapproval, Gerald tells Birkin and his brother-in-law: "if you're doing a thing, do 
it properly, and if you're not going to do it properly, leave it alone，，（my emphasis 32). 
Beyond his family, Gerald's tendency to categorize females into two groups-
wives or mistresses-is obvious. Gerald's handling of Minette/ Pussum in "Creme de 
Menthe" shows his utter disrespect and unconcern to females. Enticed by Pussum 
sexually, Gerald uses her as a prostitute or a tool to quench his desire, feeling that 
"[Pussum] must relinquish herself into his hands, and be subject to him" (67). That's 
why Gerald becomes so uneasy when Gerald has left Pussum without paying her. As 
Gerald tells Birkin in "Breadalby", "it seems to me the right thing to do, you know, 
with the Pussums, is to pay them" (96). In other words, 'Pussum' is a type; Gerald's 
desire to pay Pussum, rather than being motivated by his genuine concern for her 
financial plight, is incited by Gerald observing the convention, in lieu of the ‘service， 
that he gets from Pussum. 
Nevertheless, it is on Gudmn's sexual or erotic body that the most severe form of 
violation of the female subjectivity is made manifest. Talking about the chapter 
"Death and Love，，in the last section, I have already depicted that Lawrence details, 
however euphemistically, Gerald coming to rape Gudmn in that fateful night. I use 
the term 'rape' simply because Gudmn has sex with Gerald at her most unwilling and 
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vulnerable condition-she has been in bed, and is terrified by Gerald's intrusion and 
has barely any clothing on except her “white night-dress，，(342). This is how 
Lawrence depicts Gudrun's reactions when she sees Gerald's determinism: "When she 
had seen him, she knew. She knew there was something fatal in the situation, and she 
must accept it，，(my emphasis 342). To force a woman to have sexual intercourse 
against her wish becomes rampant in a culture where females' wishes are frequently 
not respected or they are not treated as subjects. Gerald's violence/ crime not only 
indicates how often sexuality and violence become entwined in patriarchy but it also 
displays how Gerald is enmeshed in these ideas, literally coming to practice or 
actualize them. If we perceive Gerald's action with reference to the patriarchal 
backdrop, it is not surprising that Gerald eventually desires to suffocate/ murder 
Gudrun. Gerald's action articulates two things. On the one hand, his behavior 
represents the most extreme form of violation that a man can ever inflict upon a 
woman, to reduce her from a culturally constructed object to a literal one. On the 
other hand, it is the most secure method for the man in patriarchy to exercise control 
over the female sexuality and the anxiety triggered by the uncontrollable female 
sexuality. In "Snowed Up，，，Gerald feeling his authority is thoroughly challenged 
when Gudrun tells Loerke that Gerald is not her husband. Afterwards, Gerald's desire 
to kill Gudrun is ignited when Gerald in an afternoon sees Gudnm "smiling slowly and 
graciously to the Germans" (460)—an indication of Gudrun's independence and self-
sufficiency. Because Gerald is delimited and confined by the received or the societal 
ideas toward the gender relations, his relation with Gudrun is doomed to unhappiness. 
Through the presentation of Gerald and the failure of his relation with Gudnm, it is as 
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if Lawrence both problematizes and questions the validity of the accepted ideas toward 
the gender relation in a patriarchal society*. 
In Lawrence's portrayal, Gerald is particularly responsible for his eventual 
demise, largely because Gerald rejects Birkin's offer of "Blutbmderschaft'-an extra-
social bond or a possible resolution-in "Man to Man" (207). Yet, Gerald's repudiation 
is not surprising, since by disposition Gerald is recognized by others as strictly finite 
and unimaginative; he will not reckon any possibilities beyond the parameters of the 
social creeds. In "Man to Man", after Gerald's denial of Birkin's proposal of 
friendship, Birkin expresses his loathing for Gerald's delimitation. As Lawrence 
describes Birkin's thoughts: 
He (Birkin) seemed now to see.. .the man (Gerald) himself, complete, and as 
if fated, doomed, limited. This strange sense of fatality in Gerald, as if he 
were limited to one form of existence, one knowledge, one activity, a sort of 
fatal halfiiess. • .always overcame Birkin after their passionate approach, and 
filled with a sort of contempt, or boredom. It was the insistence on the 
limitation which so bored Birkin in Gerald. Gerald could never fly away 
from himself, in real indifferent gaiety (207). 
Even Gudrun, when her relationship with Gerald becomes beyond repair in "Snowed 
Up", comes to realize that "Gerald is so limited, there is a dead end to him，，(463). 
According to Gudrun, Gerald “[will] grind on at the old mills forever...and [will 
eventually] wear out the patience of a stone" (463). In the end, when all the 
conventional ways of retrieving meaning in life—by means of work or of love-have 
been exhausted by Gerald, Gerald's unstated death-wish^ expands. Lawrence captures 
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how Gerald is bent on setting a conclusion to his tumultuous relation with Gudmn: 
"Over, is it? I believe it is over. But it isn't finished. Remember, it isn't finished. 
We must put some sort of a finish on it. There must be a conclusion, there must be 
finality" (461). The eventual demise of Gerald is thus an actualization of Gerald's 
self-fulfilling prophesy, since in “Snow，’，just before Birkin's final departure, Gerald 
tells Birkin how he feels when he is with Gudrun: 
.. .And Gudrun seems like the end, to me... but she seems so soft, her skin 
like silk, her arms heavy and soft. And it withers my consciousness, 
somehow, it bums the pith of my mind....It blasts your soul's eye...and 
leaves you sightless. Yet you want to be blasted, you don't want any 
different (439). 
If Gerald is pitifully delimited and thus cannot transcend the societal values-
which according to Lawrence is a must if one wants to salvage oneself, Gudrun is no 
better than Gerald, for in spite of all her cynicism and reductionism, she cannot 
surpass the threshold of the established ideas and practices. Superficially, one may 
feel that Gudrun should be pretty liberal and perhaps even imaginative, especially 
when one associates her with unorthodox attires—her colorful stockings-and with her 
near Bohemian way of living. In "Snow", Lawrence touches on Gudrun's skepticism 
toward the idea of social success. As Lawrence describes Gudrun's psychology: 
"Young as she was,.. .Gudrun had no ideals of rising in the world. She knew, with the 
perfect cynicism of cruel youth, that to rise in the world meant to have one outside 
instead of another, the advance was like having a spurious half-crown instead of a 
spurious penny"; "everything was intrinsically a piece of irony to her (418). 
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Elsewhere Lawrence reiterates that “you found [Gudmn] completely, completely 
cynical about the social world and its advantages" (451). 
However, no less different from Gerald, Gudmn cannot surmount the 
confinement of the established ideas and existing practices. Even though she may be 
ironical toward the idea of social success and the Geralds, ultimately she perceives that 
"there were no new worlds" and her meaning in life must be recovered through her 
involvement in society (452). Resembling Gerald, Gudmn is by nature limited and 
unimaginative; her "un-imagination" can indirectly be perceived through her 
tendencies to fit people into types, to (pre)conclude different individuals as "finished 
creation[s]" (14). This is how Lawrence depicts Gudrun's perception to people in 
general: 
Gudmn] saw each one as a complete figure, like a character in a book, 
or a subject in a picture, or a marionette in a theatre, a finished creation. She 
loved to recognise their various characteristics, to place them in their true 
light, give them their surroundings, settle them for ever...She knew them, 
they were finished, sealed and stamped and finished with, for her (14). 
Similarly, Gudmn understands Birkin in this way. In “Moony，，，even Ursula revolts 
against Gudrun's finality: "But Gudmn would draw two lines under him (Birkin) and 
cross him out like an account that is settled. There he was, summed up, paid for, 
settled, done with. And it was such a lie. This finality of Gudrun's, this dispatching of 
people and things in a sentence, it was all such a lie，，(263). Because Gudmn is 
conceptually confined, she sees no possibilities beyond the existing mode of behavior 
or relationships. Gudrun's delimitation explains why she becomes so critical and 
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cynical to Birkin's idea of “ultimate marriage" in "Threshold" (289). As Gudrun 
sarcastically tells Gerald: “I know nothing about ultimate marriage.. .or even 
penultimate" (289); "No-he (Birkin) says he believes that a man and wife can go 
further than any other two beings-but where, is not explained. They can know each 
other.. .so perfectly that they go beyond heaven and hell-into-there it breaks down-
into nowhere" (290). Gudrun's practicality in a sense betrays her limited imagination. 
In “Snow，，，Lawrence depicts the final talk between Gudrun and Ursula before the 
eventual (spiritual) separation between the sisters take place. Lawrence intentionally 
juxtaposes the two diverse perceptions toward the contemporary society and the future 
that each foresees. With Ursula, she conceives that "one can't have anything new 
whilst one cares for the old.. .even fighting the old is belonging to it. - I know, one is 
tempted to stop with the world, just to fight it-But then it isn't worth it" (438). 
Ursula's position explains why she opts for the cessation of all her old connections, 
including her friends and her family. With Gudrun, her view is the exact opposite of 
Ursula's. Gudrun says: "One wants a new space to be in, I quite agree.. .But I think a 
new world is a development from this world, and that to isolate oneself with one other 
person, isn't to find a new world at all, but only to secure oneself in one's illusions" 
(my emphasis 437). In other words, Gudrun intends to regain her hope and meaning in 
life through her involvement in the existing world. Finally, even though Gudrun is an 
artist, her sculptures bespeak not her imagination and creativity but her want of it, for 
her art works are the exact replicas or the miniatures of realities. 
In Gudrun's relationship with Gerald, it is simultaneously regulated by patriarchal 
ideas. At first glance, Gudrun appears as a modem woman, almost a feminist, who is 
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deeply conscious of the inequalities between males and females, as well as how 
women are debarred from doing something in society. An obvious example-which I 
have quoted above-will be her discussion with Ursula about bathing nakedly in a 
public place in "Diver". But as a participant in society, Gudrun cannot help internalize 
many of the patriarchal values that come to shape her relationship with Gerald or man 
as a whole. As Women in Love begins, it is Gudrun, not Ursula, who sincerely wishes 
that a man may come along so that she can come out of her uneventful and 
meaningless life. Gudnm's tacit dependence on a man to rescue her from perpetual 
monotony, instead of depending on her own strength and resources, is of course the 
very product of a patriarchy, in which women' vulnerabilities and helplessness are 
frequently exaggerated and cultivated. In a way, because Gudrun has internalized 
many of these patriarchal ideas, she cannot really resist Gerald's sexual advance in 
"Death and Love". Even though Gudrun attempts to "challenge" Gerald in that 
particular scene (342), her verbal affronts are to no avail. Gudrun resigns herself 
finally: "She sighed. She was lost now. She had no choice" (343). Coming to 
"Flitting", Gudrun's conservatism is further revealed. When Gudrun sees the felicity 
of Ursula and Birkin, Gudrun reflects on what are the things that she desires most. No 
sooner than Gudrun has rejected "the ordinary man, who has his life fixed in one 
place" and the common marriage, two pages onwards Gudrun suddenly rediscovers 
that "it is the wonderful stability of marriage" that she has always yearned for (376). 
This is how Lawrence presents Gudrun's contradictory impulses: 
What was she short of now? It was marriage-it was the wonderful stability 
of marriage. She did want it, let her say what she might. She had been 
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lying. The old idea of marriage was right even now-marriage and the 
home. Yet her mouth gave a little grimace at the words. She thought of 
Gerald and Shortlands-mamage and home! Ah well, let it rest! He 
meant a great deal to her—but — ！ Perhaps it was not in her to marry. She 
was one of life's outcasts, one of the drifting lives that have no root. No, 
no-it could not be so (my emphasis 376). 
In other words, the idea of the bourgeois marriage-with its implied possession of the 
females-still appeals to Gudrun, though Gudrun knows that she can never be Gerald's 
wife. 
In his presentation of Gudrun, Lawrence seems to have more sympathy toward 
her than to Gerald; perhaps it is due to the fact that Gudrun is never proffered a 
genuine chance to alter her life. By the end, when it is obvious that her relationship 
with Gerald is definitely doomed, Lawrence unfolds Gudrun's unquiet mind to us; 
apparently it is a mind that is confused and impaired because of her profound 
unhappiness with Gerald. In "Snowed Up’，，Gudrun feels that her life has been so 
'unlived' that the extremity of her depression is transformed into a paranoid fear, a 
terrible fear of entrapment by the (un-eventuality’ of life itself. Starting from her 
projection of hatred on "Geralds" and "Shortlands'-"How I hate life... how I hate the 
Geralds, that they can offer one nothing else" (464)，it is as if Gudrun has taken some 
psychedelic drugs that she begins to hallucinate life as an eternal "clock-face" that the 
regularity and circularity of the motions of the clock will never cease (465). Lawrence 
depicts the profundity of Gudnm's feelings and the fact that she is on the verge of a 
breakdown: 
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And she broke off,., .really unable to bear anymore. The thought of the 
mechanic succession of day following day, ad infinitum, was one of the 
things that made her heart palpitate with a real approach of madness. The 
terrible bondage of this tick-tack of time, this twitching of the hands of the 
clock, this eternal repetition of hours and days, -Oh God, it was too awful to 
contemplate. And there was no escape from it, no escape (464). 
As it was, there was no escape. She must always see and know and never 
escape. She could never escape. There she was, placed before the clock-
face of life. And if she turned round, as in a railway station, to look at the 
book-stall, still she could see the clock, always the great white clock-
face. ...She never really lived, she only watched (my emphasis 465). 
The excessiveness of Gudrun's sensations and her insufferable thoughts in fact let me 
recall a moment from King Lear when the dejected Lear, sensing his depression is 
going to overwhelm him, shrieks: “0，how this mother swells up toward my heart!/ 
Hysterica passio, thou climbing sorrow,/ Thy element's below，，(56). If Lear by means 
of derangement finally gets away from his suffocating feelings, through her liaison 
with Loerke—“the final craftsman，，—Gudrun hopes that she can escape from the cul-de-
sac with Gerald (452). 
Gudrun's promise to become Loerke's mistress is more a matter of convenience— 
for she hopes that Loerke can deliver her from the oppressing monotony—than she 
really has any profound affection for him. As Gudrun tells herself: “I don't worship 
Loerke, but at any rate, he is a free individual" (463). Later, she again claims that she 
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knows she will not find “an elixir" in Dresden (464) but at least she will get away from 
the familiarity of her milieux that bore her so much. According to Lawrence, 
Gudrun's relation with Loerke is no doubt more deathly than her previous relation 
with Gerald, for it is under the influence of Loerke that Gudrun's consciousness 
becomes completely enslaved to the mechanical world. Before their eventual breakup, 
Gerald has already sensed how Gudrun is affected by Loerke: "It was this that drove 
Gerald wild, the feeling in Gudrun's veins of Loerke's presence, Loerke's being, 
flowing dominant through her" (454). Modeling Loerke on Mark Gertler^, Loerke is 
an attractive yet simultaneously repulsive character. As an outsider—a Jew and a 
homosexual/ bisexual- in society, Loerke has suffered from penury and he assimilates 
or adapts himself to society by his complete servility or his devotion to work and the 
machine. Just as Gerald is afraid of his inner vacuity in "The Industrial Magnate", 
Loerke, in Birkin's words, is "a vacuum" that the women rush towards (427). Birkin 
has gone on describing Loerke in this way: 
[Loerke] is a good many stages further-[stages further in social hatred]— 
than either you or I can go. ...He lives like a rat, in the river of corruption, 
just where it falls over into the bottomless pit. He's further than we are. 
He hates the ideal more acutely. He hates the ideal utterly, yet it still 
dominates him (428). 
In other words, Loerke is almost a nihilist, for he possesses neither illusions nor does 
he care about anything whatsoever. "[Loerke] has dispensed with all illusion. • ..In the 
last issue he cared about nothing, he was troubled about nothing, he made not the 
slightest attempt to be at one with anything. He existed [as] a pure, unconnected will, 
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stoical and momentaneous. There was only his worie' (my emphasis 427). As Jack 
Stewart notes it, Loerke's glorification of "machinery and the acts of labour" is just 
like the futurists' (125)~their "mechanolatry" and "idolatory of industry" (121). 
Indeed, Lawrence in "Coal-Dust" has already depicted how Gudmn is enticed to the 
machine world, as if by mingling with the coal-miners, through their mind-numbing 
motions, Gudmn will become "a New Daphne, turning [herself] not into a tree but a 
machine，，（116). Coming to "Snowed Up’，，Gudmn's consciousness, as if under the 
influence of Loerke, is not only attracted by the machinery but becomes virtually 
constituted by it. Gudmn reads all the things in terms of machines. For example, she 
not merely perceives Gerald as a pure instmment-"poor Gerald, such a lot of little 
wheels to his make-up!" (466). Ultimately, she feels “[her] head tick[s] like a clock, 
with a very madness of dead mechanical monotony and meaninglessness" (464). If 
Gudrun's liaison with Loerke generates temporary euphoria in her—“this day was full 
of promise like spring. [Gudmn] felt an approaching release, a new fountain of life 
rising up in her，，(467), Lawrence makes it clear that her new relationship with Loerke 
is nothing but death—‘‘yet underneath was death itself (467). 
Through the triangular relationship between Gerald, Gudrun and Loerke, 
Lawrence spells out that any further involvement in society can amount to nothing-
neither fiilfillment nor meaning in life—but destruction and degeneration. As we saw 
earlier, critics tend to perceive that while Ursula and Birkin's relationship means life, 
Gerald and Gudrun's relationship hints at death. Instead of perceiving their 
relationships in terms of the delimiting binarism, I would suggest that their relation be 
interpreted in terms of gradation-that is, in degree of ‘less，or ‘more，. In this way, 
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even though Ursula and Birkin's relationship appears to be more hopeful, the couple's 
attempted rejection of society-including its social, sexual, economic and cultural 
constraints-is still weighed down by and fraught with problems^ The fact that Women 
in Love terminates with Ursula's disbelief of Birkin's need of "another kind of love" 
immediately subverts the couple's ability to disentangle themselves from the bondage 
of the society (481). Raymond Williams, in Culture and Society 1870-1950, remarks 
that Lawrence, though being enthusiastic in escaping the existing society, may not be 
capable of generating resolutions. Lawrence may be unrealistic to proffer any 
practical resolutions to what he perceives as evils in society, but he is not insensitive to 
his own impracticality. Through the criticisms and cynicism of both Gudmn and 
Gerald, together with the eventual death of Gerald, Lawrence forecloses Women in 
Love with uncertainty and skepticism. Just as John Worthen claims in D. H. Lawrence 
and the Idea of the Novel, Women in Love creates situations in which "individuals 
would like to be free，and where freedom is not so easily attained; where a tension 
between liberation and constraint is continually reinforced" (94). In imputing to its 
readers the negative image of pre-war and wartime society and its anti-social message, 
it is as if Lawrence finally desires his readers not merely to transcend the false fates 
dictated by the society but also to move beyond its conceptual bounds^. Undoubtedly, 
to what extent that freedom can be achieved and meaning be derived in life is often 
questionable. After all, the inhabitants in society have already been implicated in the 
established ideas. Women in Love certainly lacks the sense of positivism that 
Lawrence has displayed in The Rainbow. 
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II 
In Women in Love Lawrence has presented a particularly unsavory picture of pre-
war or wartime society; individuals inhabited in it are not just self-destructive but any 
involvement in society is frequently tantamount to death. "England, My England" 
similarly articulates the sense of meaninglessness experienced by the individuals. 
Like Women in Love, characters embracing their false fates are presented as vile. 
Although the anti-social message is not as prominent as in Women in Love, the image 
of pre-war society is not at all affirmative. Ultimately, the war is perceived as a 
feasible means for the self-destructive people to murder themselves. 
In "England, My England" Lawrence presents two modes of living-one is the 
aesthetic while the other is the practical—and chronicles the gradual displacement of 
one by the other. The narrative begins with the protagonist's-Egbert's-dejection and 
disillusionment: "his heart was hard with disillusion: a continual gnawing and 
resistance" (231). His facial expression also expresses his unhappiness: "there was a 
pleat between his brows" and "for some reason everything seemed wrong，，(231). 
Through flashbacks, the narrator lays bare that Egbert's unhappiness and his 
meaninglessness are largely due to his failure to adapt to the demands of the modem 
society, a society that is altered by industrialism and commercialism. Within the 
narrative, Egbert epitomizes the older, pre-industrialized English values, and the 
narrator depicts Egbert as "a bom rose^" (233)-a person who is full of natural 
spontaneity and attractiveness. His natural habitat is Crockham, a place where "the 
spear of modem invention had not passed through" (234). Yet, any positive values 
that have been conferred on Egbert are immediately mollified by the narrator's 
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indication that Egbert is by no means a "deeper" fellow (233). Within a culture that 
prizes ‘the more, the better', Egbert's shallowness is certainly a failing. The major 
failing within Egbert's personality, however, is that "he has no intention [to come] to 
grips with life’，(235). In other words, Egbert knows no sense of worldly duty-"he 
would not try to live in the spirit of the world of business" (236). Any thing that 
Egbert does is described as amateurish or epicurean: Egbert "love[s] the past, the old 
music and dances and customs of Old England，，(236). 
In contrast to Egbert who represents the older England, Winifred is “town-bred，， 
(235) and her family members exemplify those who can adapt themselves well to 
industrialism. Her father, Godfrey Marshall, though coming from the North poor, “[is] 
now moderately rich，，(232). In "England, My England", Lawrence does not severely 
castigate industrialism nor does he dramatize the negative consequences of 
industrialism upon individuals^®. Godfrey Marshall is presented in a relatively genial 
light since repeatedly the narrator associates him as the "mainstay" in the family, a 
worldly man that is respected by his progeny. Finally, Godfrey Marshall is a man who 
others can refer to and depend upon: "But behind [Winifred] was her father she 
referred to, whenever she needed to refer. It never occurred to her to refer to Egbert, if 
she were in difficulty or doubt. No, in all the serious matter she depended on her 
father" (235). Marshall is a man who observes his duty and responsibility well. As 
the narrator depicts him, Marshall has a bitter sense of the dangers of life yet has faith 
in himself, a confidence that "keeps [him] going"; he is the "not-to-be-exterminated 
tree" (240). The inherent danger in this kind of living is that it will eventually wear 
itself out—gradually but surely-if it is not "renewed or restored" by "living hands" 
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(241): 
But bit by bit the wall-fruit-trees would gradually pull down the very walls 
that sustained them. Bit by bit every establishment collapses...(241) 
Put differently, this kind of living is no better than Egbert's because it is 
fundamentally exhaustive instead of regenerative. 
If Lawrence does not side with either mode of living—as if Lawrence implies that 
anything that has to do with the existing society cannot be very positive, how will 
Egbert be presented in such a negative way? The answer perhaps lies in that Lawrence 
is actually criticizing Egbert's basic lack of confidence of himself and he slowly yields 
to the others' ideas, judging and seeing himself by means of something that he does 
not genuinely believe in. Through his marriage with Winifred, Egbert confronts a 
mode of living that is utterly dissimilar to his way. Being unable to adapt to the 
societal demands by working, nor can he really extricate himself from the societal 
values, and the narrator depicts Egbert's natural insouciance as slowly transmuted into 
a bitter and utter irresponsibility. On the one hand, Egbert's "[standing] for nothing" 
exacerbates Winifred (238). On the other hand, Egbert begins to "get huffy" (236) 
because his family virtually lives on his father after three children were bom. As "the 
years [go] by", and instead of coming more to grips with life, Egbert [relaxes] more" 
(238). Egbert is "like a cat one has about the house, which will one day disappear and 
leave no trace" (237). Of course, Egbert's irresponsibility mounts to a climax when he 
denies his responsibility in the whole episode of Joyce's crippling. Egbert is willingly 
to be convinced that "[the hurting of Joyce] was an accident. Why should he feel 
guilty? It would probably be nothing, better in two or three days. Why take it to heart, 
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why worry?" (244); "[Joyce] cried in the night, and her mother had to sit up with her. 
Egbert still insisted it was nothing, really—it would pass. But in his heart he was 
anxious，，（my emphasis 246). Egbert's irresponsibility in return comes to hurt 
everyone, including his beloved daughter and Winifred. 
Later, when Egbert refuses to assume responsibility even to his own self, 
Lawrence equates his irresponsibility as a kind of death-wish. Egbert's death wish is 
nowhere more apparent than in his responses to the war. Lawrence traces Egbert's 
transformation from his indifference-he supports neither the British nor the Germans -
to his eventual participation in the Great War. Before Egbert's participation in the 
army, Egbert has experienced a terrible sense of frustration and futility, that this sense 
of meaninglessness has destroyed him before his final physical immolation in the war: 
The sense of frustration and futility, like some slow, torpid snake, slowly bit 
right through his heart. Futility, futility, futility: the horrible marsh-poison 
went through his veins and killed him (249). 
His participation or his submission to the opinions of the mass-“the power of the mob-
spirit'-represents his endeavor to escape this terrible sense of meaninglessness and 
futility (253). Yet to follow the will of the mass, according to Lawrence, is no 
different from assuming a fate from outside. Indeed, the narrator repeatedly depicts 
Egbert's participation in the war as a kind of moral degradation, a kind of self-betrayal 
that Egbert willingly inflicts upon himself: "Should he make over his own life and 
body to the control of something which he knew was inferior, in spirit, to his own self? 
Should he commit himself into the power of an inferior control? Should he betray 
himself? (His emphasis 253). After his participation in the army, Egbert's natural 
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beauty dissipates; his mien is marred when “an ugly little look came on to his face, of 
a man who has accepted his own degradation，，(254). In other words, the army life 
adulterates Egbert's natural superiority; he becomes "ugly", "impure", "hideous", 
"dirty" and "terrible" (254). 
Through the presentation of Egbert, Lawrence articulates the terrible 
consequences of a person assuming a false fate. In the famous war scene by the end of 
the text, Lawrence first dramatizes the horror generated by the invisibility and the 
impersonality of modem warfare, how the modem and mechanical warfare prioritizes 
one's sense of hearing instead of seeing. This is how Lawrence depicts the situation: 
Out of the sky came the sharp cry of the directions, then the warning 
numbers, then "Fire!" The shot went, the pistol of the gun sprang back, there 
was a sharp explosion, and a very faint film of smoke in the air. • .The officer 
was uncertain of the enemy's position (255). 
In Egbert's dead trance and his review of his own life, the protagonist shows his 
complete rejection of any ‘positive-ness，in his life and his choice of death rather than 
life. The following is Egbert's reflection after he has got shot in the head: 
There had been life. There had been Winifred and his children.. .No, no! 
No Winifred, no children. No world, no people. Better the agony of 
dissolution ahead than the nausea of the effort backwards. Better the 
terrible work should go forward.. .than that there should be 
any reaching back towards life. To forget! To forget! Utterly, 
utterly to forget, in the great forgetting of death. To break the core and the 
unit of life, and to lapse out on the great darkness. Only that. To break 
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the clue, and mingle and commingle with the one darkness, without 
afterwards or forwards. Let the black sea of death itself solve the problem 
of futurity. Let the will of man break and give up (258). 
The entire vision presented here is that death is conceived as an opportunity for Egbert 
to escape from his loathsomeness in life. To Egbert, death is a fulfillment instead of a 
rejection of life. 
Ill 
In both Women in Love and “England, My England", Lawrence has presented a 
world that is frustrating and disappointing. Not only do individuals fail to find any 
meaning in their lives, but they are also deprived of any opportunities to improve their 
conditions if they continue to participate in society. Franklin Baumer has suggested 
that "catastrophic events and the apocalyptic mood" often go together (115); 
Lawrence's pessimistic vision of society and the individuals is inevitably affected by 
his wartime experiences, even though he was not directly involved in the trench 
warfare. In the following chapter I will examine how Thomas Mann explores the 




Crisis at the Societal Level: 
From the Corrosions of Meaning in Life to the Dislocation of 
Societal Orders in Death in Venice and The Magic Mountain 
"And what did I tell you? What did I tell both of you... Nine months he's 
had his heart's desire, and been living in a fool's paradise. Well, it wasn't a 
snakeless paradise-it was infected, more's the pity" (501). Thomas Mann The Magic Mountain 
"The past remains behind, the future hesitates, the present is without 
foundation，，(22). Rainer M. Rilke Wartime Letters, 1914-21 
Amid its farcical elements and irony, the most poignant episode in The Magic 
Mountain perhaps lies in the return of ‘deserted，Joachim to die, leaving his cousin/ 
lover Hans Castorp to see through his end. Hearing the news of Joachim, Dr. Hofrat, 
in a half-sorrowful, half-scomful manner, criticizes the impetuosity of Joachim's 
behavior, simultaneously touching on the ‘uninhabitability，of the flatland/ outer 
world. To Hofrat, the modem world is "infected", though his medical knowledge 
cannot help him to name the sources of the pollutants. Dr. Hofrat's negative 
comments on the pre-war world are far from singular. 
Explaining the cause of First World War from a cultural perspective, Eric J. Leed 
in No Mans Land similarly avers that the pre-war European society, especially 
Wilhelminian Germany, was a community marked by growing discontents and 
dissatisfactions. As Leed describes the situation, "most audible was an intense and 
fundamental discontent-particularly prominent in Germany—with the institutions that 
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organize, classify and segment individuals into classes and degrees" (44). Yet, class 
stratification and alienation in work were only part of the problems. Eda Sagarra 
notes, in A Social History of Germany 1648-1914, the political backwardness of 
Wilhelminian Germany: 
Industrially and commercially Germany on the eve of the First World War 
was one of the most advanced countries in the world; politically and socially 
its development had been arrested in the nineteenth century, an age 
associated elsewhere in western Europe with liberal values, material 
progress and emancipation of the bourgeoisie (202). 
Because modernization and machination in Germany did not necessitate liberalization 
and democratization, the mounting frustration and disappointment, as Christian Graf 
von Krockow points out, are externalized as the Great War. The enthusiasm for war is 
"basically an expression of the German bourgeois flight from itself, the projection of 
self-hatred, from within to without，，（qtd. in Leed 60). Culturally, Roderick 
Stackelberg persuasively maintains that the impossibility of achieving political and 
democratic reforms has transformed into the contempt for political action, a quietist 
ethos that is embraced by many writers and the educated class (31). In the end, the 
war was welcomed as a return to community, as a positive antidote to the side effects 
occasioned by modernization, industrialization and commercialization: 
[the] war was prefigured as a sphere of action in which organized collective 
behavior was not contradictory and conflictual. It presented a set of 
demands that obviated individual attentiveness to self and self-
interest. ..rendered collective life coherent and unidirectional (Leed 53). 
I 
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As I have mentioned in the introduction, the full appreciation of Death in Venice 
and The Magic Mountain demands us to contextualize them with the historical 
backdrops—the First World War and the pre-war political turmoil. Neither text 
attempts to explain the causes of First World War, even though both reflect the sense 
of dissatisfactions and discontents of the age. Resembling Lawrence, Thomas Maim 
also depicts the mounting sense of meaninglessness and the 'direction-less' existence 
that come to typify the lives of the protagonists in the pre-war era. Adaptation to the 
fast transforming Wilhelminian society is frequently painful, as Mann seems to 
suggest that neither entire involvement in public affairs, in business or politics, nor 
complete disconnection from practical lives, brings fulfillment. In Death in Venice， 
Aschenbach's outward success does not necessarily implicate his successful 
integration in the society; his growing meaninglessness in life makes him yield 
entirely to passion, an utterly senseless, if not self-destroying, act. Aschenbach's 
moral degradation and his physical decline intimate the ethos that Aschenbach 
epitomizes is dying in Wilhelminian Germany. If life in the outer world becomes petty 
and trifling, individuals' attempts to rediscover meaning through their non-
involvement in societies are also bound to fail, since The Magic Mountain implies that 
meaning is not to be found through involvement or non-involvement in society. Not 
unlike Egbert in "England, My England", war proffers a chance for Hans Castorp to 
break with the monotonous regularity and circularity characterizing the life in the 
sanatorium. Apart from the crisis in the interpersonal realm, almost everyone 
experiences this kind of mental imbalance in these novels. 
n 
Though Death in Venice is primarily concerned with Aschenbach's perverted 
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psychology, it simultaneously gives insight into subterranean conflicts within the 
European society. The conflicts branch off into two levels: the discords between 
individuals and societies and the disharmony among different European states. Death 
in Venice ultimately displays an individual's failure to integrate into society or life at 
large. As a result, life becomes so meaningless to Aschenbach that he almost yearns 
for his own death. 
Superficially, Aschenbach's success-his recent ennoblement to "Gustav von 
Aschenbach，，—seems to contradict my contention that he lacks integration with society. 
After all, his tremendous success appears to suggest his ability to adapt relatively well 
to Wilhelminian Germany. Historical evidence also seems to testify to Aschenbach's 
adaptation. Eda Sagarra has pointed out the insecure positions that most creative 
writers faced in Wilheminian Germany, even though "the appetite for the printed word 
grew prodigiously in the nineteenth century" (281). Sagarra observes that the 
problems besetting most artists in this period were not just financial concerns-unstable 
readership-and official censorship. It was rather the increasing sense of public 
belittlement of the functions of the writers in society that most authors had to oppose 
to, a phenomenon that was not unusual in a fast developing industrialized and 
modernized state. The way to neutralize the public's growing disparaging attitudes 
toward the creative writers was to seek state approval. Sagarra describes the situation 
as follows: 
There is but one way: state approval, official label.…The power of public 
approval, always considerable in our country, is increasing steadily. The 
belief that only exams, certificates, official approval, office, titles, orders, in 
short everything which smacks of state, can confer value: this belief 
dominates people's minds more than ever before (283). 
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Aschenbach does not come across these problems. Instead of encountering public 
belittlement, Aschenbach is nationally acclaimed: "By the age of forty he was obliged, 
wearied though he might be by the toils and vicissitudes of his real work, to deal with 
a daily correspondence that bore the postage stamps from every part of the globe’’ 
(203). Aschenbach's popularity has several implications. Apparently, it bespeaks 
Aschenbach's adherence to the state or the status quo; his loyalty is recompensed with 
both financial security and deference from the others. On the other hand, 
Aschenbach's success seems to come naturally to him. Aschenbach does not need to 
court the favor of the state intentionally by writing propaganda. Fontane in 1891 
wrote about the frequent conflicts between literature and state approval. As Fontane 
said, “. •. Those who trade in literature and the politics of the day grow rich; those who 
make them, hunger or barely get by’，(qtd. in Sagarra 283). The fact that Aschenbach 
can become rich without betraying his own conscience seems to further highlight his 
resourcefulness. 
Nevertheless, beyond the faQade of Aschenbach's success, Aschenbach remains 
exclusively ‘un-integrated，and his failure to adapt to the transformed environment is 
manifested in his utter indifference to his surrounding. Indifference can of course 
mean either total acceptance or denial; Aschenbach's indifference however articulates 
his rejection. Though living in a large commercial and industrial center in the 
country-Munich-Aschenbach is completely withdrawn from the city life. For 
example, seeing "the Englischer Garten"-a famous scenic spot-and "the traffic and 
pedestrians" at the city end, Aschenbach's reaction is to make his way to the "less and 
less frequented paths" (197). His preference of 'the Northern Cemetery" and the 
''mortuary chapel with its Byzantine styling" reflect his predilection for the things 
relating to the past rather than the present (198). Aschenbach's disinterest toward the 
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life outside is not surprising, for beyond his work he does not possess any hobby 
whatsoever. Even for travelling, Aschenbach undertakes it more as "a health 
precaution, to be taken from time to time however disinclined to it one might be" than 
an entertainment (200). Therefore, when Death in Venice begins with Aschenbach 
losing interests even in his work, Aschenbach really enters a critical point in his life 
since nothing seems to proffer meaning to him. His life becomes utterly meaningless. 
The narrator depicts Aschenbach's declining interests in his job as follows: 
True, it was a duty he (Aschenbach) loved, and by now he had almost even 
learned to love the enervating daily struggle between his proud, tenacious, 
tried and tested will and that growing weariness which no one must be 
allowed to suspect (my emphasis 201). 
But even as it brought him national honor he took no pleasure in it himself, 
and it seemed to him that his work lacked that element of sparkling and 
joyful improvisation, that quality which surpasses any intellectual substance 
in its power to delight the receptive world" (my emphasis 201). 
Within the section two of Death in Venice, the narrator lays bare Aschenbach's 
artistic achievements and accounts for Aschenbach's popularity. Glancing through 
Aschenbach's oeuvres, Aschenbach's works reveal that the aging writer is a complete 
outsider to the ongoing modernist movement. Talking about Berlin and the rise of 
modernism in Germany, James MaFarlane points out that there was "an overwhelming 
sense of shared experience, of belonging, of participating'-in other words, the spirit of 
the Volk-thai characterized the artistic works produced by artists congregating in 
Berlin in the first phase of German/ Berlin modernism (108), though this sense of Volk 
was later transformed to a measure of detachment. Aschenbach's artistic concerns, 
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however, are strictly history and metaphysics. His works on Frederic the Great (Maya) 
and his treatise Intellect and Art in a way have no direct allusion to modem life itself. 
Culturally isolated, Aschenbach however thrives on; the narrator explains 
Aschenbach's success in terms of Aschenbach's works embodying the bourgeois work 
ethic of the age. As the narrator mentions it, from Aschenbach's historical epic Maya 
that extols the constancy of will of Frederic the Great to conquer Silesia to his later 
hero-type epitomized by Saint Sebastian, Aschenbach's oeuvres all come to celebrate a 
kind of "defiant despite", extreme self-discipline and heroic renunciation. The 
narrator describes the situation as follows: 
Gustav Aschenbach was the writer who spoke for all those who work on the 
brink of exhaustion, who labour and are heavy-laden, who are worn out 
already but still stand upright, all those moralists of achievement who are 
slight of stature and scanty of resources, but who yet, by some ecstasy of the 
will and by wise husbandry, manage at least for a time to force their work 
into a semblance of greatness. There are many such, they are the heroes of 
our age. And they all recognized themselves in his work, they found that it 
confirmed them and raised them on high and celebrated them; they were 
grateful for this, and they spread his name far and wide (205-6). 
Russell A. Beraian has also persuasively linked Aschenbach to Pmssianism or "[the] 
Prussian ethic of discipline，，(271), yet he similarly implies that Aschenbach represents 
the bourgeois ethic of his times. While I agree that Aschenbach embodies the values 
of Pmssianism, it is the later part ofBerman's argument that I am highly skeptical of. 
Aschenbach's ethos of hard work, extreme discipline and endurance are indeed 
related to a tradition—the Prussian ideal—that is disintegrating in Wilhelminian 
Germany or the modernized society. As indicated by the narrator, the way that 
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Aschenbach writes is a kind of extreme slow labor, a method that is more in harmony 
to the conventional craftsmen and artisans, than to the industrialized workers who are 
distinguished by their speed, quantities and highly specialized tasks. The narrator has 
depicted Aschenbach's slow labour in the following ways: 
It was a pardonable error... that uninformed critics should mistake the great 
world of Maya, or the massive epic unfolding of Frederic's life, for the 
product of solid strength and long stamina, whereas in fact they had been 
built up to their impressive size from layer upon layer of daily opuscula, 
from a hundred or a thousand separate inspirations. • • (204). 
In fact, it is perhaps because Aschenbach represents the traditional ideal-the Prussian 
sense of loyalty and discipline-that he is favored by the government, for the 
authoritarian state requires this kind of loyalty to strengthen its rule, so as to withstand 
the threats from the ever-enlarging Social Democratic Party. The canonization of 
Aschenbach's works is thus related to politics. 
Aschenbach's excessive cultivation of form in both his writings and in his life-for 
"gracious poise and composure" are "the empty austere service of form" (205)~indeed 
recalls what Thomas Buddenbrooks does in the last days of his life in The 
Buddenbrooks. Within The Buddenbrooks, Senator Buddenbrooks，s life actually traces 
the gradual demise of the old mercantile values of the Burger\ which prove to be inept 
and inadequate to survive in the altering environment and are gradually supplanted by 
the developing bourgeoisie, a product of the industrial revolution. Aschenbach's 
meticulous pursuit of formal perfectionism is no different from Buddenbrooks，s 
fastidiousness to his appearance. Just as Senator Buddenbrooks will spend hours 
every day so as to keep up appearances, the itinerary of Aschenbach is crammed with 
his work. Both men's manic attentions to forms further highlight their inner vacuity 
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and the utter pointlessness of their existence. In a way, Thomas Buddenbrooks is 
perhaps even more reflective and insightful than Aschenbach, for Buddenbrooks once 
tries to describe to Tony (his sister) the impending sense of doom that disturbs him 
after he has been selected as the Senator. Thomas Buddenbrooks's description of his 
inner condition may also be applied to Aschenbach: 
"Why, Tony-it is a mood, certainly. •. It is as though something had begun to 
slip-as though I haven't the firm grip I had on events. -What is success? It is 
an inner, and indescribable force...a consciousness that I am, by my mere 
existence, exerting pressure on the movement of life about me. It is my 
belief in the adaptability of life to my own ends...For as soon as something 
begins to slip, to relax, to get tired, within us, then everything without us will 
rebel and struggle to withdraw from our influence.... Often and often, in 
these days, I have thought of a Turkish proverb; it says, ‘When the house is 
finished, death comes.' It doesn't need to be death. But the decline, the 
falling-�ff，the beginning of the end.... I know, from life and from history, 
something you have not thought of: often, the outward and visible material 
signs and symbols of happiness and success only show themselves when the 
process of decline has already set in. The outward manifestations take time-
like the light of that star up there, which in reality be already quenched, 
when it looks to us to be shining its brightest (352). 
Aschenbach's trip to Venice can therefore be perceived as a diversion from his 
increasingly monotonous task, simultaneous with his efforts to regain meaning in life 
by means of his more active participation in it. Instead of integration, his 'outside-
ness' is repeatedly noticed in his trip, for he cannot accommodate to modem life with 
ease and relief, conceiving the modem life almost with suspicion. His aversion to 
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commercialism or mercantilism is implicitly announced when Aschenbach views the 
ticket-seller on the ancient Italian boat and "the group of shop or office workers from 
Pola" almost with unreasonable distaste (210). For example, the ticket seller is 
depicted as mercenary and grasping when he "hastily took Aschenbach's money and 
with the dexterity of a croupier dropped the change on the stained tablecloth" (210). 
To liken the ticket-seller to a croupier again heightens the sense of covetousness 
implicit in the entire trade. When Aschenbach comes upon the boisterous group-a 
group of petit bourgeoisie ("shop or office workers from Pola") with the rakish old 
man, Aschenbach conceives them, especially the fop, with sheer repulsion (210). 
Indeed, the dandy who overdresses himself with "a yellow summer suit of extravagant 
cut, a scarlet necktie and a rakishly tilted Panama hat，，actually hints at a sense of 
consumerism. Aschenbach's rebuff of the group thus also stands for his rejection of 
the group's mode of living, that is, the implied hedonism, commercialism and 
consumerism (211). Furthermore, business and trade, according to Aschenbach, are 
always intertwined with criminality. When the gondolier in defiance of Aschenbach's 
objection takes him directly to the Lido instead of San Marco, Aschenbach 
instantaneously relates himself "fallen into the hands of a criminal，，who tries to 
"extort money from him" (216). Subsequently, when he wanders around the city in his 
senseless pursuit of Tadzio, Aschenbach can only notice the dreadful aspects of the 
city life; his reaction is once again to "[flee] from the crowded commercial 
thoroughfares" (228). Undoubtedly, Aschenbach is disenchanted by “the cutpurse 
mercantile spirit of the sunken queen of the Adriatic", an indication that he is alienated 
from the contemporary life (229). 
But Aschenbach's apathy is not merely confined to commercial life, his 
unconcern or insensibility extends to the political realm as well. Contemporary 
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appraisals ofDeath in Venice tend to emphasize that alongside Aschenbach's perverted 
passion the text tacitly reflects upon the international conflicts in the pre First World 
War Europe. Berman claims that Death in Venice demonstrates "the extremely labile 
network of national identities on the eve of World War I. [It] also places this network 
within a contested structure of global imperialism, simultaneously analyzing a 
personality remarkably unwilling to reflect on precisely these political matters" (270). 
To take some examples, the text records the national sentiments of Italians from Pola 
and their “patriotic，，responses to the military sound of bugle calls from the bersaglieri 
(213). Likewise, Tadzio's irrational animosity toward the Russians "encamped" on the 
beach can equally be rationalized in terms of the antipathy of the colonized felt toward 
the colonizer—as Berman points out, at the end of the eighteenth century Russia 
partook to the division of Poland. Aschenbach's sheer indifference to these seething 
international conflicts and the mounting discords between different peoples iterates 
Aschenbach's failures to participate in the outer life at large. In fact, Aschenbach's 
‘un-integration, has reached an alarming stage, for he is even heedless of the 
impending Second Moroccan crisis, a crisis that would have dire consequences and no 
doubt accelerate the utter disintegration of the harmony in Europe that culminated in 
World War L 
As aforementioned, Aschenbach's easily yielding himself to passion implies the 
utter meaninglessness of his life, corresponding with Aschenbach's covert attempt to 
regenerate meaning to his work through his passion. John Burt Foster Jr., in his 
rendition of Death in Venice, interestingly questions that if it were "without the 
euphoric glow of Greek myth and the alluring contours of Greek statues, would 
Aschenbach have ever become so obsessed with Tadzio?" (203). To Foster, 
Aschenbach's infatuation with Tadzio has much to do with the things that Aschenbach 
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has learnt before and the effects of the Western convention to employ art for moral 
uplift, as Foster shows, are often dubious. Though my concern here is dissimilar to 
Foster's, Foster's inquiry lets me contemplate that Aschenbach is in love with Tadzio 
largely because Tadzio epitomizes the best of the classical tradition-Tadzio is the 
actualization of the Platonic ideal. This is how Aschenbach portrays Tadzio's formal 
perfection: "he (Aschenbach) felt he was gazing on Beauty itself, on Form as a thought 
of God" (237). Initially, Aschenbach's response is to produce after he catches sight of 
the handsome boy: "He suddenly desired to write. • .at this point of Aschenbach's crisis 
and visitation his excitement was driving him to produce...and what he craved...was 
to work on it in Tadzio's presence, to take the boy's physique for a model as he wrote, 
to let his style follow the lineaments of this body which he saw as divine, and to carry 
its beauty on high into the spiritual world" (239). Aschenbach seems to regain his 
meaning to his work through his admiration for Tadzio and through his regression to 
classicism. However, the text soon suggests that Aschenbach's passion outweighs his 
desire to work, for he could no longer think of anything or want anything once he sees 
Tadzio except to track behind the boy. Coming almost to the end of the text, within 
Aschenbach's disoriented mind the aging writer once more envisages a dialogue 
between Socrates and Phaedrus, in which Aschenbach's thoughts are reflected through 
the mouth of Socrates. In his parley to Phaedrus, Socrates discourses on the 
precarious positions that artists frequently occupy. As the master says, "For I must tell 
you that we artists cannot tread the path of Beauty without Eros keeping company with 
us... That we necessarily go astray, necessarily remain dissolute emotional 
adventurers?" (265). Finally, Socrates/ Aschenbach even comes to repudiate any 
positive meanings of art that he previously confers upon art: 
The magisterial poise of our style is a lie and a farce, our fame and social 
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position are an absurdity, the public's faith in us is altogether ridiculous, the 
use of art to educate the nation and its youth is a reprehensible undertaking 
which should be forbidden by law (265). 
Rather than retrieving meaning to his work through his journey to Venice, there is a 
complete bankruptcy of meaning by the end of the trip when Aschenbach comes to 
condemn his coveted work. Just like Egbert in "England, My England", death appears 
to be the only choice left for Aschenbach by the end of Death in Venice. Aschenbach's 
attempt to retrieve meaning to his life and work through his effort at reintegration in 
society is a complete failure. 
Ill 
After Death in Venice, more than twelve years have elapsed before The Magic 
Mountain was published. A lot of things had taken place within this period. 
Externally, there was the First World War, and Germany emerged from its defeat with 
the establishment of the problem-ridden Weimar Republic. Inwardly, Mann 
abandoned his work on The Magic Mountain, underway since 1912, for "a long, 
agitated defense of his sudden patriotism", culminating in The Reflections of the Non-
Political Man (Stock 37). Even though Mann's abrupt defense of the Imperial 
Germany during the war and his war essays had shocked his brother Heinrich and 
many of his European colleagues, Irvin Stock remarks that "[this period] was his 
breakthrough into greatness，，(37). Donald Prater, in his biography of Thomas Mann, 
has also traced the gradual shift of Thomas Mann's literary concems-a progression 
from individuals to society—as follows: 
From the straightforward narratives of his earlier novellas and The 
Buddenbrooks, he has moved through the psychological study of Death in 
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Venice to a more contemplative approach: still in the tradition of the 
Bildungsroman, showing the maturing of the character of the average young 
man Hans Castorp in the isolated world of the sanatorium, but with an 
eloquent and complex commentary on its futile and introverted life, by 
inference on the whole of the pre-war civilization (148-9). 
As Stock notices it, the philosophical novelist does not emerge until The Magic 
Mountain (21). In a letter to Fischer in 1915 Thomas Mann wrote "the outbreak of the 
war giving him the solution [that] he wanted for the novel-war and the victory of 
'German culture' as the instruments of salvation’，(qtd. in Prater 98). In actuality，The 
Magic Mountain departs greatly from Mann's pre-conceived plan. 
Besides its sexual politics and the novel being a Bildungsroman, the frequent 
appraisals of The Magic Mountain are concerned with its portrayal of the 
disintegrating European societies-a pre-war Europe that is beleaguered by internal 
conflicts; the patients from different countries are the representatives of various 
countries and races in reality. Kenneth Weisinger, in his superb reading of The Magic 
Mountain, characterizes the novel as follows: 
As we have seen, Mann carefully laid out his narrative in the "old days of 
the world before the Great War" (ix), and certainly one of the most important 
aspects of life in those days was the constantly shifting negotiations and 
alliances between the great European powers, nations whose representatives 
we see at the dining tables in the Berghof (185). 
Although my focus is to perceive The Magic Mountain as a fictional reflection on the 
pre First World War European societies, rather than merely tracing the subterranean 
antagonism between different nations, it seems that The Magic Mountain also testifies 
to a sense of growing meaninglessness that plagues the minds of the characters. 
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Resembling Lawrence's portrayal, the pre-war life is presented as futile and pointless. 
Mann especially dramatizes characters' difficulties in adjusting to and deriving 
meaning from their lives in flatland. Ultimately, people not only fail to reacquire 
meaning in their lives-whether they participate in or reject the society, but they are 
also overwhelmed by a sense of destructive and violent impulses. 
Through his portrayal of Hans Castorp, the narrator from the onset has already 
implicated the individual's difficulty to adjust to the requirements of modem life and 
the mounting sense of meaninglessness and futility accompanying his life. As a native 
ofHamburg-an expanding economic center of Germany, the nation's busiest port, and 
its major industrial city-Hans Castorp has studied shipbuilding and been trained as an 
engineer, a profession that is perhaps as increasingly important as his cousin's military 
occupation. Indeed, ever since Kaiser Wilhelm II and his advisers embarked on a 
deliberate attempt to bolster the position of the propertied elements in the government 
by cultivating a mass movement for Weltpolitik and naval expansion in 1897, anything 
that pertained to the navy prospered. Instead of enthusiastically committing himself to 
his career, the text begins with Hans Castorp being made ill by the recent examination 
and by his preoccupation with "his approaching entrance into the firm of Tunder and 
Wilms, shipbuilders, smelters and machinists" (4). His physical frailty already 
signifies that Hans Castorp may not be able to cope with the demands of the society; 
individuals' abilities seem at odds with the societal needs. 
In characterizing Hans Castorp, the narrator repeatedly emphasizes Hans 
Castorp's lack of direction. For example, in "At Tienappels", the narrator describes 
young Castorp is frequently prone to bouts of unexplained lethargy or his tendency to 
"doze" -Castorp will "sit staring into space, with his jaw dropped and his thoughts 
fixed on nothing at all" (29). His attitude to work reiterates the fact that work cannot 
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confer meaning or purposes on him. Embedded in Castorp's superficial deference is 
his oblique aversion to work: “Is it, perhaps, possible if he had been able to believe in 
it in the very depth of his soul, even without being himself conscious of doing so, that 
his body as well as his spirit.. .would have been able to devote itself to his task with 
more of joy and constancy, would have been able to find peace therein?" (34). During 
his three-week sojourn in the sanatorium, Hans Castorp is diagnosed as suffering from 
tuberculosis, an eruption "caused by the old places" (181). Even though tuberculosis 
is still a mortal disease then, Hans Castorp does not seem to worry about it. As he tells 
Joachim, "surely it is unreasonable for you to break your head over it" (185). If 
Castorp does not really care about it, as the logic goes, he should return to the 
flatland^. However, Castorp is easily persuaded to remain in the sanatorium. 
Castorp's complicity to Dr. Hofrat's advice indirectly reflects the fundamental 
meaninglessness of his life in the flatland, in which nothing is attractive enough to 
entice him to remain there. 
Hans Castorp's failure to cope with his life in the flatland and to derive meaning 
from life and work is not solely his problem. Amid the recurring characters only the 
simple Joachim and the idealist Settembrini yearn for their participation in the outer 
society, whereas the other patients do not particularly value their lives below. Even 
Dr. Hofrat perceives the life below with repugnance, as if to stay in the valley is 
injurious to one's physiological and psychological health^. Besides Hofrat, Mme. 
Chauchat is one of those who entirely renounce their lives in flatland. As Fraulein 
Engelhart tells us, "Mme. Chauchat is not so ill as to live all her life in sanatoriums 
and apart from her husband" (137). From a layman's point of view, Mme. Chauchat's 
life in flatland should be pretty attractive, especially when she has a wealthy and 
influential husband in Daghestan. In "Distant Oil Rigs and Other Erections", Kenneth 
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Weisinger persuasively explains to us the mysterious status of M. Chauchat and the 
symbolic meaning of his relationship with Clavdia. As Weisinger points out, as a 
Frenchman who hangs around Daghestan in 1907, M. Chauchat properly goes there 
for oil4 (185). Mme. Chauchat willingly sacrificing her good life in pursuit of freedom 
reflects that the flatland is not so attractive after all. 
Two other characters deserve to be mentioned here owing to their peculiar status: 
one is Mynheer Peeperkom while the other is Naphta. Though both men are ambitious 
and seem to have a purpose in their respective life in the flatland, they display equal 
difficulties in adapting to their lives. Pieter Peeperkom represents the world of 
colonialism and oppression-a "colonial Dutchman, a man from Java, a coffee-planter" 
(548). Castorp names him as the "blurred personality，，(553)-because of Peeperkom's 
inarticulateness-while Dr. Hofrat describes Peeperkom as being "larded with 
money...plutocratic is no word for it，，(549). Peeperkom's material prosperity 
indicates, however, nothing of his adaptation to the society, for he is an alcoholic and 
is threatened with "tropical fever，，(549). He also has "an inflamed spleen"^ (555). 
Peeperkom's illness implies that he can only cope partly with the colonial life. 
Naptha's situation is the exact antithesis of Peeperkom's, for his life lends the best 
insight into the world of the oppressed or the subjugated. Bom in a devout Jewish 
family on the Galiacian-Volhynian border-the border between Poland and Russia, 
Leib/ Leo Naptha escapes the dire fate of his father-a victim of a pogram who is 
crucified by the vandals-only by assimilation or conversion to Christianity. 
Assimilation/ adaptation however demands more than the pragmatic Naptha has ever 
expected—it is not merely that Naptha has to shed his previous identity but in foregoing 
his identity his flesh rebels against him. Thus, once his desire to pursue theology is 
expressed in order to prepare himself for membership "in the Society", "his health 
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suffered" (445). Not unlike Lawrence's description, Mann presents the life in pre-war 
society as fundamentally frustrating, disappointing and meaningless. 
The sense that life in the pre First World War society is meaningless is 
reconfirmed by the narrator. Commenting on the mediocrity of Hans Castorp, the 
narrator explains that Hans Castorp's ordinariness or the "laming of [his] personality" 
is related to the basic vacuity and the ‘direction-less，of his age. As the narrator 
describes his age: 
Now, if the life about him, if his own time seem, however outwardly 
stimulating, to be at bottom empty of such food for his aspirations; if he 
privately recognizes it to be hopeless, viewless, helpless, opposing only a 
hollow silence to all the questions man puts, consciously or unconsciously, 
yet somehow puts, as to the final, absolute, and abstract meaning of all his 
efforts and activities; then, in such a case, a certain laming of the personality 
is bound to occur, the more inevitably the more upright the character in 
question; a sort of palsy, as it were, which may even extend from his 
spiritual and moral over into his physical and organic part. In an age that 
affords no satisfying answer to the eternal question of "Why?" "To what 
end?" a man who is capable of achievement over and above the average and 
expected modicum must be equipped with a moral remoteness and single-
mindedness which is rare indeed and of heroic mould, or else with an 
exceptionally robust vitality (my emphasis 32). 
Even though the narrator does not explain why the era is tinged with a sense of 
disappointment, the answers may possibly lie in the socio-economic and cultural 
transformations in Wilheminian Germany or in the pre-war Europe. Alan Bullock^, in 
his essay on the pre-war European society, has used the term "double-image" to 
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characterize the seeming contradictions triggered by industrialization, urbanization, 
secularization and advanced technology in European society. "Double-image" is 
probably an apt description, for beyond the wealth and glamour generated by 
modernization, negative aspects like poverty, class stratification, etc. are also deeply 
felt. Alongside these multifarious alterations are also the evaporation of the visibility 
and solidity of certainty. As the narrator points out, man's queries are now confronted 
by “a hollow silence，，(32). In other words, there is no longer any univocal answer to 
man's queries. The inmates in the sanatorium can be deemed as those who fail to 
adapt to and find meaning in their lives in the flatland, and who come to the magic 
mountain either to retrieve their meaning or to put into practice what they have 
actually believed in. 
Throughout the narrative, the attractiveness of the life in the sanatorium is 
repeatedly reiterated. For once the patients are let into the sanatorium, they (as if they 
are spellbound) rarely return to the flatland. Even before the term of Hans Castorp's 
prescribed three-weeks expires, Hans Castorp is warned by Herr Settembrini about the 
danger of loitering in the magic mountain. As Settembrini proposes to Castorp: “As 
your stay up here with us does not appear to be conductive...how would it be if you 
renounced the prospect of growing older on this spot-in short, what if you were to 
pack to-night, and be up and away with the first suitable train，’（86). Afterwards, when 
Hans Castorp is diagnosed as tubercular, Settembrini again suggests to him how easy it 
is for a person to become lost to the life below once they are in the mountain. "Six 
months at most after [the patients] get here, these young people—and they are mostly 
young who come-have lost every idea they had, except flirtation and temperature 
(198). perhaps the most obvious example about the allurement of the sanatorium is 
traced in "An Attack", where Castorp's uncle, James Tienappel, visits his nephew in 
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the hope of retrieving his well-nigh forfeited relative—“He (Consul Tienappel) had 
come up here on a definite practical mission, to see how matters stood with his 
dilatory young kinsman...and take [Hans Castorp] back home" (433). In Mann's 
whimsical presentation, not only does the whole rescue degenerate into a total fiasco, 
but also the rescuer has to take flight for his own life, for James Tienappel has become 
inwardly aware of the seduction of the mountain: “after one week up here, he would 
find everything down below wrong and out of place，，(439). Irvin Stock, in Ironic Out 
of Love, thus summarizes Hans Castorp's mountain experiences in the terms of “the 
two kinds of noise，’ that the protagonist overhears on his day of arrival (54). On the 
one hand, from a patient's room-most likely a moribmdus,s-there comes a horrible 
cough. On the other hand, Castorp is compelled to listen to the Russian couple's 
shamelessly lively love-making (54). In other words, the sanatorium is an unusually 
free milieu where hybrid elements-such as elements of decay, destruction, and 
activities hinting at life (sex)—abound and admix with one another. This sense of 
unparalleled freedom and heterogeneity undoubtedly captivates many of its 
inhabitants. 
Beyond this sense of unchecked freedom, I suspect that it is also due to the kind 
of stability and constancy of the environment the sanatorium provides that entices the 
inhabitants to remain there. As Mann indicates in the aforementioned passage, the 
pre-First World War era is an age of uncertainty and indirection. In contrast to the 
changeful life in flatland, the circularity and regularity of the daily activities in the 
sanatorium are repeatedly pronounced. Everything is scheduled and pre-set; among 
these regular events they include the daily five-course Berghof meals, the evening rest-
cure, the customary Sunday music and Dr. Krokowski's biweekly Monday lecture on 
the human psyche. The idea of permanence and perpetuity is most obviously spelt out 
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by means of the confusions of climate-the four seasons become inseparable and 
indistinguishable-and the altering of the conception of time in the mountain. As soon 
as Hans Castorp arrives at the sanatorium, he is immediately informed by Settembrini 
that "the smallest unit [of time] is the month" (58), as if Castorp's three week sojourn 
is equivalent to a visit of several hours there. In the flatland, the linearity of time is 
perceived as the best measurement of change, progress and achievement. Yet, time 
proceeds cyclically through the eternal recurrence of same events in the mountain. By 
means of these routines and regularities and its implied timelessness, the patients there 
are capable of deriving a sense of security and solace that they probably cannot find in 
the life in flatland. 
In Mann's own interpretation of his novel "The Making of The Magic Mountain", 
Maim has likened Castorp's mountain experiences to those of the Quester's of the 
Grail-"Hans Castorp is one of these seekers" (728). In other words, Mann desires that 
his audiences should conceive Hans Castorp's mountain experiences as fundamentally 
positive, that Castorp has arrived at some higher understanding toward his life on the 
mountain. Accordingly, Hans Castorp's vision is achieved in “Snow，，. Amid his near 
death experience (Hans Castorp is entrapped in a violent snowstorm and he falls 
asleep), Castorp dreams of both the sunny aspects of life-"the sunshine and gracious 
loveliness of all these happy folk，，(493) and "its blood sacrifice，，—the witchlike old 
woman dismembering the child (495). Coming to the end of his dream, Castorp even 
reflects on his mentors' one-sidedness and their antinomies, moving beyond 
antithesis-he will neither side with Naptha's nor with Settembrini's ideas (496). 
Castorp's dream culminates in his affirmation of life and the value of humanity, that 
“man shall let death have no sovereignty over his thoughts” (his emphasis 497). 
Because Castorp arrives at his vision at the eleven's hour, he miraculously wakes up-
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"Up, up! Open your eyes!" (497). As Mann describes Castorp's experience, "what 
[Castorp] comes to understand is that one must go through the deep experience of 
sickness and death to arrive at a higher sanity and health，，(726). Adhering to the 
authorial intent, critics like Irvin Stock reconfirm the positive-ness of the novel. 
Indeed, Stock has gone so far as to claim that Hans Castorp is "a genius" (51) and 
"[Castorp] is saved at the end" (52). T. J. Reed likewise affirms the positive-ness of 
The Magic Mountain, despite Reed's perceptions of the basic rupture between what 
Castorp sees and what he does. As Reed notes, "however praiseworthy the truths 
Hans Castorp] has glimpsed, he has not acted on them，，(271). As a matter of fact, it 
is this sense of positive-ness of Castorp's experience and of Mann wanting his 
audiences to perceive it that I am highly skeptical of, as my observation apparently 
runs contrary to Mann's intention. Through Hans Castorp's stay in the sanatorium, it 
is highly dubious that Hans Castorp can really find his meaning or direction in life. 
Worse, the longer he stays in the sanatorium, the more Castorp feels that his life is 
monotonous and meaningless. Just as Castorp's life in the flatland is meaningless, 
Castorp's mountain experiences are equally unfulfilling. 
If we read Castorp's sojourn as a simultaneous attempt to restore his physical 
health and indirectly to regain his meaning in life, (instead of ‘re-fmding，meaning and 
direction), the narrative shows that Castorp's gradual physical recovery is 
accompanied by his mounting sense of meaninglessness and the crumbling of his 
desire to live. Within these seven years, Castorp's existence is almost passive. What I 
mean is that he neither seeks to regain his health actively—as Joachim does—nor does 
Castorp attempt to find a direction in his life. Coming to know Settembrini and 
Naptha during his stay, Castorp begins to "take stock". It is perhaps due to Castorp's 
tendency to contemplate, to reflect on his two mentors' or disputants' contradictory 
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discourses that Castorp comes to see his vision in "Snow". As Mann depicts Castorp's 
reflection: “I have made a dream poem of humanity. I will cling to it. I will be good. 
I will let death have no mastery over my thoughts...It is love, not reason, that is 
stronger than death. Only love, not reason, gives sweet thoughts. And from love and 
sweetness alone can form come: form and civilization.. .beautiful human intercourse-
always in silent recognition of the blood-sacrifice. • .1 will keep faith with death and the 
dead is evil, is hostile to humankind, so soon as we give it power over thought and 
action’，（496). Naturally, the “positive-ness，，of this derived message should lead one 
to conceive that Hans Castorp will engage in his flatland life more enthusiastically, 
especially Castorp's vision is a celebration of love and life and the protagonist seems 
to overcome his morbidity. Nevertheless, Castorp's sudden enlightenment remains as 
nothing more than a mirage, because by the end of "Snow" the narrator has already 
suggested that Castorp's vision becomes blurred: 
An hour later the highly civilized atmosphere of the Berghof caressed him. 
He ate enormously at dinner. What he had dreamed was already fading 
from his mind. What he had thought-even that selfsame evening it was 
no longer so clear as it had been at first (498). 
Structurally, after the episode of the return of Mme. Chauchat with her lover 
Mynheer Peeperkom, the whole text testifies to a backward movement and most 
inhabitants regress to a more primitivized or infantilized condition. The routine lives 
of the sanatorium that once have been Berghof，s attractive aspect gradually become a 
kind of tedium. Just as Gudrun by the end of Women in Love is oppressed by her 
terrible sense of ‘un-eventuality，within her life, in "The Great God Dumps" Dr. 
Hofrat already notes that Castorp is under the attack of ennui: "Castorp, old cock, 
you're bored. Chap-fallen, I see it every day, disgust and ennui are written on your 
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brow. You're collapsed like a punctured tire，’ (624). Inwardly, Hans feels that there is 
a great storm seething within him: "[Castorp] was frightened. It seemed to him that 
"all this" could come to no good, that a catastrophe was impending, that long-suffering 
nature would rebel, rise up in storm and whirlwind.. .He longed to flee，，（634). Thus, 
accompanying Castorp's growing meaninglessness is his desire to destroy, to break the 
bond that "[holds] the world in thrall" (635). Under the influence of boredom, the 
narrator depicts Hans Castorp, resembling other inmates in the sanatorium, 
degenerating into trivialities and absurdities. This kind of absurdity mounts to its apex 
when in a seance, Castorp, through the assistance of Ellen Brand, conjures up the spirit 
of Joachim; the freedom in the mountain goes unbounded when the patients transcend 
the final boundary between life and death, disturbing the peace of the dead as well. 
Indeed, rather than clinging to the vision that Castorp achieves in "Snow", what Hans 
Castorp does hardly coheres with his affirmation of the value of human life. 
Coming to the end when the war in the flatland finally helps release Hans Castorp 
from his "enchantment" to the mountain—“he saw himself released.. .by the operation 
of exterior powers" and the hero comes to participate in the war (711)，Irvin Stock 
reads Castorp's volitional service-"a volunteer regiment，，(713)-as a life-serving 
action. As Stock explains why Settembrini appears to be so encouraging to Castorp's 
participation in the war despite Castorp's act will shift their relation from mentor-
student to enemies, Stock says that "it is because [Castorp] is going home out of the 
same life-serving fellowship with the human community the Italian has always 
preached" (77). In other words, Stock implies that Hans Castorp is finally able to find 
a direction or meaning in life. Certainly, Stock's idea is highly questionable, 
especially when the war scene is presented with an air of ambivalence-with both 
fascination and abhorrence-by the narrator. 
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Like the end of "England, My England", the closing pages of The Magic 
Mountain foreground the dislocations of societal orders and the realities of the 
battlefield. On the one hand, the battleground is a horrifying inferno, where there is 
almost a complete violation of the distinctions separating the dead from the living, the 
clean and the unclean: 
They (the army) fling themselves down before the projectiles that come 
howling on,.. .breaking voices as they run, to discover themselves still 
unhit. Or they are hit, they fall, fighting the air with their arms, shot 
through the forehead, the heart, the belly.. .They lie, their heads pressed into 
the mud (714). 
Alas, no, here they lie, their noses in fiery filth (714). 
On the other hand, the narrator remarks with fascination that these young people are 
metamorphosed into an organic whole-"they are a body of troops calculated as 
sufficient，，(714) and the concept of Volk is vividly evoked here. The entire picture at 
the Front is thus permeated with ghastly images of death and pungent smell as well as 
the ecstatic energy and the emotional charge of the soldiers. Despite the narrator's 
fascination with the vitality shown by the youths, it is obvious that he does not yield to 
their ecstasy and endorse their actions: "They are glad to be here-albeit with boundless 
anguish, with unspeakable sickness for home; and this, of itself, is a noble and a 
shaming thing-but no good reason for bringing them to such a pass" (715). When the 
narrator mentions Castorp once again, we discover that Castorp is engaged in a 
mindless set of motions—“miming，，，"tread[ing] on", "[flinging] down” (715). 
Certainly, the whole scene can hardly accord with Stock's idea, for Castorp performs 
his service almost in a hypnotic condition. At the best, the war represents a chance for 
Castorp to break the sense of ennui and liminality that haunts him because of his 
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protracted stay. At the worst, Castorp's participation in the army possesses no 
meaning at all; it may stand for the resurgence of Castorp's destructive desire, for 
Hans is unconsciously humming the "Linden-Tree". Returning to "Fullness of 
Harmony，，，the narrator once mentions that behind Schubert's "Linden-Tree" there 
"stood death" (652). From the symbolic meaning of the song, the narrator shifts to 
mention Castorp's thoughts and feeling, hinting that even though they remain "the 
sanest, the homeliest in the world", they are still susceptible to "decay", "corruption" 
and are "pregnant of dissolution" (652). In other words, Castorp's mind is far from 
being immune to the allurement of death. As such, the last scene of Castorp actually 
implies that he succumbs to the enticement of death, especially when he is performing 
a duty just like an automaton. 
Before I finish my discussion, I want briefly to discuss other recurring characters; 
each represents a mode of existence that is different from Castorp's. Indeed, we can 
differentiate the inhabitants of the sanatorium into two groups. The first group-our 
hero unluckily falls into this category-possesses no meaning and purposes whatsoever. 
The second group, including Herr Settembrini, Joachim, Naptha, Mme. Chauchat and 
Mynheer Peeperkom etc., seems to maintain a clearer direction, even though they 
either cannot adapt to or find meaning in their lives in the flatland. Through the 
interplay and juxtaposition of these two groups, Maim fortuitously shows that the pre-
war world is an utterly disappointing and frustrating world. Not merely can meaning 
not be found for those who lack it, even if one has a clearer direction, in pursuing and 
fulfilling one's purposes, the consequences are often destructive to themselves. In 
Women in Love Lawrence hints at one may achieve salvation and meaning by means of 
a rejection of society; The Magic Mountain tacitly negates Lawrence's ideas, when the 
text displays that even individuals' non-involvement in society can ultimately bring no 
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fulfillment. 
Unlike his cousin who lacks direction in his life, Joachim Ziemssen is the reverse 
of Castorp, for Joachim knows exactly what he wants to become in future: 
“Ziemssen…was bent on being an officer" despite ‘‘[being] rather weak in the chest" 
(34). Joachim's meaning in life is established by his devotion to the military service, 
that he contends the deepest pleasures are found in duty, obedience and in the field of 
honor. Even when Joachim is in the sanatorium in which a dilatory atmosphere 
prevails, Joachim strictly observes the rules of the Berghof, hoping in return for a 
speedy recovery. Joachim is so determined to return quickly to the flatland that any 
diversion is carefully avoided and he almost severs himself entirely from the society in 
the Berghof-the only conversation with Marusja happens just before he dies. In 
"Humaniora", Mann depicts Castorp "wrangling inwardly with Joachim" merely 
because Joachim dictatorially forbids Castorp to participate in the society—a chance 
that Castorp may talk to Mme. Chauchat (251). Joachim is also the one, apart from 
Settembrini, who repeatedly mentions the flatland and his hope for release from the 
sanatorium. When Joachim can wait no longer, he tells Dr. Hofrat that he has to join 
his regiment. In Castorp's opinion, the military Joachim is the one with determinism, 
who “[will] translate words into deeds" (415). Despite Joachim's possessing a purpose 
and determinism, it is a world that will frustrate the individuars desires and just as 
Mme. Chauchat once predicts, Joachim dies once he returns to the flatland. 
Ultimately, Joachim's behavior also attests to the individuals' self-destructive 
impulses, especially when Joachim in “Choler，，may well know that his insistence to 
return to the flatland will cost him his life. 
If Joachim returning to the flatland amounts to nothing but his own death, other 
characters' desires are far from being fulfilled even when they attempt to actualize 
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their beliefs in the unusually free mountain locale. The most obvious example is 
Mynheer Peeperkom. As I have suggested in the last section, Peeperkom puts 
emphasis on the cultivation of feeling. Inability to feel, according to the (god-like， 
Peeperkom, "is blasphemy" (603). Yet, in practising and spreading his credos to 
others, Peeperkom is the first one who is victimized by his beliefs, for his feeling for 
Mme. Chauchat has overwhelmed his ability to behave and to control himself 
rationally. Similarly, it is highly dubious whether Mme. Chauchat, in pursuing her 
much coveted freedom, can find any genuine fulfillment, particularly when her lordly 
lover employs a most ingenious way to kill himself. After the demise of Peeperkom 
when Mme. Chauchat leaves the sanatorium finally, her action implies that she can get 
no pleasure in any prolonged stay in the Berghof. Some critics may suggest that their 
failures to generate happiness and fulfillment are due to their extremism and one-
sidedness. This kind of extreme one-sidedness actually applies to Joachim's, 
Settembrini's and Naptha's ideas as well. However, what I would like to add is that 
even if a person is able to transcend his or her delimited vision and embraces or adopts 
a perspective of multiplicity, fulfillment is still not ensured. This is actually 
exemplified by Castorp's experiences; he is the one who can surmount the one-
sidedness displayed by his mentors. In other words, beyond the joviality and 
whimsicality of The Magic Mountain, the picture created by Mann is actually grimmer 
than Lawrence's vision. In both Death in Venice and The Magic Mountain, Mann 




Crisis (Un)Ended: The Great War and its Aftermath 
"...Europe, as he understood the word, had committed suicide when he himself 
had been nine years old. Everything that had followed had been merely obsequies" 
(Haggard 76). This chance remark about the First World War by a character in 
William Haggard's The Hard Sell may seem to be an exaggeration. Yet, the excerpt 
does attest to the adverse effects of the First World War on people' imaginations, 
highlighting how the war has transformed man's outlook on the world. As the quote 
implies it, the post-bellum world is a lifeless and gloomy world; the war initiates a 
complete rupture with the past—a suicide-so that people can only contemplate 
retrospectively the pre-war world with nostalgia. Throughout this thesis, I have 
suggested that the sense of crisis embedded in the chosen texts is largely triggered or 
influenced by the pre-war political turmoil and the First World War, and both 
Lawrence and Mann have responded to the outer crises in a kindred manner. That is, 
each has presented a disintegrating world in which relationships fail and individuals 
feel their lives as basically meaningless. Disharmonies abound not just between 
individuals. Individuals' desires frequently conflict with the demands of the society. 
Before I close my narrative, this section will first recapitulate and expand some of my 
arguments. From these two authors I will then shift to reexamine the scene of crisis, 
"foregrounding" the impacts of the Great War on modem consciousness. The last part 
of my conclusion discusses the sense of the "unrepresentable-ness" of war experiences 
frequently found in war literature and D. H. Lawrence's and Thomas Mann's efforts to 
fabricate, to recount, the wartime experiences. 
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Emergence from the War: Affinities Subside 
Although the occurrences of the pre-war political crises and the First World War 
have equally darkened both writers' perceptions of the world, the actual consequences 
of each writer's wartime experiences are to set them apart. Feeling disillusioned with 
England, Lawrence, together with Frieda, was to experience a kind of self-imposed 
exile after the war. The war marked another turning point in Lawrence's life. In 
Lawrence's subsequent writings, even though his principal concern remains unaltered, 
that is, to deal with the interconnections between human beings, Lawrence's writings, 
as H. M. Daleski avers it, appear to "slowly move to an extreme position" after 
Women in Love (15). Daleski points out that Lawrence's earlier attempts to achieve 
reconciliation between the "law of the woman" and "law of the man" (14) are 
displaced by his later interests in "male friendship and leadership in the world of men" 
(15). Though the impacts of the war are not as profound as to transform Lawrence's 
preoccupation with human relationships, the incubus of the war, however, keeps 
haunting and interrupting Lawrence's later writings. The chapter "Nightmare" in 
Kangaroo, and the portrayal of paraplegic Clifford Chatterley—a veteran of the Great 
War-and Chatterley epitomizing the lifeless Western civilization exemplify the 
impacts of war on Lawrence. 
If the repercussions of the war on Lawrence are to accentuate Lawrence's anti-
social impulses and to encourage him to "re-find" his Ranamin through his writings, 
the public witnesses Mann's growing engagement in society and his gradual 
assumption of a public role championing democracy against fascism. Mann's sudden 
infatuation with nationalism during the war was later metamorphosed into the writer's 
agonizing reexamination of the German culture. Coming out of the war, Mann 
became more clear-sighted. As Irvin Stock indicates in his book, “for Mann the 
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danger of [the] revival of German force-worship was clear from the early twenties" 
(15). Mann's later exile to America and his overt attacks on fascism certainly won 
him international acclaim. Corresponding with Mann's greater commitment to the 
community is his abandoning of the "artists as outsiders" types (10)，supplanting them 
with “saviors，，and “teachers，，in his writings (Stock 14). Irvin Stock summarizes the 
transformation of Mann's characters:"...Joseph, Goethe, the great Pope Gregory-all 
rise above their initial estrangement from their fellows and become teachers and 
saviors" (14). Under the influence of Great War and the pre-war political and social 
crises, both Lawrence and Mann have similarly presented an unsavory world picture in 
the selected texts. Ironically, it is also the diverse experiences that each has undergone 
during the Great War that make any textual affinities subside in their subsequent 
writings. Nevertheless, one thing between Lawrence and Mann remains the same 
throughout their lives: it is their equal love for humanity. Lawrence, in spite of his 
hardship and poor health, still desires to rescue the generations that he deems as 
pitifully delimited, that people are damned unknowingly. Thus, Connie's choice, in 
Lady Chatterley's Lover, for the gamekeeper, Mellors, instead of Clifford, represents a 
celebration of the potency of life force. Similarly, Mann's severe attack on fascism-
which according to Mann represents the anti-human forces-undoubtedly bespeaks 
Mann's love for humanity and his transcendence of his youthful morbidity. 
The Great War and its Challenge to Modernity 
Just as the First World War has immense influences upon D. H. Lawrence and 
Thomas Mann, its impacts upon Europe can hardly be underestimated. Its tremendous 
impacts can be discerned from Siegfried Sassoon's comment, claiming that it is the 
"greatest event in history" (129). Likewise, Evelyn Cobley mentions that the First 
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World War has generally been conceived as "a crisis in consciousness" (3). The 
repercussions of the Great War, in fact, lie not merely in the massive casualties and 
destruction that resulted. As Cobley points out, the First World War confirms the utter 
bankruptcy of the Enlightenment project, that is, "the notions of scientific progress, 
social justice, individual liberty, and rational order" are made defunct in the war (4). 
As Cobley summarizes the situation: “the First World War did not initiate a shift in 
consciousness, it exemplifies more tellingly than other events the ‘dark side' of the 
Enlightenment project'" (5). The war further erodes the certainties in life—a process 
that was initiated earlier under the innovation of science and technology-especially 
when it shows that scientific progression eventually leads not to greater felicity and 
bliss but amounts to the great cataclysm in the battlefields. George L. Mosse avers 
that the end of the war is to witness "a deepening search for roots, for authorities, and 
for some hope which might lie beneath the realities of events" (my italics 278). This 
desire for security, as if to contravene the growing uncertainties, often pushes societies 
toward concepts of leadership. History demonstrates that elitist ideas and the cult of 
leadership become an obvious appeal to societies to deal with chaos in the post First 
World War period. In a way, although none of the narratives in my study touches on 
the post-war world, both Lawrence's and Mann's fictions already testify to a serious 
loss of confidence in modernity and society, a process that will amplify and escalate 
itself in the subsequent periods. Ultimately, the Great War may even speed up the 
shift from modernity to postmodemity when it has seriously probed and problematized 
the Enlightenment ideals. 
Representing War; Representing Crisis 
If the First World War continues to haunt Europeans' imaginations because it 
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poses a radical challenge to modem self-understanding, it is not surprising to perceive 
people still desire to define, to rationalize and to analyze the experience. Exploring 
the narrative structures of war literature, Evelyn Cobley describes that the writers, 
usually the combatants themselves, "[choose] in varying degrees either realistic or 
modernist modes to represent [their wartime experiences]" (5). Embedded in their 
discourses are often their impulses to "record straight”，to "set down what can be 
remembered", even though the First World War writers equally display considerable 
"ambivalence towards the possibility.. .of reproducing the war experience" (Cobley 6). 
Cobley's examination of the narratives of war literature lets me reconsider the 
narrative structures of Lawrence's and Mann's fictions and their abilities to capture or 
represent the sense of crisis in their texts. I would like to close my discussion with a 
brief inspection on some aspects of the narrative modes of The Magic Mountain, 
Women in Love and "England, My England". I deliberately leave out Death in Venice 
simply because it is more an oblique response to the pre-war outer crisis as compared 
to the other three texts. 
As indicated by the forewords to Women in Love and The Magic Mountain�，both 
Lawrence and Mann are thoroughly aware of the Great War when they construct their 
works. Yet, unlike most of the First World War writers who employ the mimetic 
mode of representation to present their wartime experiences, both Lawrence and Mann 
refuse to capture the turbulent experiences in a strictly realistic maimer. Indeed, both 
writers' near non-involvement in the actual fighting may let them perceive the whole 
crisis from a more peripheral stance. In place of the impulses to record the "truth'-the 
ghastliness of the war, both writers equally dismiss the scenes of actual confrontations, 
blending realism with some kinds of experimentation. Thus, transcribing the political 
crisis into the instability of human relationships, Women in Love and "England, My 
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England" chronicle more of the emotional vicissitudes of various characters. The 
Magic Mountain similarly focuses on the disorders traced in one's physicality than the 
combats in actuality. Besides, in defying the realistic style, both writers have also 
abjured the certain endings and the texts foreclose without proffering an answer or a 
resolution to the plights of the protagonists. Women in Love finishes amid an 
argument between Ursula and Birkin; The Magic Mountain ends promptly after Hans 
Castorp has joined the war, implying Castorp's impending death. Even "England, My 
England" seems to end unfinished. As Egbert lies dead in the killing field, he once 
again reminisces about his life, contemplating his time with Winifred and his children. 
The whole scenario suggests not merely that the boundary between life and death is 
obscenely transgressed. The idea that dying is not an end but a beginning, a renewal, 
of the infinite process of painful reflection further strengthens the sense of 
hopelessness-the protagonist cannot escape his unhappiness. 
Indeed, the indirection—the implicit reference to the Great War-and the 
experimentation employed by both Mann and Lawrence communicate two things 
simultaneously. On the one hand, their scant references to the Great War dimly 
bespeak the impossibility to reconstruct the experienced actuality and the difficulty in 
reproducing the shattering sense of crisis. (Admittedly, their 'second hand' 
experiences of the war may also debar them from recording straight.) Their 
indirection and experimentation, on the other hand, reflect the great impacts of the 
war. That is, instead of presenting the war casualties, both writers show the 
consequences of the Great War on people' consciousness when they depict 
individuals' fractured relationships and their negative mentality. Thus, even though 
the chosen texts in present study cannot be conceived and recognized as war literature, 
the innovations on narrative modes used by both Mann and Lawrence successfully 
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represent and capture the sense of crisis and hopelessness typifying that era. 
Eventually, owing to both writers' tendencies to incorporate their lives and rewrite 
their experiences in their writings-their works are somehow autobiographical though 
not confessional, any future studies on either writer may concentrate more on the 
interplay between the texts and the contexts, exploring how the narratives constrain the 




1 The dates included here are the publishing years of these texts. 
2 For an exhaustive account of Lawrence's life during the war, please read Paul 
Delany，s D. H. Lawrence's Nightmare. This section is largely indebted to Delany，s 
account of Lawrence's life amid the war. 
3 As Paul Delany points out, in the original version of "England, My England", the 
story ends with “the fulfillment of Evenlyn's-[renamed as Egbert later]-desires" 
(125). In the original version, Evenlyn's smiling dead face has so appalled his enemy 
who "runs mad" by the end (125). 
2. Chapter I 
1 According to Daleski, within the second period of Lawrence's writing life, Lawrence 
still “attempts，，to create the "supreme art" that will reconcile the "law of the woman" 
and the "law of the man，，(14). In other words, Lawrence reviles any relation that 
requires the submission or subjugation of either partner. Yet, Lawrence's idea of 
equality between sexes alters as time elapses, since more and more Lawrence 
commands the yielding of women as displayed in his so-called leadership novels, such 
as Aaron ’s Rod and The Plumed Serpent. 
2 Instead of adhering to Freudian psychoanalysis, contemporary psychoanalytic 
schools have refocused themselves in constructing relational theories of the self. This 
kind of paradigmatic shift, as Benjamin aptly points out, originates from a shared 
belief that "the human mind is interactive rather than monadic, that psychoanalytic 
process should be understood as occurring between subjects rather than within the 
individual" {Recognition 43). Among the diverse psychoanalytic schools, one strand 
emphasizes the intersubjective experience. Put simply, the familiar dichotomy 
between self and other is aborted: "the other is not merely the object of the ego's need/ 
drive. ..[the other] has a separate and equivalent center of self，(45). Maintaining that 
humans are fundamentally relational in nature, that is, they are object-seeking, 
intersubjective theory postulates that “we have a need for recognition and also, a 
capacity to recognize others in return-mutual recognition" (45). It is through this 
mutual recognition or confirming responses that we derive pleasure and meaning from 
our activities. I have paid such ‘scant，attention to these theories largely because I 
conceive I can explain myself well enough without involving much technical jargons. 
3 By 're-engulfment', I refer to the kind of anxiety and dread of regressing to the state 
where one's identity dissipates and one merges with another. As propounded by Freud 
and many later psychologists, a neonate will first experience a kind of symbiosis or 
oneness with its mother in which the self and the other are not yet segregated. Later, 
when the infant is cognitively mature enough to discern that the mother is not part of 
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one self, owing to its vulnerability and the ‘omnipotence’ of the mother, the infant may 
experience terrifying fantasies about being re-absorbed into its mother. Lawrence's 
male characters frequently experience these dreadful fantasies, especially when they 
often associate their lovers with the images of Mater Dolorosa. Interestingly enough, 
this is also how Lawrence conceives his relation with Frieda. For details, please see 
Delany's biography. 
3. Chapter II 
1 For example, in Women in Love, Gerald's sexual affairs with Minette at least offer 
some kinds of happiness to him, even though they are relatively transient. 
2 As suggested by The Oxford English Dictionary, etymologically the word ‘pencil’ is 
related to 'penis'; ‘pencil，is the slang of ‘penis’（464). 
3 the Vagina Dentata motif is closely associated with the idea of the poison damsels. 
As N. M. Penser points out in Poison-Damsels，this belief deals with women whose 
"danger, or (poisonous，nature, lies in the fact that they have teeth or fangs hidden in 
the vagina, and in consequence castrate the husband or lover" (41). When I bring in 
this allusion here, I want to emphasize the powerfulness of Mme. Chauchat. Even 
though Mme. Chauchat is literally a poison damsel—for she is tubercular herself, she is 
more constructive as she 'gives' instead of taking away. 
4 Some critics have perceived Mme. Chauchat as a (m)other, despite her sterility and 
her all-too-free behavior. Whether Mme. Chauchat is a mother figure or not is 
insignificant. What is important is that in granting Madame the maternal position it 
simultaneously imparts to the readers the unbalanced power relationship between Hans 
Castorp and Chauchat, Chauchat is just like the mythic ‘phallic mother，. 
4. Chapter III 
1 According to M. Berman, the idea of "One-Dimensional Man" was propounded by 
Herbert Marcuse and became popularized at the very end of 1960s. According to 
Marcuse's paradigm, both the ideas of social struggles and psychological conflicts 
become obsolete in relation to individuals. "The masses have no egos, no ids, ...their 
ideas, their needs, even their dreams, are not their own; their inner lives are “totally 
administered，，(28). When I describe Gerald as ‘one-dimensional，，I do not employ the 
term exactly as Marcuse does. I merely want to underline Gerald's inner vacuity — the 
only dimension that Gerald possesses is his outward role that he performs to others. 
2 As Paul Delany notes in D. H. Lawrence's Nightmare, although Lawrence had only 
drawn on Ottoline for the "shell" of Hermione, Ottoline was so angry that she almost 
sued Lawrence for a libel (275). 
3 To observe the marital ceremony so seriously indubitably reflects the Crichs support 
of the social conventions. 
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4 Rather than as Kate Millet and Cornelia Nixon suggest in their respective rendition 
that Women in Love terminates with Lawrence championing the submission of women, 
Women in Love can also be reread as Lawrence's implicit critique to patriarchy, 
through his negative presentation of Gerald-Gudrun's relationships. 
5 Gerald epitomizes the man who is abundant of self-destructive energies. Not only 
does Gerald have complete devotion to his work, which in Lawrence's opinion is 
deathly, but in "Man to Man" Gerald also tells Birkin that he has less zest to live than 
the others believe of him. The following is their conversation: 
"Sometimes I think it is a curse to be alive，” said Gerald, with sudden 
impotent anger. 
"Well," said Birkin, "why not! Let it be a curse sometimes to be alive - at 
other times it is anything but a curse. You've got plenty of zest in it really." 
"Less than you'd think," said Gerald, revealing a strange poverty in his look 
at the other man (208). 
6 To Lawrence, Mark Gertler's "The Merry-Go-Round" is so beautiful yet so terrible. 
In his letter, Lawrence describes Gertler's picture as "the best modern picture I have 
ever seen” (Delany 259). Lawrence perceives that the picture bespeaks a vision of 
"utterly mindless human intensity of sensational extremity" that Lawrence concludes 
that the painter is "absorbed in the violent and lurid processes of inner decomposition" 
(259-60). Just as Lawrence fears that Gertler might be destroyed by the extremity and 
corruption of his vision, Loerke, the final craftsman, follows the path of degeneracy 
through his excess cultivation of "mental sensation" (260). For details, please see Paul 
Delany's biography on D. H. Lawrence. 
7 To what extent Birkin and Ursula can transcend the sexual constraints laid down by 
patriarchy is always questionable. While within some feminist readings of the texts 
critics foreground Ursula becoming Birkin's disciple, in other renditions critics 
emphasize Ursula functioning as a critic toward Birkin's ideas. The fact that this 
question remains inconclusive and indeterminate reflects the fundamental difficulty in 
really surpassing the sexual or other constraints in society. It also shows D. H. 
Lawrence's artistic grasp of life's complexity. 
8 When I say that Lawrence desires his readers to surmount the conceptual bounds, I 
think this is particularly important to Lawrence as a writer himself, largely because his 
previous novel The Rainbow has been labeled and banned as pornography by a 
conservative public. As Paul Delany points out in his book, the suppression of The 
Rainbow has initiated bouts of depression in Lawrence. 
9 Unlike Women in Love that Lawrence resorts to the animal imagery-such as "wolf, 
"sea-gull", "horse", “rat’，and “bat，，—to describe the negative character like Gerald, 
Gudrun, Hermione and Loerke. In "England, My England’，，the plant images hint at 
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the fundamental differences between the dispositions of Egbert and the Marshalls. 
The rose is a garden plant, with thorny stems, that flowers last ethereally. Both 
hawthorns and holly trees are small evergreens that have sharp prickly leaves all year 
round. Undoubtedly, the different imagery employed by Lawrence implicates the 
Marshalls' adaptability and their stronger personalities shown by their thorny leaves. 
10 Though Lawrence abstains from criticizing English industrialism in "England, My 
England", there is no doubt that his attitude toward it is negative, since at one point in 
the narrative Lawrence comes to equate English industrialism with German militarism. 
As the narrator describes it: "There was German military aggression, and the English 
non-military idea of liberty and the 'conquests of peace-meaning industrialism" 
(253). 
5. Chapter IV 
1 According to Eda Sagarra, the German term Burger! Burgertum has no equivalent in 
English. It is a term closely related to "traditional ways", and "whose historical 
meanings was of a person who was a citizen of his place of residence，，(253). The 
difference between Burgertum and Bourgeoisie lies in the latter being a product of the 
industrial revolution (253). 
2 In "The Making of The Magic Mountain", Thomas Mann recounts that he has 
encountered a similar situation as Hans Castorp's. Rather than following the doctor's 
advice and staying in the sanatorium, Thomas Mann departs and writes The Magic 
Mountain in its stead. 
3 In "Mountain Misgivings", Hans Castorp reflects on Dr. Hofrat Behrens and his past. 
As Castorp relates it, this "fatherly authority" has been somewhat "infected" in the 
flatland (148). Even though he has recovered physically, psychically Hofrat still 
appears as unsound ever since the death of his beloved wife. Castorp describes the 
way that Hofrat talks: "There was something not quite right about it; it all sounded 
very jovial and lively, but on the whole forced, particularly when one thought of the 
purple cheeks and the watery eyes, which seemed to be weeping for his wife，，(148). 
4 As Weisinger suggests it, M. Chauchat's presence in Daghestan-the importance of 
Daghestan is oil-in 1907 hints at the kind of cooperation between Russia and France 
in the antebellum years. This kind of cooperation would later transform into the Triple 
Entente, when England was further threatened or intimidated by Germany (185). 
5 Within The Magic Mountain, only Peeperkom is not tubercular; Peeperkom's 
unusual ailment-his "inflamed spleen’，—bespeaks his disposition that he is prone to 
extreme passion and feelings. "Spleen" was previously conceived as the seat of spirit 
and courage or of such emotions as mirth, ill humor, or melancholy. Peeperkom's 
inflamed spleen suggests his tendency to arouse a high degree of passion, or feeling. 
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6 Indeed, Alan Bullock's article offers a brief or general glimpse of the pre-war or 
modem European society. Throughout the thesis I avoid the term “modem，，largely 
because of the complex and multifarious implications of this term in European 
intellectual movements. 
6. Coda 
1 This is how Mann depicts The Magic Mountain or Castorp's experience in Mann's 
foreword to the text: 
The exaggerated pastness of our narrative is due to its taking place before 
the epoch when a certain crisis shattered its way through life and 
consciousness and left a deep chasm behind. • .It takes place. • .in the long 
ago, in the old days, the days of the world before the Great War. • .(1). 
Obviously, Mann is thoroughly aware of the First World War when he writes the book. 
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